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PREFACE

This report was written as part of the sponsor evaluation of the

EDC Open Education Follow Through Program under a grant from the U. S.

Office of Education.. It was based on the recognition of a need to

share information about how the adults who. work with children in this

program view their work. We hope it will be helpful to the people in

the Paterson Follow Through community to share each other's perceptions

about their work. We also hope that the information presented in this

report will be helpful to others who are workig towards improving the

''opportunities for the growth -dnd development of-ohildrm

In this study, we interviewed four groups of adulti - teachers,

aides, administrators and parents - who are involved with the growth

and developmentqA children in the EDC Follow Through program in

Paterson, New Jersey. They responded to questions about their views

on children's learning, their roles in the school, their work with

EDC advisors, and the difficulties and satisfactions they have experi-

enced while working in the Follow Through program.

This study was conducted at a-particular time in the program's

development, in a particular community. It does not provide a basis

for drawing conclusions about matters beyond the particular community

studied and some clearly similar situations. It does provide detailed

information about the beliefs and attitude of the adults interviewed

as they worked with children, with each other, and with EDC advisors,

in the Follow Through program.
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CHAPTER)

OVERVIEW,OF EVAj.UAIION RESEARCH

PROCEDURES IN PATERSON'

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The distinciiveleature of the' EDC Follow Through approach is

its advisor system. The advisory is working to Est teachers,

aides, administrators and parents to broaden their perception of the

teaching/learning process- We berievdithat as these adults increase
ti

and enrich their range of responses, they willrbecome better able to CI

respond effectively to the needs and resources of children,:'

At times, EDC advisors focus on working with teachers and aides'

in'order to effect educational change in thescrassroom; at other

times advisors'emphasize the importance of school and community sup,

port for the EDC Follow Through approach. These classroom/Community

focuses are complimentary.

Selected teachers, aides, administrators and parents afthe

EDC Follow Through si'e in pterscn,'New Jersey were interviewed to

determine their attitudes and opinions abour.the EDCadvsor systein;

the teaching/learning process; and the role of school and community

in implementing the Follow Through prOgram. The function of this

report,is to present the findings of those interviews. We have

identified issues'that seemed central to the functioning of the

,a

program. We have also reported the detail and variety of responses
.

to each question, so that readers of this report will have the

backgroundlinformation with which to make their own inferences.

1
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1.2 SITE SELECT
w

FollowiAg the to sequence established in the 1973-74 research

proposal, we selected two-of the ten EDC Follow_Through communities

as,research sites. Two sites were chose tto make possible- in depth

research within the constraints of a limited research' budget and

staff. For 1973-74, the criteria for site selection were:

-- The sites should include onemetropolitan' and one

non-metropoTitan community.

-- The sites should approximate the average size of
Through communities, i.e., having about

sixteen Follow Through classrooms.

-- The sites should be public schools.
I-

-- People in the sites shou'l not see the research_as.

threatening their program. .st,

-- The liaison visors should be willing to cooperate

withthe resew chess. *k,

...

Based on these creria, we suggested the EDC Followhrough

sites in Burlington, Vermont and Paterson, New Jersey. We then
. ,

conferred individually,wifh 411 EDC advisors to learn:

- -- Which EDC-Follow Through'communities each adOsor

was familiar with; .

-- Which communities each advisor expected to be work-

, ing in during the following year;

-- Whether each advisor agreed with the criteria set

out by the researchers;

-- Whether each advisor felt t,hat Burlington and

Paterson were appropriate Sites for the proposed

research.

Most EDCadvisors found Burlington and Paterson * acceptable

See separate report on EDC follow through program in Burl-
ington, Vermont.

2.
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choices as 1973-74 research sites. In, the meantime, the liaison'

- .,,.... ..
.

. _ .

advisor for Paterson assured us of herytilftigness to cooperate
,. ,-

,. ,

A
, '

, 4
with the re'spardi effort and we were then ready to talk Wfth-Follow

-',
. c , ,

.TA'rOuih administrators in Paterson.
*21,,, . .,,

. Tae liaison advisor who traveled to Paterson in August, 1973,.

initiated disbussidn of.the proposed research with tlie project.

_ directors and principals in those communities. SincP their-et

actions were favorable, we followed up with telephope calls to-

,
4.P

-"q1111

conffem their interest and ta arrange for an irttroducgdiy visit by

researchers in September. On the basis of t tele0hOne conver-
.

sationsove-proceeded with planning and s nt the following letter

.
to the project director, principa ls, local advitorsOolicy Advisory

Committee chairpersons and "Follow Through Community.",

We are writing to give you a general overview 'of our

Res rch-P-lan for tip 1973-74 school year. 'We will be

' WO ing.to,document:and develop a fuller understanding of
e role of the EDC liaison advisor and the ways in which.

'advisors,affect FollOWThrough in communities. We would

like to wo'rk with you On a study of how the Elk Advitory

functions in Pateelom. '

ITur purpose in looking at the,impact.of EDC advisors)/

is to `find but: how the advisory role is seen; what it /

has Included in the past; how it is functioning in ,the
pretent; what are its strengths and its weaknesses. 'W4 .

hope that such information will contribute to a growing
understanding of what advisors have and have not been
able to accomplish in the context of a particular com.1

. munity and of what needs the community'has which are not
being orperhaps cannot be met by the advisory system.
The function of this research will be to provide the
.people edgagedin the task of implementing Follow Through
with information on the basis of which they can consider

modifying heir goals and/or.their procedures.

V.. .4 3



To gather this informatio 'we'plan to interview the
liaison advisor and other adv sors who travel to the com-
munity, relevant administrators, some-teachers and aide's

and some parents. This will give us several different
perspectives on the advisors' functions.

We hope that the research effort ill prove to be

a constructive model developing ways of working to-

gether.

Anaimportant art of our project w 11 be to share
bur findings with the *pie who talk t us. We 'plan to

make the kinds o things we write about available to

the people we i terviewed before we sha them with

others. We wit 1 then be able to incorporate into our
written reports both the original data with our inter-
pretations and the reactions'by the people interviewed

to that dat. All individual responses will be con -

fidential.. will be identified by name.

Referent 'to role (administrator, teacher, aide, parent,

advisor ill be the meth& of categorizing and report-
ing responses.

'The form in which'we will report our findings'will

be case studies. Case studies do not provide a basis ,--
foy drawing conclusions about matters beyond the
particular cases andclearly similar cases. Our research

will not al,lowus to make definitive statements about
/other sites or about EDC aUisors in general. Rather,

the cases sugggst questions and dejdeas about the'inter-

action of elements within the case that may be'relevant
,.,to other cases as well. /

We would like to conduct our research in Paterson
with representatives of the Paterson FollOw Through com-

.'munity. We hopesthat you will bb willing to work with

us on this proj'ect.

We have spoken with your project director who has
offered to schedule' appointments for us to meet with you

, on our visit to Paterson in September, 1973. With your
interest and support,-we hope to 'develop.a plan for coop-

erative work for the 1973-74 school year.

We look forward to discussing this project with you.

This letter outlined the tesearch focus that, had been developed

during the planningime. We decided that 'the unifying thread for

4
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tpterviews of administrators, teachers, aides and parents should

be the experiences those groups had hld with EDC advisors and their

opinions-about EDC advisors' work. Additional questions would be

designed to provide us with information about the context in which

EDC advisors worked. We also wanted the interview questions to

yield infortilation of interest to people in the communities.

While work on the interview format proceeded we made the

- introductory visit to Paterson. We talked with the Follow Through

administrators and with some of the teachers to explain our pur-

pose in interviewing them.

13 SELECTION OF INTERVIEW SAMPLE

Since our research was exploratory-and we plannedto interview

-.people With several different roles in the,Follow Through program,

W2 had to make some choices about which members of particular groups

to interview. We felt that all of the admjnistrators who were

directly involved with EDC advisors and the Follow Through program

should be interviewed. In Paterson, the project director, two

principals and two local advisors were the relevant administrators.

Method of Sampling

The method of modified random selection was utilized in these

two sites in order to sent manageable numbers of people to inter-

view without relying completely on recommendations.

In Burlington, we were able,to talk indiyidually with all

eleven pairs of teachers and aides in the Follow Through program,

5
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whereas in Paterer,, we were able to talk individually with nine

out of eightec. euirs of Follow Through teachers and aides.

Since Paterson had eighteen Follow Through classrooms, our

time schedule cid not allow for extended interviews with all

Paterson teacherg and aides. Therefore, we asked the local ad-

visors and project director to give us the names of those teachers

who,they felt had worked most closely with EDC advisors in the

past. We then took a random sample of teachers, selecting four

from School #6 And four from School #28. We were concerned about

getting a range of grade levels and of years of experience in

Follow Through, but did not feel that a stratified random sample

would be appropriate because of the small number of teachers in-

cluded in our research. Therefore, we rejected the first random

sample on the grounds that it did not offer the range of diversity

we desired and drew a second random sample that happened to include

41-\

all but one of the recommended teacher nd at least one teacher

at each grade level. The sample included our first-year teachers,

`which was equivalent to the proportion of first-year teachers in

the ,program. The random samples were drawn by taking thecnames of

teachers from a hat ard matching them with numbers drawn from

another hat. The first eight were, celected to be interviewed. The

one teacher who had been recommended to us but not included in the

random sample was added to the list to be interviewed, making a

total of nine teachers. We then interviewed the aides who worked

with these nine teachers.



Because of limited resources, we were able to arrange for

interviews with only fifteen parents. We used a combination of

recommendations and random sampling in order to choose our sample.

In. Paterson, parents' names were obtainea from the class lists

of the nine selected teachers. This meant that parents with chil-

dren in more than one of these-classes would appear more than once.

No consistent effort was niade to eliminate multiple representation-

of parents in Paterson. This simply means that a parent with more

than one child in Follow Through would be more likely to be selected '

than a parent with only one child in Follow Through. We assumed

that the recommended parents would agree to be interviewed, but.

made provision for randomly selected parents to be replaced from a

second list of randomly selected parents if parents in the first

group selected could not be reached or if they chose not to be

interviewed. The procedure for replacing parentslrom the primary

random list was not totally workable, with the result that two out

Of the fifteen parents interviewed in Paterson were not from the

random list. ,

1.4 CONSTRUCTION OF INTERVIEW SCHEDULES

We began work on the interview schedules by concentrating on

the questions for,teachers. We relied heavily on the interview

format for A Study of Teachers in Open Settings separately prepared

by researchers at Educational Testing Service, modifying it for

our purposes. We-then constructed a shorter interview schedule for

se,



aides by eliminating some of the questions asked of teachers, making

some slight modifications in the remaining questions, and adding a

few questions solely for aides. Many of the questions prepared for

administrators were modified to suit the-different functions admin-

istrators perform. The administrator interview questionnaire was

left more open-ended than the teachers' and aides', because we

expected greater variety in perspectives from the administrators

.based on the differences in their jobs. The parents' queStionnaire

was devised to probe issues that seemed to be relevant and important

for..parenti _Lt iwas constructed for use by parent interviewers

rather than the EDC researchers themselves and was to be administer-

ed without a tape recorder. Parent interviewers would record

responses by nand. Therefore, it was considerably simpler and more

closed-ended than the other schedules.
4

1.5 ,INTERVIEW PROCEDURES

Following our introductcry visit to Paterson, interviews were

scheduled with the people selected. We arranged to have two-hour

blocks of time for interviews with each teacher and administrator

and one hour with each aide. In general, interviews with teachers

lasted from one to two hours, while interviews with aides lasted

between thirty minutes and an hour. The interviews occurred in a

variety of settings to utilize available space - offices,

libraries, teachers' lounges, storerooms, unused classrooms, etc.

All interviews conducted by the researchers were tape recorded



to allow the interviewers to concentrate on asking appropriate

probing and follow-up questions. The interviews conducted with

parents occurred in private homes and were arranged by the parent-

interviewers. Responses to parent interviews were recorded on the

question sheets by the parent interviewers, by filling in blanks

on closed-ended questions and by writing brief summary statements

for open-ended questions or additional comments.

The parent-interviewers were chosen by the project director

and local advisors in Paterson. Parent-interviewers' training con-

sisted of two evening sessions, each an hour-and-a-half long. The

first session had two purposes: to introduce the prospective

parent-interviewers to the project and to the researchers and to

give them a chance to look at the questions.and suggest improve-

ments. During the introduction, the purposes of the study were

set out and the method of selection of interviewees was explained.

We also clarified the terms of payment for their work as parent-

interviewers. In Paterson, three parent-interviewers were paid

fifty dollars each for their work. The payment was intended to

cover the time required for the training sessions, setting up and

-traveling to interviews, and the interviews themselves. The disk

cussion of the questions familiarized the parent-interviewers with

the content and layout of the question sheets and gave them an

opportunity to indentify questions that seemed inappropriate or

poorly phrased. Changes were made in the interview questions as a

9
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result of suggestionsmade by parent interviewers.
A,

The second training session focused on the interviewing and

recording process'. It began with brief instructions from the re-

searchers on interViewing and recording techniques. For example,

parent - interviewers were instructed to repeat questions that

interviewees did not understand and to write down interviewees'

exact words when summarizing responses to open -ended questions.

The next step was for one researcher to interview one of the

parent-interviewers, using the question sheets but also tape

recording the interview. Parent-interviewers, except the one

being interviewed for demonstration purposes, recorded responses

as the interview progressed. At the end of this demonstration

interview the researchers and parent-interviewers compared their

records of the responses. When agreement on the most accurate

4 record could not be reached by comparison,..the tape was used to

replay the exact response. This process also provided opportun-

ities for discussion of the interviewing techniques demonstrated

by the researcher. Parent-interviewers were then instructed to

. conduct at least two practice interviews, with each other or with

friends who had children'in Follow Through, before conducting

interviews with the s lected parents.

1.6 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

The first step in dealing with the data on the interview tapes

was to listen to the tapes and put the relevant responses into

lo



written form. Transcription would have been the most desirable

method, but was not feasible because of the costs involved. There-
,

-fore,-the researchers listened to the tapes and recorded data on

protocol sheets. These sheets simply restated the questions with N
space for filling in responses. Some of wh'at was said during an

interview was not recorded. Most responses were paraphrased.

When several points'were made on the same topic, they were listed.

Particularly relevant and interesting statements were quoted

'exactly. The major effort at establishing reliability among the

ree researchers in recordin% responses was an inttial independent

recording by researchers of the same interview and comparison of

what was recorded and how it was written. A few more interviews

were; recorded by one researcher and then listened' to by a second

researcher who c d the protocol. Occasional checks of the

tapes during the report-writing stage indicated a high level of

accuracy in the protocol material.

The second step, following the conversion of the taped interm

views Into written protocol form, was to aggregate responses. This

was done by putting together the responses to each question of all

members of a single group in one community. For example, all

teachers' responses..to the question on what they thought children

should be learning (chapter 7, question 1) were combined. This

procedure allowed us to exam5ile the responses of all members of a

group to the same question, making the group - teachers, aides,

11



administrators - the main unit of analysis.

The third step was summarizing responses of all members of,a

group to a particular question. Categories were developed and the

number of people whose responses fell into each category was re-

ported. Care was taken at the summarizing stage to report as fully

as possible the variety of responses, including mention of many

points made by single individuals. Categorizing always simplifies

individual responses by combtning,them with others that are only

similar, not identical. In addition, categories are usually less

specific than the statements actually made by respondents. For

example, when a certain number of teachers are reported as having :

included "helping children become more independent" as one of
it g

their goals for teaching, a number of mare specific statements

about what that means to individual teachers, and the examples

given to illustrate, are glossed over. For this reason, there is

a tendency in summarizing responses to give more detail in

describing an unusual response than in describing a uniformh

response from several people. The bulk of the text of this report

is devoted to a fairly-straightforward reporting of what people

said, in summary form.

The foregoing description of methods of processing the inter-

view data dealt with the taped interviews with teachers, aides and

administrators. Since the parent interviews were recorded in

written form, and many response categories had been developed

12
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before these interviews were conducted, they were much easier to

process. The report on the parent interviews is mainly a tabula-

tion of responses to closed-ended questions and a summary of

responses to open-ended questions.

Actual analysis of the data followed the summarizing stage.

Two foi.ms of analysis were applied, both closely tied to the data
=

inits summary form. One involved comparing the responses of

different groups to the same question and drawing inferences for

making recommendations based on the differences or similarities

among groups. This, of course, applied only to those'questions

asked of more than one group. The other form of analysis involved

drawing inferences, speculating,,or making suggestions based on

the responses of people in one group to one question.or set of

questions. The major function Of analysis was to identify issues

that seemed relevant to the functioning of the prOgram and that

would reward further attention, either by the researchers, the EDC

staff, or the people in the communities.

There were some difficulties in analyzing responses that shoed

be noted. This was due in part to the different roles of the

members of the Administrator group, as well as to the different mode

of interviewing the'parent group. With teachers and aides, the

numbers were equal and the context for working the same - the class-

room. There were fewer administrators and their roles were more

diverse. In reporting administrators' responses, less aggregation

was possible, which, in turn, made i.t haPlfo compare the responses

13



of administrators as a group with those of teachers or aides. It ..------

was difficult to compare responses of parents with other groups

because the method of interviewing them and recording their re-

, sponses was different. The difficulties have not prevented us from

attempting comparisons, but readers of the analysis sections of

the report should take them into account.

1.7 PROGRESS REPORTS TO THE COMMUNITY"

Two progress reports were made to Paterson before the

completion of the final report., Written drafts of selected sections

of the final report were distributed to the community and the re-

searchers talked with the people there about the material. The

progress reports had several purposes. One_ was to give the people

we interviewed an opportunity to participate in the revision of

some sections of the final report before it,was completed. We had

promised them this opportunity when we first arranged to4do the

interviews in order to avoid the kind of situation where Oople

cooperate with a.research endeavor:and then see the publication of

its findings with very little On-going knbWledge of its process

.

and, results. We did not promise to totally revise the report ac-

cording to the community's suggestions, but did promise to take all

suggestions into account and at least to note desires for revision

in our final report. Another purpose of the progress reports was

to receive,comthents and suggestions on our work that could be

incorporated into the final report to make it a more useful and

14



relevant document. A third purpose of the progress reports was to

give the-people interviewed a clear understanding of how we were

dealing with the materials included in this study so that they,

could knowledgeably assess its strengths, weaknesses, and,applica-
,

tions.

The first progresi'reports took place in March, '1974. The

parent reports had been completed in' raft form by this time, so

they were presetnted. in their entirety to the parents who had

conducted the interviews-and to other interested parehts and staff.

The section'of the staff interviews that was reported included

questions about opinions on what children should be learning,

assessments of the degree to which children in the program were

.learning.those things, and opinions about the-value and extent,. of

parent involvement in the school. Conferences were held with

Paterson adminiitrators. We met only with the teachers and aides

who had been tnterviewed, and we saw them in four small groups,'one

group for teachers and one for aides, in each of the two schools.

The meetings began with an overview of, the research project,

outlining who had been interviewed, what topics-had been explored,

and a description of the method we were using for summarizing and

reporting the data. This description was illustrated by a written

document containing actual summaries from the protocol material of

responses to one question. Comparison of the summaries with the

draft of the section of the report that was based on those summaries

provided a clear picture of how the researchers were working with
,;,
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the material. Small group discussions allowed people to say whether

they felt the reporting was accurate and whether they felt it

warranted revision. We found by going through this process that

there were some points at which our interpretation of the data was

4

different from that of the people we haCinterviewed. In Paterson,

for example, we agreed ,to add a category,suggested by a group of

aides to our final report.

We scheduled a second-progress report for early June. This

time draft copies of the section we planned to discuss had been

sent before we arrived so that they could be read in advance.

In Paterson, the time pressures of the end of the school year

inade it difficult to schedule meetings with us.4 Therefore, the

researchers did not visit Paterson at that time but requested that

any questions or suggestions about our draft report be reported to

us through the local advisors.

The full report was sent to Paterson in November, 1974. We

requested that the peopleyho had,participated in the research-
,

review the completed study and send us their comments and sugges-

tions. The discussions and exchange of views between community

participants and EDC Follow Through staff which followed proved

to be a complex and very important phase of the total research

process. Each comment and suggestion by the community was most

carefully considered. Numerous changes were made which reflected

the community's concerns and EDC Follow Through's commitment to

the integrity of the research process. We feel that a productive

balance has been achieved in this final report. This process was
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completed in'March, 1975., The final report will now be distri-

buted to the U.S. bffice of Education and sharedwith)EDC Follow

Through communities and other; interested in the development of-.

Follow Through,and open education.

1.8 CRITIQUE OF RESEARCH PROCEDURES AND FURTHER RECOMMENDATIONS

The research procedures for this study were chosen to fulfill

two purpoSet: 1) to develop a broad dhta base, with a focus on

.the work of EDC advisors, as well as to describe the EDC Follow

Through program in two communities, and 2) tq provide useful

formatilie information to the people at the two community sites.

With regard to our first research purpose, as listed above,

open ended interviews were chosen as the method for data

tion. This was done.to allow issues to emerge that were of concern

to the groups interviewed.' We feel we have been successful in

developing a broad database and in identifying many issues of

importance to the'community groups.

A reporting procedure that proved to be particularly effective

was the aggregation of responses of all membet'.'sof a group to the

same question. The advantageof this approach As identification

Of-areas of agreement and disagreement among members of a group and

the possibility for generalizations about the opinions and exper-

iences of people in. each. group. Aggregated responses also

facilitated comparisons across groups on those questions asked of

more than one group. A disadvantage of this ,approach was that it

concealed some of the important points developed by an individual

throughout that person's whole interview. Some individuals inter-

viewed stated themes that recurred throughout their interviews,



indicating their' importance and providing a wealth of detail on
, ---

selected Assuet. Aggregating responses diluted-thil-kind of l 3

information,

, ' ..7 '.-

#
. Another procedure-that merits further .comment was the training

of.parents to interview other.parents. This was worthwhile both in
a

'facilitating data collection for this research project and in con-

ftrming out belief that other groups, not only researchers, can
,

collect valuable information. Given the modest amount of training

yrovideand the lick of on -situ supervision, thejipsultsof,these

provedprocedures were quite good. he parent-interviewers proved capable
.,. ..

,, and responsible Wecwere assured that our decision nbt tar try to
.

.tape reotdAutervlews-with-parettt-WiS-A-Wiie one, even though the
.

.
:

lack of such'recording made-independent-verification of responseg
4

impossible: Such verification would hde been hel ful when more

I

information about a specific comqent was needed. In addition, such ' "

verification would have been helpful in assessing %he degree of

interviewer influence, as 4n the case where three of the four
.. ..

parents who had
r

several tiegative'thi4s to say about Follow Through

\.

,

were. interviewed by the same parent-interviewer. ---
, _

. ..-I

d With regard to our second researchpurpose -:to provide'useful

formative i4rmation, We had hoped to-nia4our findings immediately

availabN to .,people in4the communities by providing .feedback at

regular intervals during the school year. The need to-travel some

distance to the community sites limited our ability to develop the

kinds of on-going personal relationships atd infbrmal reporting

procedures we had 'intended toThe an integral:.piri'of-the process of

this research. As the research proceeded, we began to realize
. ,

4 that our.commitment to detiiled interim reports locked us into a..
,

18
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1

,kind of writing style that at times became too lengthy and repeti-
.

tive. This final report would haye been more cogent and immediately

.relevant to community needs had it been shorter fld more selective.

For example, a few issues could have been singled out as especially

important and evidence marshalled from whichever parts of the

interview were, appropriate: Instead, we tried to report the detail

of what was said in response to all questions, so readers of

the report Could hale the background4tformation-to identify issues

and make their own inferences, at each stage of the reporting

procedure. -

b

We had assured the people at the site-that anything said in

the interviews would be reported in such a way as notto identify

individuals. We learned that this yas,impossible to do..ingP

We now believe that-the defWii014' of confidentiality Mgist;
. . ... . ...-,,,-

be spelled out more 'carefully-in adyince.':It also seems that less -,

... ,. rather than more confidentiality-thould.be promis ed: That is, ...
'. .

=.-- ,
...... . .

,:respondents should be assured th0 their names Willnotbeattached
,.

-.., to statements but should beMade aware that some4tatements will -

-.-te quoted and may be characterized igHwaysthaf,make them

.

idenfitiable to.others at their site. This would be Tess of, a'
-,,.

prOhlem if- data collectfon methods other than interviewing,were
v.

1

used.

Lastly, another problem we encountered,thailimited the forin7

, ative use of our research was the unexpectedly larie amount of time

required to process the open-ended interview data. 'Instead of

going through two complete cycles of data collection and reporting,
.

'we were able to complete only One cycle, with the final reporting

coming late in the year. In order to be used formatively, research
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and feedback needs to be conducted in shorter cycles, perhaps a

few months in duration.

In conclusion,in looking back at the process and development

of the actual research project,-ve feel we have gained a good deal

of practical research knowledge, as well as more detailed

infolemationlbout what two actual Follow Through sites are like

`and how groups at those sites view the work of EDC.advisors. We'

,can now realistically consider Other research approaches. v,

Another way of describing what now seems to be a potentially

.superior research, design involves making a sharper distinction

between the two functions of (1) providing useful formative inform-
.

tion'to people in the sites and.(2) developing analyses of important

issues based on the data. The first function' needs short cycles of

1 -4WA-collection andreporting-in order for the data not to seem out

of date to the people who provided it. The second function needs

more time and a variety of data to be done well. Therefore, a mbre

promising design might begin with simple data collection procedures

designed to reveal some important issues. An example of such a

'procedure is the one described WRippey (Studies in Transactional

Evaluation 1973, pp. 14 -66). He explains how questionnaires may

be constructed out of comments written by the "subjects" of the

research. The questionnaires provide a quick and efficient means

of assessing the amount of agreement or disagreement about issues

raised by the people in the sites themselves. Researchers could ,

theh select'from the issues raised, ones that seemed especially

Important and amenable to further research. We have identified

such'issues in the research reported here, but it required a full

year't exploration.
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The prOcess of identifying and exploring issues-in_a variety

of ways canmake,it possible for the researchers to develop a

careful 'analysis of several of those-issues, backed by various

kinds of data, during and after the time when they are collecting

and reporting data in the sites. The analysis would not have to

be reported with-the same speed or in the same form as the raw

data. It might, for example, come out several months after the

data collecting had ceased and take the form of a brief article

addressed to a wide audience; including the people in the sites and

others concerned about Follow Through and Open Education. We hope

'to -move in this direction with future BC Follow Through research.

The final Teport on the 1973-74 EDC Follow Through research

will be-Shared with the people in the Paterson Follow Through pro-

gram, the EDC advisory,staff, the U. S. Office of Education, people

in the other nine EDC Follow Through communities and others

interested in the development of Follow Through and Open Education,---------
_

_

It will be distributed in October, 1974.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION: PATERSON TEACHERS,

AIDES, ADMINISTRATORS AND PARENTS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

We asked a few background questions of all groups we interviewed in

order to get a picture of the* previous work experience, educational

background, length of service in Follow Through, and the way they learned

about and became involved in Follow Through. The responses to these

questions are summarized here to give a picture of the people we inter-

viewed. Some of this background information was useful to the researchers

in understanding differences in responses to the succeeding questions in

the interview. For example, experienced_ teachers tended to respond to

me-ttri-ng-sififferehtly from teachers who were just beginning their teach-

ing careers. However, the major function of this information is to suggest

that the backgrounds of the people we talked with are similar to those of

school personnel and parents who are not involved in Follow Through.

2.2 TEACHER BACKGROUND

Experience. The nine Paterson teachers who, were interviewed

had taught an average (mean) of 4.4. years, counting the current year.

The newest teacher was in her first year of teaching; the most experienced

teacher was beginning her twelfth teaching year. The teachers had been

in the Follow Through program for an average of 2.1 years. The teacher

with the longest expe'rience in Follow Through was beginning her third

year. Two teachers had taught in pre-school, one of those in Head Start.
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Education. Eight teachers had bachelor's degrees. One had a

master's degree. Four teachers said they were taking courses toward

master's degrees.- A fifth teacher had taken several non-degree courses

beyond the bachelor's:

Non-teaching Experience. Four of the teachers had worked in non-

teaching jobs, includink business, sales, library, and factory work.

Entry into Follow Through. Three teachers said they were attracted

to Follow Through because they agreed with the open classroom approach.

One of those teachers had taught previously in an open classroom. Two

%

other teachers mentioned having experience in open classrooms. Two

teachers said they had applied to teach in the Paterson school system

and had learned about the Foltow Thruh program later. One teacher cameo g pr

to Paterson because she had been teaching in a white suburb and-wanted

to teach black children. Another came from a rural area to be in the

city. One had alre#dy been teaching in School #28 and entered Follow

Through to explore new ways of teaching. One teacher was recommended to

the project director by her college.

2.3 AIDE* BACKGROUND

Educations All nine aides had completed high school or held a high

school equivalency certificate before becoming Follow Through aides. In

addition, one aide had post-high school training as a secretary and as a

* We have used the term "aide" consistently in this report, because that

is the official National Follow Through term for this position. In the

Paterson school system, an aide becomes an "assistant teacher" and then

an "associate teacher" as she accrues college credits. Six "aides"

were considered assistant and associate teachers in Paterson.
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beautician. Another aide had earned some college credits before working

in Follow Through. All nine aides have been attending college courses

since becoming Follow Through aides.

Experience in Follow Through. The average (mean) number of years'

of experience in Follow Through for the nine aides who were interviewed

was 3.4 years, counting the current year. The range was from two to

four years. Five had been aides for four years.

Experience before Follow Through. Five of the aides had taught

pre-school or_Sunday school before becoming 'aides. Two more had done

volunteer work with children.' Six aides had done'non-teaching work,.

three in factories, three in offices.

Entry into Follow Through. Five aides became' involved in F011ow

Through because their children (or grandchildren) were in Follow

Through classes. Two of these spoke of participating in parent activ-

ities and one said she had volunteered in her child's class. Three

\, aides first heard about. Follow Through through friends or members'of

their families. One was asked to apply by the project director.

A Comparison of Teachers' and Aides' Experience in FT

Teachers Aides

Years Teaching Years in FT Years in FT

mean=4.4 mean=2.1 mean=3.4

range=1-12 range =l -3 range=2-4

I.
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2.4 ADMINISTRATOR BACKGROUND

Education. -The five Paterson administrators all had bachelor's

degrees and teacher certification. The two principals had master's

degrees and principal certification. The project director was certified

as a guidance counselor, and the two local advisors were taking courses

and hoping to.Arrange course credit for an EDC workshop series.

Teaching Experience. The principals said they had taught 16 and

18 years. One had spent four of those years as learning disabilities.

specialist for the school district. The local advisors had both been

teachers in School #28 (for 7 yiars and 5 years) before working in

Follow:Through; both also had worked as Follow Through teachers. The

project director said that she had been a teacher and guidance counselor

in the school system for many years before becoming involved in Head

Start and being assistant director of a Title I program in Paterson.

Follow Through Administrative Experience. The average (mean)

length of time as an administrator in-Follow Through, counting the

current year, was 3.8 years, with a range from two to six yeari.

Non-teaching/Adenistrative Experience. Three administrators

mentioned previous employment outside the area of education. Their

jobs included serving in the army, industrial and factory'work, civil

service, and work with mental institutions.

Entry into Follow Through. In one case the principal said

Follow Through was put in his school; the other said Follow Through

was already in the school when he was transferred there. The project

director was chairman of the Follow Through planning committee in 1968

while she was a guidance counselor and working with Follow Through. She
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became project director in September 1969. One local advisor was among

the,four Follow Through teachers of 1968; in September 1970 she became

local advisor when the position was created. The other local advisor

was a Follow ThroughuteacOr for one year, an advisor -in- training for

one year, and then became the second Paterson local advisor. As local

advisor-in-training she became familiarized with the potential of the

Follow Through program and broadened her background. The year folloW-
,

ing this training, she became a regular local advisor.

2.5 PARENT BACKGROUND

Responding parents:

Current employment:

Education:

15,mothers of Follow Through children

School #28 10 mothers
School # 6 5 mothers,

School #28:
4 mothers reported working at this time
3 full-time
1 part-time

6 mothers reported not working at this time

School #6:
4 mothers reported working at this time

2 full-time
2 part-time

1 mother reported not working at this time

School #28
None reported 8th grade or less
5 reported some high school

3 reported completed high school
2 reported some college

School #6:
None reported 8th grade or less

3 reported some high school
2 reported completed high school
None reported some college
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Number of children in
parent's care:

Ages of children:

Children who had
participated in
Head Start:

0

School #28:
2 mothers:

1 mother:

2 mothers:

4 mothers:

1 mother:,

School #6:
T mother:
4 mothers:

School #28:
School #6

School #28:

School #6:
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ranged from 1-6 children
1 child
2 children
3 children
5 children
6 children

ranged from 1-3 children
1 child

s - 3 children

ringed from 1 yr. to 15 yrs.

up to 16 years of age

7 mothers reported having had,
children in Head Start

5 mothers reported having had
children in Head Start



CHAPTER 3

OVERVIEW OF CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES: PATERSON TEACHERS AND AIDES

3.1 INTRODUCTJON

Teachers and aides were asked to describe a "typical day" in

their classroom. This section was included to elicit a broad descrip-

tion of the teaching day. The focus of the questions was on'hcw

'teachers and aides worked together and how they worked with children.

3.2 and 3.3 SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF TEACHER AND AIDE RESPONSE

How Teachers and Aides Worked Together

The descriptions of how teachers worked with their aides and

how aides worked with their teachers are strikingly complementary.

Teachers valued aides taking initiative in classroom activities and

aides valued their freedom to do so. Teachers and aides noted the

importance of working together on a sharing basis. Those teachers

new to the program stressed the helpful aspects,of working with an

experienced aide.

Although time for formal planning between teachers and aides

seemed to be limited, teachers and aides still managed to talk to-

gether about the classroom. Generally, teachers seemed to take

responsibility for making overall plans for the classrodm. Aides

were asked for suggestions and the aides felt that their suggestions

were valued and utilized.

In terms of activity' within the classroom, aides seemed to



value the independence to carry out their own ideas while working

with the teacher. They were most satisfied when the teacher gave

'them the freedom to choose activities according to their own inter-

ests and abilities. Several aides mentioned that they and:le:1r

teachers each worked, with groups, shared responsibilities, and

alternated in the leading of activities. An aide experienced in

Follow Through talked about the value of her experience working

with children and with a teacher. She was sensitive to the need

to work together with'her teacher, who Was new to the programs'so

that the teacher could gain experience in her own way. In general,

the complementary emphasis of teacher and aide responses seemed to

indicate that a satisfying and productive balance was being

achieved.

How Teachers and Aides Work with Children

Most teachers stressed the need to view children as individuals

with different needs and abilities. They also spoke of the chile-

ren's need for adult guidance in completing work responsibly and in

making choices. The issue of children's choices was a common theme

throughout all teachers' responses and was often combined with dis-

cussion of the degrees of "openness" that are considered appropriate

in'the classroom. Teachers' responses indicated that various styles

of organizing the classrobm were used during a teaching day: work-

ing together as a whole group, in small groups, individually, and

in different combinations. Dividing the room into "areas" was also
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a common method of claisroom organization. Finally, the importance

of reading was stressed.

Inodescribing the ways they worked with children, aides stress-

ed their belief that children want to learn. They felt that chil-

dren learn best when they have opportunities to express themselves

and to work at their own pace. Aides talked about the need for

adults to encourage children's independence and to develop

children's ability to make meaningful choices. ,.Most aides said

that their classroOms were divided into "areas" for learning. The

children often.chose what they wanted.to do and the aides provided

constructive limits and dirEtion., They worked wtthchildren

individually, in small groups, and sometimes with the class as a
ti

whole. Several aides stressed the fact that they (the aides) could

choose to go into any area with a group of children.' The'desire to

build learning activities around the children' interests was

evident. Children had freedom to move while'the aides supervised,

helped; and set limits. The need for structure in an open class-

room was stressed. Aidet described their roles in working with

children as helping the teacher, helping the children, and helping

themselves to learn and to grow.

The basic goals towards which teachers and aides worked with

*children were similar, with some differences in emphasis and per-

spective. Both groups felt it wasimportapt to view.children as,

individuals with interests and abilities. Promotin9 ipportykity .

for children-to make choices, ,with adults setting imit, was a
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common goal.

Dividing the classroom into "areas" was'a usual method of

Organizing activities. Teachers and aides both worked with

individuals and groups. Teachers discussed appropriate degrees of

"openness,,," while aides stated the need for structure in an open

classroom.

Although both teachers andaides seemed to view themselves as

learners as well as teachers, the aides placed'special emphasis on

,t4le valve of their own opportunities to make choices and to develop

their ideas and abilities. They seemed to value most the same

opportunities for children that they valued fOr their ov/n%ontinuing

development.

-0 3.4 DETAIL OF TEACHER RESPONSE

How teachers Work With Their Aides

Six teachers specifically commented that the teacher and aide

shared the same things. The teacher worked with one group while

the aide worked with another.- They alternated leading activities,

working with individuals, and getting materials together. One of

these teachers said, "We talk things over to undqrstand each other's

styles." They met at intervals to consider interactions within the

class And regrouped from time to time. Another teacher noted that

her aide was experfenced in the progrIm'and was a big help in set-

ting up thg classroom. The following quotes,by two of these

teachers illuTate qualities they valued in their relationship with
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t

't

;%

their aides: 1
k iv. 1

1

!-- a

I have a bedbtif916aide. .,0She's jest-so together.

it's not a teacher-aide situation in. my clAproden.

It's just two-people krking...If she's wOhking

witila group and the (makes a suggestioh) Oright, .- 's . -

therwe'll do it.
i

-.,
.

.
.

-, ,

I happen to have a veryjood aide - she's very

independent. She can ipitiate,several other

things in the classroom (while the teacher is :
0

, i

working with a group). ' .
,

p

0

ts;

'These comments indicate that these teachers valued working

together on a'sharin9 basis. They appreciated their aides inde-

pendent qualities and also valued their ideas and experience.

Several other teachers expanded on those themes. One teacher
0

said, "We work together'really,well. I don't tell-my 'aide whit to

do -'she figures out-her own activities and°she likes It this sway.".

Another teacher'ftlt her aide had "fantastic ideas,"-ind the

teacher 'tried very hard to make those ideas work. She added, 11She's
,

there - she's not like a silent partner. She has her contribtition

to whatever is going on." -

. ,

Another'teacher said of her aide, "She Kat a wealth of exper-
..

. c ,

ience that she ielates to children." Another teacher said. she

usually asks her aide if she dikes to do one thing or another,,nd

the aide will choose. ."If'she wants to try something, then we

usually work it out the day."

Of the teaching sta interviewed in the Paterson Follow T

Through program, aides (including assistant-sand associate teachers)

were more experienced in the program than'teachers. Four teachers
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are tn,their '51rst year in Follow Through; the aides who work with

those t,eachet:sAave freoni two'tb four years experience .1n the pro-

.gram. Working with-an experienced aide can be most helpful to a

, ,

,hew teacher. It can also pose some difficulties, such as an aide

seeming 'to take over the clts
*
and tht teacher being concerned that

:"" her own trOning'and operjencE'Were nat being valued by her. ide.
e

Planning for the Classroom

Fiwe teachers commented that time for' planning together with

their tides is limited. As one-teacher said:

Planning is really limited,-organized planning.

'Wt hoi,amhour,a.week but'-not TUch happens then.

144 wi work togetherreally weT1. :

Thfs' teiCher added-that during rest time, the teacher and aide

talk together about the morning. "We'll tell each other who we

worked with-and.sbe puts things that we learned about the children

in a notebook." ;Another teacher said,/"We don't plan together as
e

0 - e

", much as, I'd like tint after a few year of working together my aide

-. .

sends notes to me about the kids. We get together and talk once a

Week when the kids go to gym." Another teacher said, "planning to-

gether is very brief. We only discuss specifics." She added that
el

in a traditional classroom she Gould plan ahead and really stick

to her schedule, but can't do,that now in an open classroom:- One

teacher said that it would be better if they could plan together,

but her aide has to pick upOier own children as soon as school is

over.
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fi A teacher who does a lot of planning at home on weekends brings

the plans in to show her aide. She says she has to do a "rigid" ,

, 4

planbook for the school, so the plans are tentative for their actual

day.

"I have been given'an hour once a week and my
aide and I sit and talk. She's now in college

and br' gs back ideas. She makes wonderful

suggesti ."

Although there may not have been enough regular planning time,

teachers mentioned that they often talked together with their

aides .."We'll talk about it, and she tellt me what she'd likto

do and what she suggests, and I'll tell her, and we sort of come

,,up with something."

One teacher stated that she, as the teacher, took overall

responsibility for planning. She put it this way: "I make leison

plans. That's my job." '\She then told her aide what she had planned

so the aide could make suggestions. That teacher had teaching .

experience and was described as a good open teacher who fea11y cared

about the kids in the program. "We worked together." This aide was

experienced in Follow Through and was sensitive to the needs of her

current teacher, who was new to the program. She said:

My teacher and I work together. I knew she was

afraid,because I was afraid....She's young but
she's a good open teacher. She can!t do it all

in one day.

This aide valued her own experience working with children, both

in the classroom and with her children at home, and realized that
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she had a lot to offer others. She also respected the right of

others to develop in their own time and ways.

How Teachers Work With Children

Six teachers addressed the need to view children as individuals

with different interests and abilities. As one teacher phrased it:

My idea is to find where the child is and to
carry him (or her) as far as possible by giving
him various...experiences, creative ideas. I

feel that each child is a different individual
and that he should be allowed to develop accord-
ing to his abilities.

She added that she tried to motivate children from their own exper-

iences, not from textbooks.

Mother teacher talked about the importance of knowing the

children she worked with:

I know the children, and that's saying an-awful

lot. I know which children will' seek help first,

knowing the nature of the task I assign, and
knowing the children and watching to see what
they elect to do themselves that is not assigned.
I move around...try to get to all of the children.

Another teacher said:

I want them to develop as individuals, not just
say I'm the teacher and you have to do what I say.
I want them to respect other children at the same
time and develop their own ideas.

listening to children's comments helps a teacher to know their

interests. The teacher learns a lot about children's lives from

the activities they choose to do.

Five teachers spoke of the children's need for guidance. One
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teacher described keeping.a record of which children needed

direction and which could go on by themselves. She directed ac-

tivities in "paced work" and saw that children were progressing in

an orderly pattern. Another teacher said she planned for each

child each day, knowing what each liked to do. In another class,

Children moved from one area to another and asked the teacher and

aide for help when they needed it. Another teacher began the day

by listing things-to do, such as language, math and reading. ,

Grouping is one method used to guide children'i learning. One

teacher said the children know that they have to do a certain amount

of "academic work" and it comes in many forms. Every group didn't

meet every day in her class. _SheFelt that some children didn't

fit in a group, so they became their own grOup of one. The adults

grouped the children for certain skills and tried to find each

child's "learning pattern." They regularly regrouped, to help each

child find himself. Another teacher said, "I have a thing about

groups." She gave children the choice of working individually as

well as in groups, and she var;e4 the combinations. Groups were

not always separated by ability. "The children could move as they

were ready. Another teacher grouped her class for reading and math

according to their abilities. One teacher said that at the begin-7

ning of the year she tried to assess children's abilities by look-

ing at their test scores. In this case "the tests and the abilities

did not agree." She felt that the test scores were much higher

than the children's abilities, and she worked to adjust her teaching
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to what the children showed they were able to do in her classroom.

Another teacher started the school year with everyone divided into

reading groups; now individual children read with either the teacher

or the aide while the children whd are not reading have choices

about whatto do. The children had to report on what 'they chose

to do.

One teacher mentioned that she corrected papers with the

children as soon as they finished assignments so that they could

correct their mistakes right away. This helped them to do respon-

sible work and not to just throw anything together in order to be

able to move into the activity areas.

Four teachers mentioned that they tried to meet with each

child every day. One teacher said that she felt this was impost,

Oble - that there was just not enough time in the day, but that

she was trying. One reason that she was trying to do this was that

she felt that there was pressure from parents to know just what ,

their children were doing. She did meet with the children on the

lowest reading level every day and with others, for reading, twice

a week. She felt that the brighter kids got more privileges.

Another teacher met with every child each day. The children initially

chose their activities and the teacher made individual suggestions.

Another teacher felt that it was important for children to have

"contact time" with the teacher as they needed it. She moved

around to try to talk to all of the children, to see if a child

needed help and to stay and help that child if necessary.
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Seven teachers mentioned the importance of reading. As one

teacher phrased it, "reading is most vital." Most classes had a

specific time each day when they concentrated on reading skills.

Sometimes this was a group activity and sometimes teachers worked

with individuals. One teacher said she felt there was pressure from

"outside" people that an hour and a half of reading be provided

every day. She said, "Reading is very important in our district

now." She added that "we're also doing reading with math and other

activities." Another teacher said that children learned the

disciplines, such as reading, math, science, health, and language

through their activities.

The issue of children's choices was a common theme throughout

all teachers' responses. This was often combined with dismission

of degrees of "openness" that were considered appropriate in the

classroom.

One teacher in her first year with Follow Through said that

she started off the year "very closed" because the children were

hyperactive. She was trying to open up gradually. She wanted to

work toward having more choices but was trying not to make it too

complicated. Another teacher said they began the day together by

talking about the things they would do. The first period of the

day was spent in areas. The children chose which areas they would

work in--blocks, art, math games, and library. She added, "I've
..

been introducing things little by little. In the beginning, I had

too many things out." Another teacher assisted individual choices,
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giving direction when needed.

Three teachers talked about the children choosing "areas" when

they have finished their assignments. One teacher concentrated on

group activities in the morning and had an "area time" in the after-

noon when children could use blocks and the house and had more

freedom to move around than in the morning. Another teacher said

the children could choose areas as they finished the things listed

for them to do. "It has to be something meaningful. They cannot

play." Children were asked to tell about what they chose todo,

and that makes it serious. She said that for a while "we had to

close up all the areas" because children couldn't tell about what

they were doing. In another classroom, the children could choose

activities after they had met with their reading groups. Their

choices included math, reading games, and drawing--"no noisy

things." The children had to indicate to the teacher which areas

they were going to. They were free to make changes. The teacher

kept a record of what area each child chose.

Children seemed to make choices about many aspects of their

school day, such as: whether to work in a group or individually;

which area to work in; or which book to read. Choices were often

guided by the teacher's assessment of the child's readiness and

needs.

Styles of organizing the teaching day varied. Four teachers

mentioned that they started their day with the whole class as a
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group - writing a story together, talking, singing, or discussing

the day's plans. One teacher said, "Every day is so different."

Another specified that the days were different because they had to

adjust to the pace of the children. Some classes seemed to have a

rhythm of activities mov;ng back and forth from large groups to

individual activities. Others had directed group and individual

learning activities in the morning with more choices of activities

in the afternoon. One class could begin the day with a choice of

areas, another with assigned activities. Three teachers mentioned

that they each brought their class together fora story or a sharing

time at the end of the day.

Six teachers mentioned children's responsibilities. In one

class they had a "buddy system," where children who were good at

something helped others who were having difficulties. .Children were

responsible for completing assignments and correcting their work,

often with the teacher's guidance. In some classes children were

responsible for the care of the areas - they set up materials,

cleaned-up, and kept a sign-up sheet for other children using the

area. One teacher said, "They have responsibility for everything

in the classroom." Children were often responsible for describing

what they did during choice time. One teacher mentioned that the

children were aware that they were thought of as Follow Through

children within the school, and that they should behave or Follow

Through would be blamed. The range of children's responsibilities

was broad and varied.
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In closing this section, we would like to report the thoughtful

comments of one teacher about some difficulties of being an °peer

classroom teacher. She felt that there was not enough time in the

day to get to all of the children individually, and found it dif-

ficult to "carry things through" in an open classroom. She said,

4.0

"I t

1
ink I'm not structured enough myself." She felt you have to

b very ordered person 6 even run an open classroom. She said,

"There has to be a sense of structure" and-added that a lot of

people disagreed with her. She viewed getting back to things and

continuity as her greatest weaknesses and said, "You can definitely

have that in a structured classroom."

3.5 --DETAIL OF AIDE RESPONSE

Now Aides Worked With Their Teachers

Aides valued the independence to carry out their own ideas,

while working with the teacher. As one aide put it, "We work pretty

close together." The teacher let her aide work in the areas she

wanted to. The aide backed the teacher up and also carried out her

ti
own ideas.

She doesn't tell me what I should or shouldn't
do...if there's any specific thing that she (the
teacher) wants me to do, then I do it. Other
than that I go into any area with a group of
children that I want to.

Four aides mentioned that they and their teachers-each work

with groups and alternate leading activities and sharing responsi-

bilities. The aide would be working with the children or helping
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the teacher. One aide commented, "I'm never idle." Another said,

"We take each other's advice."

In response to the question, "Are you generally satisfied with

your part in the classroom?", one aide said:

Now that's one question that I can answer, you
know, for myself. I have never worked with a
teacher that said, 'ydu have to do this' or 'you

have to do that .d I have no limits in that

'classroom. Anything that I feel that I'm
capable of doing, I have done it.

Another aide statedher satisfaction saying, "I'm pretty free

to do what I want to do. The teacher lets me do projects on my

own." One aide said she and the teacher worked together, grouping

the children and checking their progress. She felt that her ideas

were acted upon and said she was satisfied with her pirt in the

classroom "maybe because of the person I work with...we work well."

One aide with experience working in Follow Through spoke of

how mOch she had learned from the first teaches' she had worked

with in the program.

Planning For The Classroom

Four aides responded in detail to this question. Three stressed

that the teacher made the plans.

In one class, the teacher had the schedule made out for the

-day. The-ai-desaid;-4ediscusswhat-shiwants, to do_so that I can

back her up....If 'we have any differences, we talk them out." She

went on to say that in her role as an aide she=chose the things she
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liked to do.

Another aide said that, as a.rule, the teacher made the plans

and she (the aide) gave her opinion. She felt that her opinions

were used. "Anything she'-plans, I'll go along with her...she'll do

the same with me." She added that they didn't get time to talk

before school, and sometimes had to make time later.

Another aide said forcefully:

No, I do not plan. I just follow the plans.
Because I feel it's her (the teacher's) job...I
wouldn't want to do planning. I'm not getting
paid for that. I'm dedicated but...I really
don't have the time to go home and plan. I'm
attending".school. I have children.

In this aide's classroom, the teacher had'-the plans written

up and the aide made suggestions which she felt were incorporated

into the plans by the teacher. In the morning, the teacher showed

her aide what the children would be doing.

The issue addressed here is one of choice. For a WuMber of

reasons, mentioned aboi4, this aide had chosen to respond to and add

to the teacher's plans rather than making the plans herself. She

was active in the planning and involved in her work, but identified

planning as part of the teacher's "job" and chose her own priorities.=

Another aide said that she and the teacher went over the day's

accomplishments together and planned ahead. She usually made up

her own curriculum for what she wanted to do with her group of

children, and the teacher planned for another group. They had to

make formal plans "for the office" in order to have them checked off.
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How Aides Work With Children

P

Paterson aides emphasized their belief that children want to

learn. They felt that children learned best when they had oppor-
.

tunities to express themselves and to work at their own pace. In

describing their work with children, the aides talred about adult

guidance and the enceuragement they give to children to be %de-
e

pendent and to make meaningful choices.
AI 3

As one aide put it:

1 find'that if you don't pushchildren, they will

get it...If you don't stand and say, 'you have to, ,

do this right now,' then they will get it. They're

going to get it anyway because they want to learn,

to do it.

Another aide said:

We don't give too many orders...if you give them
a feeling of independence, a feeling that they

can express themselves, you .an get a lot from

them...let them know they'can have a voice. They

will learn much q.iicker...they won't have nervous
breakdowns, like with so many pressures a home.

We live'in a ghetto area. They come with a lot

of problems at home...you have to try to help them
forget those problems at school. It hellis a lot!

Seven aides mentioned that their classrooms were divided into

"areas" for such activities 'as reading, listening, math, science,

blocks, and art. One aide said the children choose what they want

to do" inc,the areas. The teacher and aide moved around the areas,

working with individual children and checking their progress. Some-

times the aide told a child not to go to arlorea, rather, to do

some writing. She added that there was "no special time when

everyone is doing the same thing" in her class..."as long as you do
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it, you can do it when you want to." This implied that 'the adults)

, -had definite,expectations of what each child should accomplish.

Children could chbose hen to do their work, not if they would do

it.

Another aide said "I just-work all day" with two or three

children at a time, on reading? with math materials, 'musk, coordin-

ation, and art. She especially liked block building because "yoti

can do so many things...In fact, you can make a whole curriculum on

block building:" Childr"en obtained skills through the activity.

[

When the, teacher and 'aide were busy; the children worked on their

own. ",they choose what they-want to do, we don't choose it for .

them." The aide supervised'and went around to see if they needed

help. When the children got a little noisy, the teacher and aide

called "circle time." This could happen five times a-day..."to

calm them down, we bring them together."

Another pattern oforganizing the day included .starting the

day as a whole class, saluting the flag, and sharing. Then therm

were -groups for reading, writ*, and math. The teacher and aide

0
each had a group. Children who were identified at the beginning

of the year as being able to work on their own, worked independently.

The'afternoon was designated as "choice time" when children could

choose areas.
A"

One aide described her desire to build learning activities

around the children's interests. On some mornings, she led the.
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writing of the class news - "what they want to say." She added:

I try to make ft interesting...I realbi get in
there and I get silly with the kids, you know.
I'just get down with them and talk their lan9uage.

Anything they want to say, I put it on the board,
. and that-way, they don't mind copying it and don't
mind reading it.

The children in her class were 60 all on the same level in

p

reading. The teacher and aide moved around to different groups

and helped. They read with children in story books, funny gapers

whatever is interesting to 'them." In the afternoon "it's open" --

I.

the children were doing whatever they felt thgywanted to do. This

aide communicated her excitement and personal involvement with the

learning taking place in heir classroom. She Played,repords which

she felt the children.could relate to -- singing and different kinds

of music.

Several aides stressed 'the fact that they could chose to go

into any area with a group-of children. The tgacher,worked in one-,

area and the aide chose the area that she wanted to work in. One

aide said she liked to help the slower children who needed some

extra hel/p. Another aide said lhat`she didn't
,/

self,/but the-children were very interested in

care for math her-
,

things like measur-

ing, so she went to that area,frequently. . She added that she loved

to read stories and would put a child's name into the story to

help the child become a better listener. Another'aide mentioned

bringing her own interests into the class by talking with the

children about her hobbies -- cooking and sewing. These aiaei
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valued their freedom to make choices based on their own interests,

as they Opported the need for children to become aware of their

own interests and to 'Fe able to make choices.

It was clear that the aides ankle teachers worked to direct

and guide the children's activities The aides frequently described

their own work by saying, "I supervise" and "I go around to see if

they need help". Another aide said, "We set limits on the numbers

in each area". One said she and the teacher asked the children to

work with them at assigned times.' Another aide said that assign-

ments were on the board, although the children could choose the order

in which to do them. In one classroom, the teacher and aide

alternated working with-each group so that both knew where the chil-

dren were. In another class, the aide mentioned. that she and/the

teacher observed the children to see where they needed help and

practice. Another aide said, "We check every paper when they're

finished" and then they could do something by themselves.

Addressing the led for structure in an open classroom, one ,

aide said, "We (aide and teacher) decided to have things a little

more structured than last year, just for the beginning." This

would allow the children to "know where things are and what we

expect them to do in the classroom." She added "we're hoping, as

we go on, we can put them in more groups (more activities) and put

out many things, and the children will know the rules so they will

not destroy them (things)." They made up rules and went over them
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every day. They tested the children and then made up reading groups.

One adult worked with reading and the other with writing. In the

afternoon children had "free time" and picked whatever they wanted

to do -- drawing, blocks, reading, or workbooks.

"We try to praise all the children, not only
the ones that are ahead, also the ones that
are just getting it...that makes them feel

good."

Aides described their roles in working with children as help-

ing the teacher, helping the children, and helping themselves to

learn and to grow.

As one aide phrased it:

"I like the open classroom because kids don't
have to do things when they don't feel like it

and neither do I."
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CHAPTER 4

PATERSON TEACHERS: WHO THEY WORK WITH AND

HOW THEY VIEW THE TEACHER'S ROLE IN THE SCHOOL

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Teachers were asked a series of questions about the people they worked

with and their roles in the school. The first question asked them to

list the adults they worked with, other than EDC advisors and their own

aides. The next question asked was who teachers turned to with problems

they couldn't solve on their own. The third and fourth questions probed

teachers' feelings about whether they had enough,influenoe-over their own

classrooms and over their school and the Follow Through program.

The purpose of these questions was to elicit information about whom

teachers worked with, other than'EDC advisors and their classroom aides,

and to get an idea aboUt how the to chers felt about their place in the

school. Tiiis information is important in assessing how the work of EDC

advisors fits into the school and the Follow Through program as a whole.

The questions about teachers' assessment'of their ability to influence

what happens in their own classrooms, their school,,and the program as a

whole were intended to get a sense of whether the teachers felt independent

and effective or whether they felt they must always do what someone else

told them to do.
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4.2 SUMMARY OF TEACHER RESPONSE

The Follow Through local advisors received particular mention as

people the teachers worked with and whom they could turn to with

problems. The teachers said they relied upon the local advisors for

suggestions and moral support. The teachers also felt free to call

on others, such as the principals and the project director. In addi-

tion, there seemed to be a feeling of cooperation among the Follow

Through teachers.

In general, most teachers felt themselves the primary influence

in their classrooms. The more experienced teachers seemed to feel

that they had more influence than the inexperienced teachers.

4.3 ANALYSIS OF TEACHER RESPONSE

On the basis of teachers' responses to the questions about who

they worked with, it would seem that the introduction of the Follow

Through program has substantially increased the number of people avail-

able to work with Paterson teachers. The two local advisors and the

project director were described as important sources of support, and

other teachers were seen as more accessible because of the opportun-

ities for working together provided by the Follow Through program.

This suggests that one effect of Follow Through has been to reduce

the isolation of teachers.

Four points can be made about teachers' feelings of influence in

the school and the Follow Through program. (1) Experienced teachers felt

they had more influence than new teachers. This seems understandable,

especially since the interviews were conducted early in the school year.

(2) Teachers at School #6 seemed to have less confidence in their ability
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to influence the school then teachers. at School #28. This may be merely

a result of the fact that four of the five teachers at School #6 were

first-year teachers, but it may also reflect the resistance of the

principal of School #6 to open classroom teaching. (3) Teachers-

seemed to feel they could exert more influence over the Follow Through

program than over the school. Once again this may be merely a con-

sequence of the views of the first-year teachers, but it could be

related to the smaller size of the Follow Through staff, the frequency

of meetings, and the relative informality of operation. (4) The

limited nature of the influence teachers felt they had is the most

important point to emerge. Even those teachers who responded most

affirmatively that they could influence both their school and the

Follow Through program talked of influence in terms of the freedom

to express opinions, not the ability to get things done. This response

is consistent with the responses to the question about influenc'over

classrooms, where teachers said they could do most of what they

wanted to do within a range of restrictions, but defined having free-

dom as being able to teach in a variety of ways, not as being able

to make potentially far-reaching changes. In this, the Paterson

Follow Through teachers are like most teachers. The point to be made

is that Follow Through does not seem to have given teachers substantially

more power outside of their own classrooms.

4.4 DETAIL OF TEACHER RESPONSE

QUESTIONS ASKED:

1. Which adults, other than EDC advisors and aides, do you work
with (fellow teachers, principal, local advisor, project
director, supervisors, specialists, volunteers, others)?
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What do you d9 with each of these people?

2. When you have a problem you can't seem to solve on your own,
who do you turn to? .

The teachers were asked the first question in an open-ended manner.

Then further probes were made about specific people. The second

question gives a slightly different perspective to the overall

question of who is available to help teachers. The results are

summarized in the Table below.

A

Responses to Questions: "Which adults do you work with other
than your aide and the EDC advisors?" and Who do you turn to
for help with a problem?" (Figure I.)

Category: Work With
Responses to

Probes
Turn to With

Problems

Local Advisors

Principals

Project Director

Other Teachers

Others (e.g. school
psychologist, social

worker)

7

4

3

3

8

1

,4

3

3

0

5

1

3

1

3

(Note. The numbers in this case are unsuited for drawing final conclusions.
The categories of people mentioned have various numbers of indivi-
duals in them--two local advisors, six principals and vice prin-
cipals, and one project director. Furthermore, one teacher only
mentioned one category while another listed nine. The numbers
should be taken only as suggestive, and the strongest suggestion
is the importance to teachers of the local advisors.)
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The responses indicate that the two local advisors were seen as people

able to provide the kind of support teachers want. Only two teachers

failed to mention the local advisors, and the local advisors were the ones

that the largest number of teachers said they turned to for help with

difficult problems. The principals, including two principals and four

vice principals, were mentioned by eight teachers, but four of those

were in response to probing by the interviewers. Six teachers mentioned

the project director, three voluntarily and three with probing. The

same numbers apply to other teachers. No other category of person

received more than one mention. Included among "Others" in the table

are the school psychologist, Follow Through social worker, parent coor-

dinator, gym teacher, nurse, custodian, parents, and a friend.

Teachers were further probed as to what they did with people they

worked with. Referring to the local advisors, the most common response

was that they came into the classroom, observed, and made suggestions

(six teachers). This practice was generally seen as helpful, even when

it was presented by one teacher as giving their opinions about what was

right and wrong about a room. A new teacher specifically noted that the

local advisors had not worked with her in the classroom. Four teachers

said that the local advisors led meetings of the Follow Through teachers

and aides. Some mentioned "staffings," highly structured meetings

designed to consider individual children and make recommendations for

working with them. One teacher, noting that the staffings were still new,

said, "They really don't give me much help in so far as suggestions go."

However, she valued the group support and sharing among teachers who had the
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same problems she was experiencing. Four teachers spoke of local

advisors giving them encouragement when they needed it or helping them

solve particular problems. Two said the local advisors provide

materials and resources for them to use.

The principals (and vice principal) were said to visit classrooms,

lead meetings, and bring in materials. One teacher said that the prin-

cipals were conscious that she was new to the school and were helpful,

to her. Two teachers were unhappy with the way the principals worked

with them.

Three teachers who mentioned the project director included general

comments of a favorable nature. For example, they said they felt she was

helpful and that she knew what she was doing. Three teachers said that

she visited their rooms and offered suggestions. One said she was very

helpful to talk to, especially when things were getting discouraging.

Five teachers said that the main way they worked with other

teachers was to share ideas. Much of this was said to be informal:

talking about problems over lunch; sharing plans or'materials

in the teachers' lounge. One teacher said she thought Follow Through

teachers had more contact among themselves than non-Follow Through teachers.

Another teacher said she worked with other teachers in "mini - workshops"

in the resource room. She added that in her first year, one teach-

er had beer. very helpful to her by warning her about things to watch

out for.

QUESTIONS ASKED:

3. Do you think you have enough influence over what happens in
your classroom to be able to do what needs to be done?
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If not: Why Not?

4. Do you think you have as much influence over your school and
the Follow Through program as you would like to have?

If no

Why Not?
Who does have influence?

Eight teachers answered positively to the third question though

five expressed some reservations. Four of these five were new teachers.

One of the three teachers who expressed reservations said that she had

influence within a certain range, and defined that range as including

what she actually did in the classroom, apparently meaning her teach-

ing style and specific activities. However, she pointed out that

when she ordered materials she could never be sure when they would

come, or if they would come at all. Another new teacher in the same

school said that the only problems she had in this area were the

insistence on quiet and neatness by thiprincipals. She said that she

and her aide took extra pains to make the room neat and ordefly but

that she refused to force her children to be quiet before they were

ready. Another teacher said that she had been told she had the freedom

to do as she wanted in the classroom and had seen nothing to contradict

that claim. However, she had previously expressed dissatisfaction

about not having a petty cash fund for the purchase of classroom

materials. Another teacher said that she controlled theglassroom

even though her aide tended to want to be in charge. She had spoken

earlier of the tensions involved in being a first-year teacher with a

strong, experienced aide. The experienced teacher who had some

reservations said she had enough influence over what happened in her

classroom 90 per cent of the time, and that problems only developed

when children acted violently.
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The last question addressed the matter of influence in the school and

the Follow Through program. ,One teacher said she didn't know because she

was new to this setting. Another first -year teacher said she couldn't

answer because she was new and, "I'm only a teacher." Two teachers

said that they felt they could exert influence in Follow Through

meetings but not over the school as a whole. One said, "I feel that

my influence over the school as a whole is zero," and went on to say

that she didn't see how it could be any different under the circumstances

since she was new to this position and had a different approach

to teaching. The other teacher also felt that her style of teaching

set her so far apart from other teachers and the school's administrators

that the only thing she could do in school staff meetings was to keep

quiet.

In general, teachers' interpretation of what it means to have

influence over the Follow Through program and over the school involved

the ability to express themselves and belleard. Teachers spoke of being

able to disagree, to make suggestions they felt strongly about, to

express opinions in meetings, to try to make changes, to work with people,

and to engage in mutual criticism. The obvious limits to this form of

influence were clearly expressed: "Yes, well, you know, how far can you

go as a classroom teacher?" and "I'm not interested in influence. I'm

interested in being able to work with people."
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CHAPTER 5

OVERVIEW OF PATERSON ADMINISTRATOR ACTIVITIES

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Administrators were asked to give an overview of activities related

to their jobs. In particular, each of the five Paterson administrators

(two principals, a project.director and two local advisors) described

his /her job in relation to other people or groups in the school.

Questions were asked to give us an idea of what each administrator

does from day-to-day, how he or she defines his or her job, and how the

work of EDC advisors relates to each job.

5.2 SUMMARY OF! ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

The project director saw herself as the coordinator of the Follow

Through Project, with a'myriad of responsibilities. The local advisors

emphasized their direct work on staff development with.teachers and aides

and their work with parents. The principals talked atiout their adminis-

trative responsibilities to the whole school, one especially mentioning

his responsibility to see that school board policies are followed,

especially as they relate to instruction; the other principal mentioned

specific responsibility for instruction, public relations, and in-service

training.

5.3 ANALYSIS OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

There seems to be a clear progression of EDC advisors' involvement

with administrators. EDC advisors have been most involved with the things

the 1061 advisors do, next most involved with the work of the project
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director, and least involved with the work of the principals.

It is tlear that the principals see themselves as involved only

peripherally with the Follow Through Program. In fact, one principal's

responses to other questions establish that he strongly opposes the

educational approach of the EDC Follow Through Program. In contrast,

the project director sees herself as actively supporting and promoting

the EDC Follow Through Program among parents and with the School; Board.

5.4 DETAIL OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

1. Would you describe the kinds of things .You do as (role)?

2. Could you list' the most important people and groups you
work with and tell me what you usually do with them?

3. Of all the people you work with, which contritite most to
helping you carry out your job?

(Note: Since the answers to the three questions depended on each other,

and since the roles of the administrators were so different, responses to

the questions asked are combined for each position.)

Project Director

The Paterson project direCtqr said, "I coordinate all the activities.

of the program." She went on to mention working with parents, teachers;

aides, local advisors, the social worker, the psychologist, and the nurse

\

on such varied things as curriculum, ancillary services, child develop-

mint, parent involvement, teacher and aide eva1Uations for the distribt,

a particular child's problems, and the general "goings on" of the program.

It is clear from thiS description that the project director plays a wide-,

ranging part in the functioning of the Follow Through program. Though

her role was difficult to describe fully, the project director gave examples

' of the things she does to meet her responsibilities.
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For instance, she mentioned meeting tith "teams" to discus what

various individuals and groups in the program are doings She explained

that a team includes. the project director, one or both Of the local co

4

advisors, teachers, aides, parents, and others. Other people came to

team meetings when their fields of expertise were appropriate. For

example, the nurse is invited when there is a medical problem; the

psychologist coMes when a problem involves` a child's development. She,

also mentioned vititing classrooms to see what'sgding on. One reason

Si e visits the clastrooms is because, "if parents are not happy about

it (the classroom), they're not going to go to a teaeher or tolyour LOC

advisors, they're going to come to me. So Ihave to know what's 'going

on." Another reasonshe visits classrooms is becpiseshe is responsible

for evaluating not only the program as a whole; but teachers and aides

individually, for the Superintendent of Schools. She said _that she

couldn't di; evaluations only from conversations With local-advisors; the

superintendent is interested in "cold data" on how children have Progressed'

,

from September to December'. She has tried to institute some record keepipg

in the classrooms thrdUgh the local. advisors.
4.4

-While these two examples of activities of the project directors', -

activities are not exhaustiv, they do illustrate two primary responsibi-

lities as defined by this project director: 1(1) knowing first-hand what's

going on in the program and,(2) being accountable to the superintendent

and to parents. Without going intb more detail about her job, the project

ff

director summarized an impOetarit aspect of ,Ier job by saying that everyone

brings problems to her.-which is part of job.

1

Local Advisors 1

The two local advisors'in Paterson 41escribedsimilar kinds of things
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they do-in the EDC Follow Through schools and both said they worked

With the same groups of people in doing their jobs.

First;'both mentioned that local advisors are responsible for

staff development of teachers ,and aides. They feltlhat-without local

advisort there would be no one for teachers and aides to talk with about

problems and ideas for the classroom, no one4in the 'school to-help

teachers and a-Ns grow as people. They said that when VeLEDC Foil&

Through program started, staff de'veloPment was considered a priority by

the project director, the EDC advisor, and the local advisor. The-lotal

advisors were charged withfinding out whit problems and ideas teachers

and aides had and helping:themsolve those problems'and expand on those

ideas. They said the staff development process includes: breakfast

meetings with teachers and aides,'staff-meetingr, individual meettngs,?,

with teachers and aides, classroom observations and workshops.

The breakfast meetings, held weekly during the children's breakfast

hour, were descnited as times. when the local advisors present ideas they

want to introduce into the classroom. This may include the introduction

of new.reading and math techniques or it may be a presentation on child

development and children's learning styles. Many of the tdeds on what

to present /at breakfast meetings come from teachers and aides. The local

advisors try to introduce ideas which stem from what's happeningein the

classroom. Individual meetings supplement breakfast meetings, focusing

on individual problems and ideas: Staff meetings cover a broader range

of issues and are open to all persons working in the EDC Follow Through

Program.

The loca,1 advisors, said they visit every classroom in the Follow '

Through Program during the week. They visit everyone, because previously-
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they had gone only to classrooms into which they had been invited and

some teachers felt this showed favoritism. Along with following up

breakfast meeting ideas, the local advisors are involved with teachers;

(a) in "staffings"; a "staffing" is a tightly organized meeting of the

teachers, aides, and local advisors for the purpose of examining case

studies of individual children and making recommendations about how

teachers should handle their behavior. The local advisors also observe

children in a classroom and make recommendations on how particular

'children should be treated. In addition, the local advisors respond to

particular requests of teachers And aides. Sometimes, they said, they

observe classrooms to help.on scheduling activities and extending the use

of classroom materials. Sometimes, they added, they are asked to observe

a particular area of the classroom, view how a teacher uses her time,

describe teacher-student and studeht-student interactions, or watch a

child with whom the teacher and aide have been having trouble., The local

advisors also use visits to the classroom to look for problems that

teachers have in common. Each Friday the two local advisors share their

observations for the week, primarily for the purpose of identifying

common teacher problems, but also to work together in trying to solve

individual probleis.

saying that they work with teachers and aides, both local

advisors emphasized that they do not make a distinction between teachers

and aides. Although there a."e school district distinctions, the local

advisors often referred to both teachers and aides as teachers.

The local advisors mentioned that common problems and ideas which

are found and discussed among the teaching staff might become the

content For a workshop. If they (the local advisors) did not feel that
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they had the expertise to respond to these teaching-needs they would

ask the EDC advisors or consultants for assistance in identifying

people who could help. It was added, however, that not all EDC

advisors and consultants could come to Paterson?. As local advisors---

they felt that they needed to know a good deal about consultants, since

previous experiences with consultants had often been disappointing.

They also mentionedithat joint workshops with other Follow Through sites

were of interest to them since visiting other sites could broaden the

experiences of Pa,erson teachers.

Second, both local advisors mentioned that they act as liaison

between the teaching staff (teachers and aides) and the project director

and principals for the schools. They said that sometimes, as liaison,

they handled red -tape issues like delirring supplies to teachers,

getting permis ion- -to-do something, and setting up schedules. Local

advisors repo ted to the project director on a regular basis on what was

happening in the classroom, what particular problems,were arising, and

what a particular child was experiencing. They also added that the

project directr and the principals often had questions about the

teaching staff at could be best answered by the local advisors.

Third, both local advisors mentioned that they worked with parents.

The local advisors wanted parents, to be in touch with classrooms. In

particular they we responsible -for arty kind of training that parents

received in the area of curriculum. Curriculum workshops were held in

which the EDC Follow Through program was explained to parents by _

describing what child4n were doing in reading and mathematics. They

said that if people were satisfied with those two areas, they would be

generally satisfied wit the program. The local advisors also tried to
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involve parents in the resource center in the collection of raw

materials for the classroom, and in collaborative work with teachers

in the classroom. The local advisors added that they plan to work

with the parent coordinators to get parents more involved in the class-

room.

Fourth, both local advisors mentioned that they worked with the

social worker and the nurse. When appropriate, the social worker and

the nurse were invited to breakfast meetings, staff meetings, and

individual conferences with the teaching staff. The social worker and

the nurse also asked the local advisors for information about particular

children.

Separately, each local advisor mentioned other things. One local

advisor put documentation of the EDC Follow Through Program high on her

list of responsibilities. She felt, along with the project director,

that in order for open education to survive as a system, the program

must "show something" for its five years of existence. Through a former

EDC advisor, she was put in contact with a consultant on documentation.

She works with this consultant on ways of documenting aspects of open

education. The second local advisor felt that she was seen as the

reading specialist and that the other local advisor was seen as the

math specialist. Moreover, she suggested that she works more with the

resource center and the newsletter than the other local advisor, who is

more responsible for documentation and covering School #6. Each local

advisor has primary responsibility for Follow Through classes in one

school.

Both advisors mentioned each other as most important to helping

them carry out their job. One local advisor expanded on this saying,
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"We complement each other. We both have weaknesses and

strengths. Our personalities are very different, our

attacks, our approaches are different. That's been help-

ful in dealing with classrooms, because you can usually
tell when you're not going to be able to deal with a
certain type of person or problem."

Both local advisors also mentioned the project director as a major

contributor to helping them carry out their job, because she is res-

pontible for the overall program and very supportive of open education

and the local advisors.

One advisor added that certain teachers are among those who con-

tribute most to helping her carry out her job. Certain teachers would

give,a new idea, no matter how unusual it was, a try and would give a

fair evaluation of the idea. This advisor also mentioned a former EDC

advisor as very important in supporting the development of local

advisors.

Principals

'The principals of the two schools housing EDC Follow Through

programs, unlike the project director and local advisors, are not

directly related to the Follow Through programs. In this section, each

principal's overview of his job and then his relation to Follow Through

will be discussed.

The principal of one school said that he is responsible for seeing

that all school board policies are adhered to by the teachers. As such,

he supervises teachers by going into the classrooms to see what's

happening. If a teacher needs help, he suggests methods or materials

for the teacher to use or has that teacher observe a more experienced

teacher. Moreover, he checks lesson plans for adherence to board

policies. Put in one sentence, this principal said his job is to improve

instruction.
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This principal went on to mention several groups that he works

with. There is a "mini-team" in his school which consists of the

principal, the social worker, the guidance counselor, the assistant

social worker, the nurse, the psychologist,, and the director of

special services. This mini-team deals with questions referred to the

principal by a teacher. Such questions involve children with discipline

problems - children who are not keeping up with grade level work,

children who are behind in work. This team discusses what can be done

to help such children; often recommendations are made to the special

services team. The special services team consists of the director of

special services, the psychologist and others. They meet once a week

on answering the recommendations made -by- -the miniteam, through testing

children, counseling children, etc. The principal also meets with the

Title I team: reading specialist, team teachers, and three associate

teachers. They meet once a month on federal guidelines, implementation

of actions suggested from testing and effectiveness of Title I services.

This principal is also on the executive committee of the PTA and works

directly with them. However, the Follow Through parent group is a

separate entity, and he works with them indirectly through the project

director.

Speaking more about Follow Through, he said that since the Follow

Through prOgram is housed in his building, he works with the project

director and the, two local advisors. He said that he tries to keep

the two programs (Follow Through and non-Follow Through) together,

because he doesn't want the Follow Through program to-be separate and

distinct from the regular program. This is important, because often

the-third grade Follow Through children go into the regular program.
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On specific relations to Follow Through, he added, that insofar as

everyone must follow board policies, he is responsible for Follow

Through teachers and works with them to adhere to such policies. On

other issues pertaining to Follow Through teachers, he said he works

through the project director because she is best versed on what the

program is trying to achieve.

This principal said that he couldn't pick out any one group that

contributes most to helping him carry out his job; however, "if something..

needs to be done in the building that I could ask the board for, .. a

strong PTA.. (increases), the possibility of it being granted."

The second principal first described how he divided the adminis-

trative work among himself and the two vice-principals at his school.

The two vice-principals are in charge of pupil control and personnel

management (direct relationships with children and teachers, responsi-

bility for maintaining control over records); and the plant and supplies

in relation to'instruction (supplying teachers with materials, upkeep

of the building and grounds). The principal himself has taken responsi-

bility for instruction, public relations, in-service training, and "some

of the less important tasks and functions essential for running the

school." For example, he mentioned transmitting the problems and concerns

of the central office to the staff, visiting teacher's classrooms to

-develop information for specialists on the staff, and working with

specialists on identifying problems. In particular, he mentioned monthly

meetings with the reading specialist on children's progress in order to.;

make certain that children are being instructed. He further mentioned

that he meets with 'parents and discusses problems affecting their

children.
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This principal also mentioned meetift with teachers regularly to

review the content and techniques of instruction. From time to time,

children are regrouped to maximize their learning, based on recommen-

dations of these meetings. Another important aspect of these meetings

is continuity of instruction. By meeting regularly, teachers in

subsequent grades will know what children have learned in the next

lowest grade.

With respect to Follow Through, the principal mentioned only that

he is concerned with the skill performance of Follow Through children

when they reach the third grade. Last year, it was recommended that

Follow Through teachers maintain contact with fourth grade teachers

to provide continuity of instruction.

9
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CHAPTER 6

THE ISSUE OF PARENT INVOLVEMENT AS SEEN BY PATERSON
TEACHERS, AIDES, ADMINISTRATORS AND PARENTS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

All Follow Through personnel were asked whether they thought

parents should be involved in their children's school. They were

expected to answer, "yes," since increasing parent involvement is one

of the major goals of the national Follow Through program and of EDC

as a Follows Through sponsor and since it is hard to argue that parents

should not be involved in their children's school. Therefore, the

follow-up question, "In what ways?" was expected to elicit the most

iAteresting responses. Parents were asked a number of questions about

their own involvement in their child's school. The purpose of this

chapter is to report and compare the attitudes and opinions which

people in the Follow Through program expressed concerning parent

involvement. We have identified 1) the ways in which parent involvement

is defined, 2) Ihe nature of agreement and disagreement about those

definitions and 3) some issues by the people interviewed

which would merit further discussion to, clarify the program's overall

approach to parent involvement.

Teachers, aides, and administrators were asked the foqoming

questions: "Do you feel that parents should be involved in their

children's school? If so, in what ways?" Parents interviewed were

asked a series of questions relevant to this issue. The questions

probed both attitudes and reported behavior. The responses of the ten
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parents whose children attended School #28 are separated from responses

of the five parents whose children were in School #6.

6.2 OVERALL SUMMARY OF TEACHER, AIDES, ADMINISTRATOR, AND PARENT

RESPONSE

Nearly all members of all four groups agreed that parent involve-

ment was desirable. The reason cited most often for involving parents

was that it would help children learn. Some also said that parents

could support the Follow Through program politically, and several

parents said their involvement in the school was personally rewarding,

in addition to being helpful to their children. Although the inter-

viewed parents said they had been active in their children's schools in

a variety of ways, nearly all of the school personnel said parents

were not involved enough.

6.3 OVERALL ANALYSIS OF TEACHER, AIDE, ADMINISTRATOR, AND PARENT
RESPONSE

A question that arises over and over from these responses is how

to make it possible for more parents to be involved. The parents who

were interviewed tended to be more involved than average parents

because of the method of selection. Even then, these parents mentioned

barriers to their involvement, such as working and the need for child

care. Since agreement is so widespread that parents should be more

involved, it seems important to address the questions of how the

schools and the Follow Through program could make it possible for more

parents to be involved. EDC advisors should contritute to this effort.
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6.4 SUMMARY OF TEACHER RESPONSE

Teachers seem to agree that the primary purpose for involving

parents is to help the children, rather than, for example, to give the

parents themselves a sense of accomplishment or a sense of belonging

to a group. Teachers see visiting as participating in the classrooms

as the major way for parents to be involved. The teachers stressed

the importance of parents coming to the school, but several comments

indicated that not enough parents do so.

6.5 ANALYSIS OF TEACHER RESPONSE

The major question arising from the teacher response is why more

parents are not involved in the school. If teachers agree on the

,destrabiitty ofparent-involvementbut feel parentsare not involved-

enough, then it is important to ask why not. There are certainly some

reasons that have nothing to do with the school, but there are probably

things that could be done within the program to make involvement in the

school more attractive to parents. Sinte parent-involvement is one of

the goals of the national Follow Through program and of EDC as a sponsor,

EDC advisors should be expected to provide assistance in this area.

6.6 DETAIL OF TEACHER RESPONSE

All nine teachers answered "yes" to "Do you feel parents should be

involved in their children's school?" However, our primary interest

was in the follow-up question, "In what ways?" "In what ways?" was

interpreted by teachers to mean not only what parents can do in their

classrooms, but what parents should do and/or are known to be involved
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in. The following table, combines what parents are actually doing

with what teachers think they should be doing.

"In what ways should parents be involved in children's school?"

Categories Mentions

Visit & observe in classroom

Help in classroom

Teach or share skills & experience

Communicate with teacher

Attend meetings

Help or encourage child

7

5

3

3

1

5

The distinctions made among the three categories of visitingand

observing the classroom, helping in the classroom,-and teaching or

sharing a skill or experience, reflect what seemed to be different

levels of involvement for parents as seen by the teachers. Almost all

expressed willingness to have parents come into the classroom to see

what and how their children are learning. Nearly as. many added that

parents could, in addition to looking around, work with the children.

Reading stories and going on nature walks were examples of this kind

of work. Some suggested a more formal way for parents to work in the

classroom. The parents might function as instructors in an area they

know-well, such as sewing, painting, weaving, and construction, rather

than just helping out. One teacher said that parents could offer"mini

courses." It was stressed that fathers would be especially welcome
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to teachrin the classroom. One teacher told of a father

who showed 4groOp of boys how to lay brie's.

Although they were not asked whxthey thought parents

should be involved in their children's school, several

teachers volunteered reasons. Most of the reasons were

related to the effects that such involvement would have

on the parents' knowledge and attitudes toward the school.

Teachers wanted parents to know what was happening.in the

school and how their children are learning. They believed

that if parents hid a favorable attitude toward the school,

the children would have more favorable attitudes. Three

teachers said that parent involvement affects children's

work. One said children are proud and happy when parents

visit the classroom and a child will work harder when she

onhe knows that "my parentscare enough to see what I'm

doing." One teacher made the point that the extra help

parents provide in the classroom makes it possible to

reach even more children.

6.7. SUMMARY OF AIDE RESPONSE

The major issue mendoned by aides had to do with

the problems of attracting parents to come to the school,

especially in view of parents' jobs outside of school and

security measures within the school. Everyone agreed that

parents should belinvofved and several aides spelled out
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ways for them to be involved and 'reasons why their

involvement is important; much was also said about

problems and barriers interfering with parent involve-

ment: Responses to this,qUettion seem particularly

interesting because so many of the aides spoke as

parents and as neighborsdf the children's parents.

6.8 ANALYSIS OF AIDE RESPONSE

The comments of aides on parent involvement jn the

school seem especially significant because fotir of the

interviewed aides are-parents of Follow Through children.

Their belief that parents can help children by visiting

and working in the clatsroom must reflect their own

experience as parents working in classrobms. In this

light, the aides''coMments about barriert.to parent

involvement are also significant. Since the aides have

demonstrated that parents in paid positions can be use-

fully involved in the classroom, a question for. Follow

Through personnel is how to make it possible for more

parents td be meaningfully involved in classrooms. The

aides might be especially helpful in-developing this.

possibility.

6.9. DETAIL OFAIDE RESPONSE

All Paterson aides interviewed said they thought

parents should be involved in their children's school.

Four aides went on to say why they thought parents should
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be involved. One said the Follow Through program needs

parent involvement because parents could exert political

influence on the Board-of Education to get what their

children need. Apparently this wasin the context1tWthe

impending end of federal supportfor Follow Through.

She said, "In Order to keep,a program going, you need,

those parents:" Two aides: said that parents' interest

relPi childre learn. One.said, "they say charity-begins
0

at, home, Learning begins at home too.,..you can tell-

children whose parents care." She added, rThey should

have.a-feeling that their child's eduCatiOnis very

importint...etpecialli for black children." Another said

that she )(new it was important to children for their,

darentsIO take in interest in their school.. She said that-

slie,IWent whenever she could take some time off from her

job. The fourth aide, said that parents teamed from

,involveMent in the school, becaute public'schools not only'

include people. of different religions but also people who

differ in 'other ways-, and exposure to these different

people leads to greater.understanding.

Four, aides talked about ba/Tiers" to parental/involve-
,

ment. All, four men'ti'oned that many parents in the area work,

sometimes at two jobs. One aide said that she had' previously,

taken time off from her:job to volunteer as a class parent,

But two also,said,that some parentsjust didn't seem to be.'

interested.
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Two aide's were disappointed with the level of parent involve-

ment. One said, "I think that's one problem that we really have with

the Follow Through program. I really think that the parents, for the

last couple of years, haven't been so much involved like they should

be." She went on to say that the Follow Through Director had tried

to get parents involved, but that parents just didn't "come out" in

large numbers. The result, she said, is that few parents understand

and appreciate what the program is about. Another said:

"Some parent's kid is in the first grade and they don't
even know what Follow Through is all about,. They don't
even know what their kids are learning in school, don't
even know (the Follow Through Director) or staff or
Anybody...Some don't care. Some don't know, but they
would know if they came out to visit the school."

Paterson Aides' Responses to, "In what ways should parents
be involved?"

Cate ories for Parent Involvement Frequeac of Mention

In the classroom (visits or helping) 6

Communications (conferences, calls, etc.) 3

Parent activities (meetings, special events) 3

The follow-up question was."In what ways do you think parents

should be involved?" -When talking about parent visits or volunteering

in the classroom, three aides talked about what parents should be

doing, not what they were actually doing. Furthermore, there seemed

to be a disagreement between two aides in the same school over

whether parents felt welcome. One said, "In this program, parents
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are free to come in anytime they want to, antime of the day. They

don't have to have an appointment to\come intothe classrooms." The

'other said that parents should, be able to come into the classroom when-

ever they want to, but that they could 't do that now because of secur-

ity precautions. They have to go to the office to sign in and give a

reason for their visit., She allowed tha this might be wise for safety

but said fewer parents, come as a result. 'While these two statements

are not necessarily at odds -,- parents could be welcomed in spite of

being required to report to the office -- they imply two different

views of the school's attitude towards parents.

More positively, one aide invited parents to visit the class-

room if they wished to do so. Ond child's father had come to school

and s \hown some boys how to lay bricks. Another aide said that many

times' parents who don't have children in FolloW, Through misunderstand

what involvement in the classroom means; they think it means taking

over the class. She made it clear that Follow through parents don't

do that, and, in fact, that they usually...make a point of not even

working in the area where their child is, so as not to disrupt the

_/ class. Another aide followed the same theme by saying that parents

should help in the classroom as long as they do what the teacher tells

them to do.

Another kind of involvement, mentioned by three aides, is com-

munication about tne children, including conferenCes, phone calls,

and visits. One complained that parents don't seem to come when things

are going well, only if their child gets into trouble. She said that
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parents could help their children a lot if they would "get after"

them after receiving a call from the teacher because this would let

the children know that teacher and parent are working together.

Another aide talked about visiting the homes of parents and trying

to get to know them.

The third Category of involvement covers parent activities at

the school. Three aides included a range of activities from PTA

meetings to a fashion show to making costumes for an African dance

_group.

When this information was'reported to aides in Paterson during'

a progress report in March, 1974, several aides agreed that there was ,

another way in which parents could be involved: by helping their

children and encouraging them at home. Two aides had suggested this

form of involvement in their interviews. It seems to be the same as

the category, "Help or encourage child," reported above for teachers.

6.10 SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

Regarding parent involvement, all three Follow Through adminis-

trators and one of the two principals seemed to agree that parents

should be active in the school, helping in classrooms and maintaining

communication with the teacher about their, children. Even the princi-

pal who saidqhat parents' involvement should be limited by their

levels of understanding left a place for parents in planning thl-

curriculum to reflect the community. The Follow Through administrators

did not mention this, but the principal did, when he described a

dialectical process of conflict and compromise between professionals
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and non-professionals. There seems to be general agreement tr more

parent involvement would be desirable, an opinion that is shared by

the teachers and aides.

6.11 ANALYSIS OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

With so much agreement on the desirability of parent involvement, t/

it is appropriate to ask why more parents are not involved and what

could be done, with EDC advlsors' cooperation, to increase parent

involvement. It would be especially interesting to know whether the

attitude expressed by one principal, that professionals should take

responsibility for making educational decisions, has any effect on the

level or kind of parent involvement. The workshops run by local

advisors to make parents more aware of what open education is about
St

A

would seem to be a promising effort toward making the school a more

ry

involving and comfortable place for parents to be.

6.12 DETAIL OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

All the administrators indicated that they thought,parents

should be involved in the'ir children's school, though one was not

asked directly and one expressed reservations. The responses of Follow

Through administrators to the question about how parents should be

involved revealed that one of the responsibilities of the local

advisors is to help parents understand what Follow Through is about.

The local advisors have given workshops for parents to explain the

curriculum. These Workshops concentrated on reading and math because

"if people are satisfied with those two areas, they're generally

satisfied with the program." Other forms of parent involvement mentioned
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by Follow Through administrators included collecting raw materials

for the classrooms and being involved as resource people in the class-

room: There was also talk of the benefits of greater parent involve-

ment in the classroom and of what parents should be going. The foci

were on the'need for parents to know what their children are doing in

school and the hope that more involved p6:ents would come to more

meetings. This may have been related to another Follow Through adminis-

'trator's point that parents are essential tq changing the school

because they can put pressure on the Board of Education. Another

benefit of parent involvement was that more parents learn to use avail-

able social agencies since the school asks parents to take their

children to these agencies instead of letting the school do it.' A

nurse was singled out as being very effective at helping parents do

this. .

The two principils had rather different responses to this question,

after their initial agreement that parents should be involved. One

stressed the importance of parent involvement and said that parents

should help educators set up curriculum that reflects the community.

He thought children would learn more if parents came to the classroom

since that would demonstrate that the parents care. He also wanted to

see parents who have something to share help out in the classroom. He

expressed dissatisfaction with the level of parent involvement, say-

ing that he saw most parents only once a year at back-to-school night.

He was unhappy that most parents came to see him pply when their children

were in trouble. The other principal took a different tack, saying that

parents should be involved to the level of their understanding. He
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elaborated by saying that their wishes-should not be paramount be-

cause competent professionals should be able to strike out in the

directions they think will succeed in training young people. He said

that professionals these days donot know whether to make decisions

or execute decisions that are made for them.

6.13 SUMMARY OF PARENT RESPONSE

The parents interviewed indicated a high level of interest and

activity in their children's school. The largest number talked about

helping in the classroom. Smaller numbers mentioned visiting class-

rooms, talking with teachers, and attending parent activities and meet-

ings. The paraphrases of parents' comments as recorded by the inter-

viewers reveal a wide variety of experiences and feelings about parent

involvement.

6.14 ANALYSIS OF PARENT RESPONSE

If the parents interviewed are a representative sample of all

parents of Follow Through children and their responses are accepted

at face value, then ther, would be reason to wonder why teachers,

aides, and administrators thought there should be more parent involve-

ment. These parents reported a great deal of involvement in their

children's schools. It is important to remember that the interview

selectionprocedure favored the more involved parents, particularly

when one interviewer was unable to follow the random list and made

her own selection of two interviewees. In addition, the situation of

talking with angther parent (pare0nts did the interviewing) undoubtedly

led some interviewees to say more about what they felt they should be
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doing, they were talking about the same kinds of involvement that

teachers, aides, and administrators would like to see.

It is interesting and. potentially important that the reasons

parents gave for their involvement included the reason most often

mentioned by people in the other groups -- helping children learn --

but also included the opportunity for parents to socialize and to learn

more themselves. These personal motives should not be overlooked when

opportunities for parent involvement are planned.

6.15 DETAIL OF PARENT RESPONSE

From the questionnaire (see appendix) given to fifteen Paterson
.0

parents, the fallowing questions seem relevant to parent involvement:

Questions Asked:

1'. What do you know about how parents can take part in the

Follow Through Program?

School #28: A total of 7 parents responded.

4 parents mentioned participation in the classroom:

-- Parents are allowed to come into the classroom andik
attend trips with children. If problems arise,

they can come in to observe.

-- Parents are allowed to participate jn class activ-
ities; parents can go on trips and help care for

children.

-- Not too sure, but feels that the materials used in
the classroom can be purchased for home use so
there would be an on-going learning process with
the things the child is familiar with. The parent'

would have to observe the classroom more than once
in order to see this and understand it.

-- Parents participate on trips with class; parents

participate in the classroom.
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2 parents mentioned meetings and visiting the school:

-- Most of all they can come to meetings. They are

allowed to meet with teachers at their (the
parents') convenience.

-- Parents can take part in the PTA programs. I can

visit at any time I choose during the day.

3 parents (two who mentioned some of things above. one
who only commented in this area) mentioned-being
a real part of the program:

- - Parents help in even planning the program itself.

-- Parents share their ideas with the teachers and

others in the program.

-- Parents are a part of the program.

3 parents didn't knqw'anything about parent participation
in the Follow Through program:

- - One said she was not aware of the parents' role

because she works all day and cannot participate
or learn of what's happening in the program.

School #6:

5 (all parents interviewed) mentioned.going and helping
in the classroom.

- - By going to the classroom and helping with groups

of children.

-- Parents have the privilege of visiting the classroom
and participating in activities.

-- Visiting the class and helping the teacher out.

-- Visiting and he;ding in the classroom.

- - By going to the classroom and working with the
teacher and children.
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2. Can you tell me the ways you learn about how your child is
doing in school?

School-#28 School #6

10 5 Talk with teacher
6 5 Talk with child
5 4 Watch child
0 2 Talk with others at school (person

not specified)
2 0 Talk with Follow Through director

at school
1 0 Talk with aide at school
1 0 Talk with social worker at school
1 0 Talk with parent coordinator at school
1 0 Teacher sends note

The following questions (3 and 4) were asked of the parents who

said they talked with the teacher:

3. Would.you say you have talked with your child's teacher:

School #28 -School #6

1 once 0 once

2 a few times 4 a few times
7 often 1 often

4. Does the teacher ask for a meeting or do you ask to talk
with the teacher?

School #28 School #6

1 teacher asks 0-teacher asks
1 parent asks 1 parent asks
8 both 4 both

One parent said that she comes to school during her free time

Another parent said that she has an understanding with the teacher.

"If my daughter is not up to par, she lets me know. 'Once every two

weeks or so, we consult each other."

CONTACTS ARENTS'HA"E HAD WITH FOLLOW THROUGH CHILD'S 'SCHOOL

5. have you ever visited your child's school?
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School #28 School #6

10 5 yes

0 0 , no

All parents interviewed indicated that they had visited the

school of their child in the Follow Through program.

(If yes) have you visited once, a few times, or often?

School #28 School #6

0 0 once

3 2 a few times

7 3 often

6. Have you ever helped as a volunteer at school?

School #28 School #6

5 5 yes

5 0 no

(If no) would you like to volunteer at schoolf%

School #28 School #6

2 yes (not applicable)

3 no

(If yes) what would help-you to do this? (Probe for things
like child care, being asked by teacher, etc.)

School #28 School #6

2 child care (not applicable)

-- Of the parents (10: 5 from Scbool #28, 5 frog: Schoo0

#6) who said they have helped as volunteers, we asked
the following questions (7 - 11)

7... How often would nu say_you have helped; once, a few times,
or often?

School #28 School #6

0 0 once

2 2 a few times

3 1 often

1 no answer
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-- The mother at School #6 who gave no answer said

that-she hadn't volunteered this year but had
volunteered before.

/

8. Did the teacher, or someone else ask for our hel', or
1 I you o er your e

School #28 School- #6

0 -) 4 parent offered

2 1 someone asked

3 0 both of the above

9. What did you do as a volunteer?

School #28 School #6

3 3 helped in classroom activities

'2 1 went on fief trips

1 0 helped with parties

0 1 helped with evening activities

-- Additional comments to "helped in the classroom"

included: working with small, group of children
andheWhg with reading, writing and art work.

1,

10. Was volunteering at school a good experience for _you?.

School #28 School #6

5 5 yes

0 0 no

'

4

--,All ten parents_ who had.volunteertd at school said
it was agdod experience'for them. The following

reasons were given:

School #28

7- Helped to see how my chiA,acts around ether children.

-- Helped me to know how he/she acts. around other Ault

supervision.

-- Got to know children within the classroom better.

-- Influenced other children to ask their mothers to

come to school. .

-- Enjoy being with children.

-- Got an understanding of, how children are taught today.

/
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- Saw how my child and other children work together.

-- Saw materials and resources of the classroom.

School #6:

- - Helped me help my children at home.

- - Saw that children in rollow Through help each other.

- - Learned a lot.

Learned a lot about myself.

- - I like it. /

. Do you plan to do this kind of thing again?

School #28 School #6

5

0

5 yes
0 no

-- When asked why they planned to volunteer again, the
10 parents responded with the following comments:,

/''
----Only then can I see-her behavior.-

- - I enjoy being in the classroth working with
children.

- - Anything I can do to help when it comes to my
child's education, I will do so.

- - It's interesting andllelpful tome. /

I like to try and help out as much es possible.

- - I like it.

;QUESTIONS ABOUT PARENT ACTIVITIES AT SCHOOL

12. Have you ever ettended a meeting of the PTA?

School #28 School #6

10 ye 4 yes
0 ',fic I no

4 86
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(If yes) have you attended once, a few times, or often?

School #28 School #6

2 once 0 once
7 a few times 2 a few times
I often 2 often

13: Have u attended-a monthl unit eetin. .f Follow Throu h?

School #28 Schodl #6.
f

_ ,6 ye!; 5 yes
4 no. 0 no

(If yes) have rib-attended once, a few times or often?

School #28 School #6

0 once ) 1 once

4 3 a few titles 2 a few times
3 often 2, often

14. (For those who have attended parent meetings) What are some
of t'ie reasons you .go to parent meetings?

All 15 parents said they have attended either a'PTA or

monthly unit meetings of Follow Through. The reason

parents said they_go to meetings are as follows:

4 I

I,..

. .

School #28 School #6
. .

i

5 . 2 ., To find out what's going on 1

' in the school.
,

4 2 To find out what's going on in
in the program,

1 0 \As a mother, its expected of me.
1 0 Wanted to know the teacher.
1 0 Wanted to know other teachers

1 and peoOle in the school.
1 0 To find !out more about Follow /

Through funds.
1. 0 To how interest in my ohildren's

work, .

1 0 / To sees how I can beco e more
involved.

Q. , 1 To plan things for pie future.

4 1 , 'To find out what's going on in
our neighborhood. :



I

School #28

1

1

School #6
,

0 *v To find out what's going on
In the classroom when parents
are there.

`0 To learn how other parents think
about Follow Through.

.0 BecaUse Lhave Children in the
program. ,

4 parents in School #28 did not attend any monthly unit

meetings And 1 parent in School #6 did not attend any PTA meet-
( d

,ings. These-5 pareits-answired-Vw-followingqueitions:

15. Would(you like to attend parent meetings? !

The one pArent At, School #6 who has' never'attended a

PTA meeting safd she'd like to.

Of*the.4 pArents.t School #28 who hadn't attended
monthly unit meetins, one-said.,tnat she'd like to--the
other three did not respond..

The (5) parents who had not, ttended one of two kinds of
parents' meetings also,respooded thAt they had not parti-

cipated in any other Oarent,Sttivities either* But 4 of

the 5-Said that'they'd like tot/ However, 3 of these

parents said that they work injthe daytime - one would /

need child tare in the---eve-ning.- Nne-parent wopks nights',

and one parent'would need chrld'Care in the ,dgytime.
. /

16. Have you participated in anyfollow Through parent activities
otherthenmeetir11sclasparentworksnops and
orie_t_ion?

School #28 School #6

6 yes 4 yes

4 no 1 no

1

(If yes) which ones?

School #28' School 46

4 workshops
--reading 1 ,Christmas shopping

& math ; PAC
--reading(2).12 Workshops in reading and candlemaking

--reading,
math and
summer workshop

--simple equip-
ment building Ys
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(If no) would you like to participate in other activities?

School #28 School #6

3 yes

1 no

1 yes
1 no

One parent said that she'd like to participate when she's

not working.

17. ._.1H011LIAJMULOSII/22n1LIJIUALLIta

School #28 School #6

0 0 haven't heard

9 4 notices

5 4 telephone calls

2 1 talking with other parents

0 2 bulletin board in Follow

Through office

4 4 parent coordinator

1 0 regular unit meetings

1 0 child

No-one indicated that they had not heard about parent activ-

e

ities. Notices seemed to be the way most parents heard about such

activities.

18.' How is it best to notify you about activities for parents?

School #28 School #6

2 0 child

8 5 notices

2 0 mail-notices

4 1 telephone

19. Do you have any difficulties in arranging to come to parent

activities?

School #28 School #6

7 yes
3 no

3 yes

2 no
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Ten of the fifteen parents interviewed indicated that

they had difficulties in arranging to come to parent

activities. (List, for example, childlare, transportation,

time when activities take place.)

School #28 School #6

e
2 1 Need general child care; baby-

sitting.

1 1 Need babysitting at night.

4 1 Work "full-time/part-time.

1 1 .' Time when activities take place.

20. Are there activities that have not beer mentioned which ou would

Ike to see available or parents?

School #28 School #6

4 yes

6 no

4 yes
1 no

(If yes)

a: Can vou tell me your suggestions?

School #28 School #6

3 0 Parent development to further
or complete education

2 2 Sewing

0 1 Child Care

0 2 More parents in the classroom
and on trips.

b. Wouidyou be willing to help make these activities possible?

School #28 School #6

4 yes

0 no

5 yes

0 no

21. Have you ever taken part in an activity or talked with an EDC

-PoliOw Through advisor?

School #28

6 yes
4 no

School #6

2

3 yes



22. xLhatEllUclylst-sdo?Doouknowv---

School #28 SchOP146

4 yes - 4 yes

6 no 1 no

QUESTIONS ABOUT HOW PARENTS VIEW'THEIR

SCAOOL EXPERIENCE

23. Do you feel that your involvement

ROLE IN THEIR CHILDREN'S

can help your child to-learn?

School #28 School #6

10 yes 5 yes

0 no 0 no

All parents interviewed felt that their involvement can

help their child to learn.

How?

-- Helping them with their work at home. (3 parents,

School #28)

My learning and understanding new techniques. (1

parent, School #28)

If I show my interest, it willchelp my child's pro-

gress. (5 parents, School #28; 3 parents, School #6)

-- By involvement, helping in the classroom, taking part

in classroom activities, the child is happy and knows

that the parent is interested in his/her work.

By tailing with and listening to whit they (children)

have to say. (1 parent, School #28)

-- Teacher-parent relationships help children to learn.

(1 parent, School #28)

-- Awareness of what my child is learning makes it easier

',for the parent to relate to the child on the child's

level. (1 parent, School #28)
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24. Do you see any benefits for you, personally, in being active

the school?

School #28 School #6

8 yes 5 yes

2 no 0 no

(If yes) what are they?

-- It was the main reason for my continuing my education.

(1 parent, School #28)

-- It gave me more of a will to help my children at home.

(1 parent, School #28)

- - I'm getting to be well-known in the school. (1 parent,

School #28)

-- I know whit's being taught and what my child is doing.

(1 parent, School #28)

- - You learn from children by being around them. (2 par-

ents, School #28)

I,have contact with other people, views, and ideas; I

enjoy it. (1 parent, School #28)

1,1earn more myself, along with the children. (2 par-

ents, School #280 parent, School #6)

- like new methods and waysipf doing things..' (1 parent,

School #6)

I learned how to estimate distance, width, length, etc.,

which I can use in my home life as a mother. (1 par-

ent, School #28)

- I can see my child grow intellectually, watching her

reach full potential. (1 parent, School #28)

- I like social gatherings. ,(1 parent, School #28)

(If no) please explain.'

1 parent who answered "no" did not explain.

- - 1 parent said, "I have not had a chance to be active."
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CHAPTER 7

VIEWS ON CHILDREN'S LEARNING: PATERSON TEACHERS,

AIDES, ADMINISTRATORS, AND PARENTS

7.1.' INTRODUCTION

Teachers, Aides, Administrators and Parents were asked questions

designed to determine 1) what they thought were the most impqrtant goals_

for children in school, 2) which areas were being satisfactorily dealt

with in the school and 3) which areas needed improvement.

Our purpose in asking about gbals for children's learning was to

learn about differences and similarities in the opinions of people in

various groups and to compare their statements one goals for children's

learning with those made by EDC Follow Through. The questions about

which goals were being met and which needed improvement were included

to show how people in the four groups felt and to identify areas for

attention by EDC advisors.

7.2 and 7.3 OVERALL SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF TEACHER, AIDE, ADMINISTRATOR

AND PARENT RESPONSE

Members of all four groups involved in the interviews - teachers,

aides, administrators, and parents - expressed belief in the importance

of both academic learning and learning of attitudes and behaviors. How-

ever, there were some important differences in emphasis. Teachers and

Follow Through administrators saw academic learning and learning of

attitudes and behaviors as closely related and equally important. Aides

and parents seemed to place more emphasis on academic learning. One

principal disagreed with the kinds of attitudes and behaviors fostered



in open classrooms but apparently believed that children should be

taught different attitudes and behaviors, not that they should be

learning academic skills only.

It seems,significant that the aides, most of whom are parents,

emphasized academic learning more than the teachers and Follow Through

administrators. But aides also spoke of the importance of other kinds

of learning. Three aides saw non-academic learning as a necessary

pre - condition for academic learning. The differences in emphasis among

the groups might'be a good topic for *discussion among the groups. If

methods of communicating on this topic can be worked out, the aides'

responses suggest that it would be important for teachers and FolTow

Through administrators to stress the interrelations between academic

,-
learning,and the learning of attitudes and behaviors. The parent

responses suggest that their goals for children's learning may more

focused on academics than those of people in the other g-.ups. Under-

standing could be increased by more communication76 these matters, and

the aides might be an ideal bridge between the parents and school

personnel.
a 4

7.4 and 7.5 SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF TEACHER RESPONSE

The Paterson teachers considered both academic and non-academic

goals important. Basic skills such as reading, writing, and arithmetic

were frequently mentioned, as was helping children to bec9me independent

learners, to learn cooperation; and to feel comfortable with themselves.

The teachers expressed satisfaction with their achievement of the goals

they listed as important. The areas they wanted to improve included

improving relationships between girls and boys, meeting school requirements
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in mathematics, learning more about dramatics and role-playing, and

getting children to follow the discilline rules the children made

themselves.

The teachers' equal emphasis on social ard academic development

is consittent with the goals of the EDC Follow Through program.

Paterson teachers mentioned the following goals, which also appear in

the EDC goals for children listed in the 1974-75 Proposal for

Continuation of EDC Open Education Follow-Through Program, Part one,

pp. 2041:

-- (a) Children taking responsibility for

their own learning -- showing initiative,

self-reliance, self-motivation.

(d) Children expressing themselves freely

and intelligibly through spoken language.

(h) Emotional development -- a sense of .

self-worth and trust.

(1) Social respons(bility and respect for

others..
t)

The fact that all teachers expressed some satisfaction with their

accomplishments of their goals for the classroom may be considered an

4
indicator of a fairly high level of satisfaction in their teaching.

It may also be interpreted to mean that teachers tend to work hardest

and therefore succeed-most at the things they value most.

7.6 DETAIL OF TEACHER RESPONSE

Question asked:

1. What are the most important goals you are trying to accomplish

in your teaching?
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In response to this question, all nine teachers mentioned goals

for children's learning while two also talked about goals related to

theirtm teaching style.

Goals related to teaching style

One teacher said she came to Paterson wanting to be accepted as a

person with something to give; she did not feel "needed" in- previous

teaching experiences in white suburban districts. She wanted to share

what she had to offer. She felt this need of hers was being met by the

children, teachers, and the Follow Through staff. Another teacher's

personal goal was to be a successful teacher, which meant to "get across

what I'm supposed to be teaching." When she first started teaching,

this meant teaching "subject matter in a structured setting." However,

with the open classroom, she felt her goals were fostering responsibility

and independence in children.

Goals related to children's learning

Responses dealing with children's learning can be placed into four

broad and often overlapping categories: (a) helping children become more

independent; (b) getting children to like and accept themselves; (b)

encouraging children to be able to work well together and (d) academic

goals.

(a) Helping children become more independent

Seven of the nine teachers said they wanted children to become more

independent, but they gave different examples of independence. Four

teachers described independence in terms of independent thinking. One

teacher said that'teaching children to learn how to learn was very

important:* "trying to direct children to ask questions, to know that
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a way to know is to ask'questione; and Ao be able to take in infor-.

mation and use it." Another teaeher talked of helping children to develop,

1

"open minds":and the ability to reason clearly and decide'priorities.

Helping children to be responsible to themselves and for themselves was

also seen as important. tA third teacher, in talking about children's

independence as a goal, stressed children developing and executing their

own ideas. The fourth teacher wanted children to learn the follring

,precess: get an object, look at it, ,think about it and its possible user, \\,

discover things which are close to your senses. 'She went on to say that

children should start to/think for,themselves, to learn from themselves

and not to be told so much, to be more aware of themselves and the -

world around them.

Three teachers viewed encouraging children's interests and building

on them as a means towards independence, two teachers wanted chtldren

to become independent enough to recognize what they want to do and

follow through on it. The third teacher saw getting children into music,

art, reading and sciences as a road toward indepenalpce,

Finally, one teacher talked of reading (through {clays, poetry and

drama) as her most important goal--but went on-to say that "then children

will be ready to go further on their own, implying reading is more a .

..means-than an end,

(b) Getting children to like and accept themselves

Two teachers who did not mention independence did mention this second

category. One teacher wanted to see children retain whatever security

they're getting from Follow Through, to be pleased with themselves and

not to fear failure: "Being able to work. with what's there, Within

'yourself." She described a practice in her classroom of having children
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wear signs saying, "I'm loving and capable." If somere did something '

,

unkind to,a child :thechild was supposed 'to tear' off a piece Of the

sign to remind othdrs that they were responsible for the* actions.

The other, teacher mentioned, with less4bescriptionvothe need for self-

confidence.

(c) Helping children to be.able to work well together/socialization

Five teachers mentioned working well togither or socialization as

important goals. The one teacher who did not mention independence or-

liking oneself did mention socialization. She said that\she wanted to.

be able to educate the total child to be able to adapt to all situationsP'

in his or her environment. This definition probably_encompasses the

first two categories -- helping children become more independent, and

getting children to like an accept themselves. One other teacher also

talked in these terms: she wanted children to be able to adjust in any

given situation, academically and socially. Two other teachers talked'

more about chiiiren working well with others. One d that children

should be able to work with each other and be around people without

striking out. Another said that she wanted to see children develop

into social beings who can get along with people outside the classroom.

Part of this, she said was learned by developing respect for others and

others' materials in the classroom.

(d) Academics

Four teachers mentioned academics as important goals. For one

teacher, reading, writing, and following directions are the three things

she tells children they will learn. A second teacher mentioned fluency

in reading, writing, and arithmetic. A third talked of making progress

from where the children start in math, reading, and writing. The, fourth
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said she tried to teach basic concepts', lometimes through repetition of

facts-presented_in different ways.

Question asked:

s)

What kinds of things do you think it is important for children

to be doing and learning in tchool in the early gr des.

Three kinds of responses to this 'question have bee identified: fa)
4 .

learning basic skills; (b) learning attitudes and behaviorsv (00earning

. to learn independently.

Responses to 2: What kinds of things do you feel children

should learn and do?

Category Mentions

(a) Learning b is skills 6

(b) ,Learning titudes or ehaviors 4

(c), Learning to learn independently 3

(a) Learning basic skills

`The six teachers who spoke of learning basic skills as one of the

most important things for children to be doing and learning in school

talked about (a) particular subjects children should be learning; and

(b) ways this learning should be taking place:

Reading and writing,were the most often mentioned subjects, five

teachers mentioning each one. Other subjects or skills were listening.

speaking, ariNlettc, and science, each mentioned by one teacher'. One

teacher said that math was not an areaof concern. Ways this learning

should take place incTuded manipulating concretc materials, having a

consistent set of books, from kindergarten through third grade, making
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learAlnilleun, role-playing stories, and repetition.

/ (b) learning, attitudes ordbelgoa,

One teacher mentioned that children

/ An said that children should learn

should 'have

to maintain

social experiences.

their own peice of

mind. Another teacher mentioned that children should learn to follow

simple directions and work together. One teacher felt that c,Ildren

should "know that thipgs that you-do affect other children, -and "learn

that there's another way to do it that won't hurt others. This teacher

had children role-play to learn about dealing with problems. When some

blocks were stolen from the classroom, she hadthe'children re-enact

the "crime" andall of its consequences.

(c) Learning to learn independently

Three teachers talked about exposing children to new things as a

means for children to learn independently. Ate,teacher said that she

started with concrete materials, nature walks, and visits in order to

have children see, feel, touch, and compare things.

Another spoke of children needing to feel a lot of independence

with direction. She suggested that learning to apply what was learned

in one area to another aided this process. The third teacher thought,

that experience with music, art and role-playing would hetp children to

continue learning throughout their lives.

Questions Asked:

3., Which of the things you think children should be doing and

ielnlillIADLIaAmostsatisfied'ilt:11J11USLOMEY

4. Which of those things would you most like to improve in your

classroom?
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All teachers expressed satisfaction with at least some of their

goals, many with all the goals they had emphasize' -n ' One Lacher

who emphasized reading independently noted satisit....ion that children

were starting to pick up books "without my directing them." Another

tenter, who emphasized independence and applying what is learning in

one area to another, was pleased with the "good feeling they htive when

they accomplish things like estimatin% lengths in other classrool'ikby

theMselves." A teacher who stressed following directions and phonics

was satisfied with the progress.of most children. Another teacher, who

encouraged children to work together and to take responsibility for their

actions, said that the children she works with were learning to work

well with other people.

Seven teachers gave brief responses to the question about improve-

ments. One teacher gave a detailed answer, and one teacher did not

respond: Specific areas for improvement included: (1) improving

relationships between boys and girls; (2) learning more about dramatics

and role-playing; (3) meeting school requirements in mathematics; (4)

getting children to 'work together; (5) getting children to abide by the
I

rules they make themselves; (6) getting children to spend more time in

activities; and (7) extending/stemming activities. A.detailed response came

from a teacher new to Follow Through.- She explained that she was not

fully satisfied with anything, including herself; "Any small improve-

ments are appreciated." She noted that academic resources were lacking,

that the doesn't "have guidelines for what needs to be taught, how to

build on basics."



7.7 and 7.8 SUMMARY AND ANWSIS O ELIDE kESPONSE

All nine aides expressed satisfaction with at least one goal that

each had mentioned as important. Little specific dissatisfaction was

reported. The Paterson aides' responses are congruent with those of

the teachers and with EDC's goals as a sponsor in including both

academic and social learning.' However, there is a difference in emphasis;

The aides emphasized the learning of basic skills, especially reading.

Only two of the nine aides interviewed stressed non - academic learning.

If this difference is real, it would be interesting to learn what

accounts for it. There may be distinctions between the tasks teachers

do and those done by aides that would make the aides more'concerned with

the learning of basic skills. For example, if the aides spend most of

their time helping children learn to read, they could be expected to see

that as a crucial goal. Another possible explanation might be the aides'

identification with parents of the children. In many cases the aides

were parents themsehes and in all cases they lived in the neighborhood's

where the schools were located. In contrast, the teachers lived outside

of the immediate neighborhoods of the schools. Perhaps the aides feel

the need for "survival skills" more intensely than the teachers and

therefore emphasize learning basic skills in school more than social

learning. There is evidence for both of these explanations in the data

on the Paterson aides and what they do.

As in the case of the teachers, the fact that the aides expressed

considerable satisfaction about the ,achievement of their major goals

indicates a fairly high level of satisfaction with their work in the

Follow Through program.
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7.9 DETAIL OF AIDE RESPONSE

Question Asked:

1. What kinds of things do you think it is important for children

to be doing and learning in school in the early grades?

When asked what kinds of things they thought children should be

doing and learning in the early grades, all nine Paterson aides mentioned

reading or the alphabet. Five stressed reading as especially important.

Four aides explained why they thought reading was important, saying

, "either that reading was essential to further learning or, more generally,

that reading would be useful in the lives of the childrep. Five aides

also took the opportunity to s'y something about how reading should be

taught. Comments included the importance of gaining readiness skills,

emphasizing reading from kindergarten through the grades, land learning

\

to observe and make distinctions as a prelude to reading. Some aides

said children should read things they enjoy rather than Jui,t basal

readers, and could be taught reading in a variety of ways -L including

songs, dramatic play, block building, art, and writing stories.

After reading, aides mentioned math most often as a subject important

for children to learn in the early grades. Six aides said something

about the importance of math, but only one stressed it. One aide said

that math was "eaSier to conquer" than reading. Another said. that she

found everyone could count his or her money, even if he or she couldn't

read. Two aides said math was not as important as reading, and that

reading would help a child learn math. One aide talked enthusiastically

about her own recent experience learning math in a summer school course

she was taking. She said that she had always disliked math before, but

had discovered that her dislike resulted from the way she had been taught.
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Contrasting her summer school teacher's methods with those she had

experienced before, she said: "He taught me math...and its fun. And

I can make my own things and I can use the Cuirenaire rods and I can use

the Dienes sticks and make them myself...and it's fun to do that." She

added that the children liked that approach better too. Her opinion was

that if children could learn reading and math, "I think the rest of it

(will) fall into line."

The few remaining things were mentioned only by individual aides.

One said that it was important to meet children's immediate needs for

what is important and helpful to them, giving as examples eating a good

breakfast and wearing proper clothing. Another said that it was important

for children to learn to understand what the teacher tells them to do.

One aide included phonics, art, and dramatic play with reading and math

as things that would be of use to children. She added that she didn't

think science needed to be taught separately since it came out in many

activities.

One aide mentioned first that children should be aware of themselves.

Another said it was important for children to learn to relate to other

people, especially their classmates, and to get along with each other.

Questions Asked:

2. Which of the things you think children should be doing and
TeTliTiTig are you most satisfied with in your classroom?

3. Which of those things would you most like to improve in your

classroom?

All nine aides expressed satisfaction with at least one of the things

they had stressed as being important. Four mentioned reading, one math,

and one, "academics." Aides mentioned few of their goals as areas needing
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improvement. Two aides said there was nothing that they felt required

G

improvement, perhaps interpreting the question to imply that things

weren't going well, an implied criticism that was not intended. Only

one aide listed all of the things she had mentioned being important

as needing improvement. She listed reading and writing, then added

behavior, knowing how to take care of things, and "really wanting to

learn." Her approach to that entailed making the children respect her

so that they would do what she knew was best for them.

7.10 SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

All administrators stressed academic skills, with the local

advisors also mentioning non-academic goals such as fostering self-esteem,

independence and curiosity more frequently than the principals. Most

administrators expressed 'general satisfaction with the schools but all

had specific ideas for improvement. These included dealing with local

politics and bureaucracies, more effective use of the community, and the

establishment of a pre-kindergarten program.

7.11 ANALYSIS OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

This section of the report is somewhat different from the preceding

sections because there was more diversity among the respondents. There

is an important distinction to make between the two public school adminis-

trators (the two principals) and the three Follow Through administrators

(the project director and local advisors). The principals are, of
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necessity, involved in the whole school and concerned about

things that are not directly relevant to Follow Through.

The Follow Through administrators, on the other hand, spend

all of their time with Follow Through concerns. The

differences in perspective and attitudes are therefore not

surprising.

The emphasis of the three Follow Through administrators

on the importance of developing self-confidence and interest

in learning in addition to basic skills seems significant.

It is consistent with the statements of the teachers and

aides and with EDC's goals.

7.12 DETAIL OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

Question Asked:

1. What kinds of things ao you think it is

important for children to be'doing and
learning i2 school in the early grades?

All five administrators mentioned basic academic skills

as important in the early grades. Reading and math were

specified. One stressed the importance of learning concepts,

not just facts. Another said that if reading and math are

learned the other academic skills will follow. The need

for a good early foundation was emphasized by .one adminis-

trator.
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One principal believed skills were important because

of what they make it possible for the child to do. He

said that the important skills were the ones that lead to

discipline. This discipline, he said, becomes self-

discipline, which makes it possible for People to discrimi-

nate between what is relative and what is absolute in

reality. This principal also stated a strong belief in

the importance of black children developing the capacity

and commitment to contribute to the elimination of

oppression..

Along with basic skills, the Follow Through adminis-

trators all stressed the importance ox non-academic areas.

One talked about developing the person, helping individuals

knoW who they are and what their basic strengths are,

enabling them to grow. Another said children need to get

a sense of being worth something and to have confidence in

themselves. The third spoke of developing interest in

learning, in books, words, and talking. She said that

children need to develop the confidence to talk and to ask'

questions. She wanted children to be involved and working

with things. She said the classroom environment needs to

be rich and stimulating for this to happen.

Questions Asked:

2. Which of the things you think children should

be doing and learning are you most satisfied

wish in your school?
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3. Which of those things would you most like to improve

in your school?

All the administrators expressed satisfaction with the things

they felt were important for children to be doing and learning in

school. One Follow Through administrator said that nothing was

completely satisfactory, but added that it was sometimes surpris-

ing how well the children do. Another Follow Through administrator

said the majority of the children were doing quite well and that

she was pleased with the way the teachers fe0 about the children.

The third Follow Through administrator, said that the children's

sense c7 personal worth comes through clearly and that the children

don't compete with each other but are ready to tackle almost anything.

She also said that she sawnon-Follow Through teachers beginning to

deal with children differently and recognize that children are capable

of thinking for themsyves. The principals were satisfied with the

reading programs. One said children were learning math concepts,

such as countable values and
relationships, and how to manipulate

skills through language.

Every administrator had several things he-or she wanted to

improve upon concerning what children are doing and learning in

school. One Follow Through administrator said simply that there

was so much to work on that everything couldn't be mentioned.

The other Follow Through administrators talked about the impor-.

tance of dealing effectively with "political hangups," which were
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seen ascaused by bureaucratic red tape or by people who

opposed the program. They wanted more use of the community

for field trips. They felt that areas like science and music

needed work. One administrator also talked about the need

for better communication to work out problems and so that tea-

chers could know more about what teachers have done with children

in the previous grade in order to avoid starting over at each

grade.

7.13 SUMMARY OF PARENT RESPONSE

The Paterson parents emphasized the basic skills almost to the

exclusion of social and emotional concerns. They seemed generally

satisfied with how the school dealt with the areas they deemed most

important, although there was some desire fOr more academic work. The

parents also'seemed content with the staff, the school atmosphere and

the program's effort.

7.14 ANALYSIS OF PARENT RESPONSE

Parents' emphasis'on basic skills seems to be somewhat different

from the emphasis of the teachers and Follow Through administrators, who

talked about,basic skills combined with social and emotional learning.

The parents expr sed attitudes that were, similar to those expressed by

aides, which is understandable, since most aides were also parents.

N
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,7.15 DETAIL OF PARENT RESPONSE-

Question Asked:

1. What kinds of things do you feel it is important for (Follow

Through- child) to be doing and learning at school- at this time?

SCHOOL #28

4 responses mentioned only the following academic areas:

alphabet counting numbers

understanding words arithmetic

reading times tables

making up sentences by himself

writing

These responses from parents seem to reflect the different grades that

Follow Through children are in.

1 response included only areas of a child's social and

emotional growth:

--'Should be learning obedience, discipline, and manners,

4 responses stated combinations of academic, social and

emotional growth as important for their child In Follow

Through to be doing and1earning in school:

- - Child should-be learning to give more attention,

to be more careful with others' prbperty, to have

self-control. More instruction should be given in

carsive writing rather than printing all the'time.

Chill,shoul0 be learning how to count and phonics.

Also getting along with other children and. being

attentive with the teacher, other children, or

whomever.

-- Child should be reading and doing basics. Learn-

ing how to adjust in the classi-oom situation.

-- He should be/learning how to commynicate with other

people and talking more. He should be doing more.

work because he is kind of slow.

1 response Included social-emotional growth along with a

broader statement:
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-- Child should be making uba of the available
materials, getting as much learning out of her

play as possible, and having the will to learn.

In summary, all, ten parents whose children attend school #28 responded

to question 1.

Two parents mentioned basic academic areas, without giving

speciflcs, five parents included reading/language arts areas as import-

ant and four parents specifically mentioned arithmetic Areas.

SCHOOL #6

1 response was very general:

-- the things he is already doing.

3 responses mentioned only academic areas:

-- all subjects,spelling doi-- --More homewOrk

4oath, reading.

1 .response mentioned soci41, emotional, and academic growth

areas:'

-- spelling, math, and expressing herself better.,

In summary, five parents from School #6 responded to question 1. Three

parent responses included math; three included reading/language arts

(particularly spelling).

Question Asked:

2. Of the things you have mentioned, which ones do you"feel get

enough attention at your child's school?

SCHOOL #28

5 parents felt everything they mentioned was getting enough

. attention.

3 parents specified academic areas which they feel get enough

attention:
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-7 Everything else except times tables;

-- alphabet and numbers;

-- arithmetic

1 parent mentioned that her child's learning "attentiveness" was

getting enough attention at school.

1 parent said that she didn't know what was getting enough,

attention.

Question Asked:

3. Which things seem to be getting.too little attention? /

SCHOOL #28

4 responses indicated none

1 parent said not aware

4 responses indicated academic areas: time tables; cursive

:writing; reading and understanding words; reading.

1 parent said using time in school to the fullest and getting,

work done with a little more speed.

SCHOOL #6

5 parents (all those interviewed) indicated none.

Question Asked:

4. What are the things you like most about School #6/t28?

[Including Follow Through)

SCHOOL #28

9 parents offered favorable responses to this question.

1 parent said that she couldn't answer because she didn't know

any other school.

Most .*esponses to this question seemed to divide.themselves

into three categories:

a) staffi/b) school atmosphere, c) programs School #28 offers

for children and for parents. Comments also reveal advantages

which parents feel are inherent in different aspects of the

School '#28 program.
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a) Staff:

. 3 parents specified things they liked about the staff at School #28

- - I like the way the teachers help in the classroom.

- - The school has yery good teachers and a very good

school system.

- - I like the teachers and the staff. The supervision

is good.

b) School atmosphere:

3 parents specifically commented about the atmosphere at School

#28:

- - Open classroom & open structure are,very good.
"Without this type of openness, he wouldn't like

school at &IL"

Chidren are usually quite orderly.

- - My children like going there better than any other

school.

c) Programs:

5 parents referred toNthis category:

- - The lunch program is excellent.'

-- Parents can visit when they feel like it (2 parents)

--,i.ower.grade children cannot come home by themselves

without permission (2 parents)

.r-
Only one.kifid of response did not fit vnto-these three categories.

TW(1, parents said that they like the short walking distance from

home to school.

SCHOOL #8

Parent responses included the.same three categories.

1 parent mentioned teachers in the Follow Through program.

T parent mentioned the friendly atmosphere.

4 parents mentioned programmatic features:

-- 2 mentioned' Follow Through program
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-- 2 mentioned lunch program

Question Asked:

5. What are the things' you like least about School #6/#28?

(including Follow Through)

SCHOOL #28

'4 parents said "nothing."
WM.

3 parents said that they don't know.

1 parent said, some children' don't show respect towards adults.

1 parent said that there is a lack of order in the halls.

1 parent said the library is not being used as it should be.

SCHOOL #6

4 parents said "nothing."
4

1 parent said School #6 needs better teachers.
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, CHAPTER 8

THE EDC APPROACH TO LEARNING: OPINIONS OF PATERSON TEACHERS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

The questions in Chapel.' 8 concern ideas about children's learning

that have been promoted by EDC advisors. The four questions that were

asked of Paterson teachers all related to,,basic principles. The

'principles were'stated in,broad enough form that we did not expect sub.

stantial disagreement. They were used as starting points fOr delving

into each teacher's interpretation of the principle.

The first question about (1) the teacher's opinion of EDC Follow

Through's goals was added ioithe interview questions after interviews

in Burlington had sugge5ted that some teachers'felt .EDC's purposes were

unclear. The remaining questions were about,(2) encouraging open exPresf,

sion of children's needs and feelings in the classroom; (3) building on

children's.ihterests as a starting point for teaching; (4) giving child-
.

ren a greater amount of choice in what.they cto; and (5) evaluating child-

. .1.!

child-

ren's progress on the basis of their own Abilities. ,Each of these

questions was followed-up by.more
specific questfons abobt how the t;eaoher

applied the principle in her classroom.r
8.2 SUMMARY OF TEACHERRESPONSE

EDC Goals.

All but one of the teachers said they understood what EDC had tried
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to accomplish. They associated EDC's goals with open edu;ation generally,

and more specifically with freedom for children and individualization. All

of these teachers agreed with what they saw as EDC's goals and said ,they

were trying to accomplish similar goals. The one teacher who could not

say what FOG had tried to accomplish was new to the program and did not

feel that the materials she had read and the things she had heard added

up to a coherent philosophy yet.

Openlgression

All the teachers shared this goal. They cited benefits of open ex

pression for both children and teachers. Two pointed out that teachers

can learn what children need and how'they learn: by allowing them to ex-

press themselves. Others stressed the-opportunities fur learning on the

part of children provided by open expression. Some teachers talked about

establishing guidelines for children's expression. None.said they encour-

.

aged talk about sensitive topics that parents might disapprove of, but

most said they would deal with such topics if and when they arose.

Building on Children's Interests

All nine teachers said they agreed with this principle. All mentioned

ti

observing children as a method bf learning what their interests are. Four

of the teachers said they were dissatisfied with their ability to build

on children's interests and wished they could do it more..

Children's Choices

All of the teacheri tried to give children more choices in their

classrooms; The kind of choice mentioned most often was the choice of

an area to work in, area being parts of the room provisioned for certain

kinds of activities. Teachers had different ways of organizing their
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classrooms which meant different kinds of choices and different times

for choice. All teachers who well asked said they exert some control

over children's choices, either by making demands or suggestions or by

regulating the kinds and numbers of choices available.

Evaluating Children's Progress

All nine teachers said they evaluated children according to the

children's own abilities. Ttie methods of diagnosing children's abilities

mentioned were: using forms Or check lists; observing; and testing.

Notes and checkliits were used ibr recording progress or both.

8.3 ANALYSIS OF TEACHER RESPONSE

EDC Goals

Teachers' responses to this question suggest that they felt that they

understood EDC's goals at least on a very general level. Paterson teachers

did not express great dissatisfaction with the lack of specificity in EDC's

goals.

Open Expression

The most interesting point made by teachers in responding to the

question about open expression is the strictly educational function served

by such expression. Teachers saw open expression'as contributing signi-

ficantly to the children's growing self-knowledge and self-confidence and

as making it possible for teachers to understand and teach the children

better. Although ari argument could be made for open expression on purely

humanistic grounds, i.e., on the grounds that children have a right
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and a need to express themselves as human beings, the direct effects of

open expression on children's learning may be more persuasive to some

people.

Building On Children's Interests

This principle would appear to need some direct attention from EDC

advisors since all the teachers agreed with it but several felt unable

to apply it adequately.

Children's Choices

Two major points seem to emerge from this question. The first is

tLat children's choices.seem to be a key to teachers learning about

children's interests. The conditions teachers described when asked how

they find out about children's interests nearly all involve some oppor-

tunities for children to make choices. The second point is that many

teachers seem toIfeel the need to improve their ability to build on chil-
,

dren's interests A number of teachers said that they were unable to do

much in this direction in spite of the fact that they believe it is impor-

tant. One teachr even said, "This is what makes a teacher." This would

appear to be a good area for advisors to concentrate on.

From these comments and by referring to Chapter 2, it seems that most

of the classes of teachers we talked to allow similar kinds of choices for

children. For tt* most part those choices are for various kinds of acti-

vities that may be engaged in after assigned work in basic skills has been

Completed. In some cases there is a choice of when assigned work might

be done, i.e., children might choose to engage in an activity in one of

the areas before doing assigned work, but in no cases did a teacher say

all work was done according to children's choice. One teacher seemed to
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interpret choice somewhat more broadly, saying that children made choices

all day, but it was not clear that children in her ,room actually made

more choices than those in the others.

A few generalizations might be drawn from the statements about
`ar

children's choices made by the teacher=s interviewed. First, it seems that

although choosing is an important part of the classroom it is not the

center. Children were described as making choices within structures set

up by the teachers. Furthermore, choices were allowed after,ssigned work

was completed or about when to do assigned work, but in all cases the tea-

chers said they required a core of work on basic skills. Second, choosing

was seen by these teachers as something that children have to learn to do.

They said that they help children choose and explained that children are

not all able to make intelligent and productive choices simply by being

given the opportunity; some guidance is necessary. Third, teachers seem to

have some ideal in mind about how much children should concentrate on a

single area or activity. If children spend all their time with one choice,

teachers encourage them to try something else; but teachers also use the

children's persistence in coming back again and again to the same activity

as a measure of interest in that activity. Apparently a distinction is

made between doing the same thing out of fear of trying something new and

doing the same thing out of intense interest and enjoyment.

Evaluation Of Children's Progress

One fact that emerged from this question is that some instruments can

serve multiple duty. Check lists of children's abilities, for instance,

were mentioned as methods of diagnosing children's abilities, ways of

keeping track of their progress, and something to show parents when sharing
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the teacher's evaluation of the child's progress.

We were intrigued to discover substantial connections among

the responses to the four questions about specific principles

promotea by EDC advisors. We'derive questions two through five

mainly from an interview schedule used in another study. ("Teacher

Interview for 'A Study of Teachers in Open Education ettingS" by

the Early Education Group at Educational:Testing Se ce, Princeton,

New Jersey, Spring, 1972.) They were selected because they seemed

to be broad enough that teachers in many kinds of classrooms would

agree with them. They were not intended to define open education

or to represent a coherent set of principles.

Therefore, the interrelations discovered among teachers' responses

to the questions were interesting because they tended to establish at

least a beginning of a coherent set of principles that guide EDC

Follow Through teachers' practices. Free choice and open expression

by children, in addition to promoting children's learning, gives

teachers the opportunity to observe what they are interested in and

what their abilities are. Records of these observations help them

evaluate children's progress and to build on their interests.

A,

8.4 DETAIL OF TEACHER RESPONSE

QUESTION ASKED:

1, In your opinion, what has the EDC Follow Through

122211121.ritqL2g9mplish?
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Do youshare those goals? Why or

Why not?

Do you feel those goals are being

accomplished?

,Why or why not?

Eight teachers who responded to this, question characterized

the EDC approach as (1) "open education ", (2) stressing freedom

for children and (3) individualization. All of the EDC goals

mentioned by the eight teachers could fit under the term open

education , even when that term was not used. Five teachers talked

about freedom for children or the opportunity for them to have

direct experiences. One teacher said that children learn concepts

under these conditions better than when they are told things.

Another said that learning was not so much by rote. Four teachers

stressed individualization as a goal of the EDC Follow Through

program. They talked about the importance of allowing children

to learn at their own rate and of responding to children's interests.

A teacher ,h6 included both freedom for children and individualization

said:

I don't think kids should be bound to

a desk. The world is right here (in
the classroom) and they should be able

to walk around and learn. And as far as

group learning... I just got caught up

in groups when I was fn,.school and I
just think we're individuals and we should
be learning as individuals and not as the
bluebirds, or group number one, or the

high group or the low group. I see open

education and Follow Through as a hope in

getting that.
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This teacher began by identifying EDC with open education and saying

that, "Everything I want in education is open ed." Another teacher made

the same connection between EDC Follow Through goals and her own goals:

"I hope it's the same thing that I'm looking for. I feel like I'm

following the philosophy of EDC."

Only one Patersitteacher, new to the program, said she

was unclear about EDC goals. She said she had read a lot of material

from EDC and talked with the project director but still hadn't been

able to put together the basic philosophy.

Four teachers mentioned different problems related to EDC's goals.

Two said that although they agreed with the goal of individualizing instruc-

tion, they found it difficult to do in a city classroom with many children.

They thought it was important to adapt goals to the real situation and

they saw this happening. Another teacher said that when EDC started in

Paterson there had been too much openness: "I feel that at times the

ends were too loose. There should have been a little more direction."

She felt that opening up needed to be gradual and tied to the development

of the program in the school. She explained that there had been progress

in this area, that the teachers now understood better where they were

going, and said, "It's a two-way situation. I think we have met each

other," meaning that EDC had changed too.
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QUEt'TcZ ASKED

2. EDC Follow Through encoura9es open expression
of children's needs and feelings in the class-

room. Do you.share this goal?

If yes: What benefits do you see in open expression?
DoeV"open expression create any difficulties

(for teacher, for children)?
Do you encourage talk about thins like sex,
deaths birth, race, and the fearsCUFF61n--
have?

All nine teachers said that they shared the goal of

having children express their needsan'd feelings openly.

The first follow-up question was, "What benefits do you

see in open expression?" One teacher apparently

misunderstood the question. Of the remaining eight, two

mentioned benefits to the teacher, i.e., open expression

allows the teacher to understand the child better. The

other responses all had to do directly with benefits to

children. Three teachers said that open expression

helped children learn about themselves.

One put it,

It's real important to a child to develop
himself, have his own ideas and thinking.
And a lot of times in a class they just
never have a chance to do that. Even

when they get out of high school they
never really had a chance to grew on
their own, grow as an individual.
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Another made the same point by asking, "...how can you live if you

don't? How can you be happy? How can you know what you're feelings

are if you don't express feelings?"

The contribution of open expression to the growth of individuality

mentioned at the end of the -first quote was citedby another teacher.

Two teachers also spoke of the value of open expression in helping

children to relate to other people, one stressing the desirability of

expressing anger verbally father than. physically. One teacher said that

open expression helped children talk fluently. ,Another said that it

developed children's thinking.

The second follow-up question was, "Does open expression create

any difficulties?" No general patterns emerged in response to this

ouestion except that three teachers mentioned the importance of estab-

lishing guidelines. One of those three said it was best to set the

guidelines as a group., Another said that some children don't appreciate

openness-and work, better with direction, though she allowed that some

could learn to make choices and to follow rules independently.er-,

One teacher said that the major difficulty with open expression was

having to share. She said it was important for children to realize that

they are part of a group and to learn to give others a chance., Another

teacher said that her children were not used to expressing themselves

verbally, that they tended to do a lot of touching, which sometimes led

to fighting. Two teachers talked about adults' problems. One said

adults who don't understand the importance of open expression sometimes

think a child is being "fresh" when expressing her/himself. The other
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said that open expression,did not create,problems unless she

responded to itwith anger or sarcasm, Which would cut off

the exchange.

One teacher said that open expression-in the classroom

as could be confuiing and frustrating. 'Anothente6Aer responded

to the question by simply saying that open expression hadnot

caused any problems so far.

The last_ follow-up question was intehded'to probe open

expression in spicific areas and to reveal how active teachers

are in those areas. It was, "Do you encourage talk about

things like sex, death, birth`, race, and the fears children

have?"' Two teachers were not asked this, question. Of the

seven who did respond, the tendency was to say that they did

not initiate talk about these subjects but that they tried

to deal with them when they arose.

QUESTION ASKED:

3. EDC's Follow Through program stresses "building

on children's interests" as a starting point

or teaching. Do you agree with this principle?

If yes: How does this work out in practice?
First,.how do you find out what a

child's interests are? (examples)

How do you build on those interests?

(examples)
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All nine, teachers agreed with this principle, but

four did not yet feel able to do it. One teacher

explained why she agreed with the principle.

This is the only way you can reach some of

them. I used to thinlyears ago, that

everybody would love me As a teacher. They

don't. They have their owls personal

feelings. (If there's) something about you
that (they're) not ready to open up to, -

you can't reach them. And the child that's

inhis block area, that likes building,

then this is a way you can perhaps reach

him. You know, we build a tower together.

The first follow -up question was, "How do you

find out what'children's interests are?" Eight

teachers replied and their responses fall into two

'categories: (1) by observing the child; (2) by

talking with the child. Two teachers mentioned talking

with children as a way of learning what they were

interested in. One teacher said she also talked with

a child's friends and with the child's mother. Most

of the talking seemea to be about things children were

doing In the classroom, but one teacher said she asked

children what their favorite TV programs are. A fourth

teacher mentioned talking to children about their

interests in response to'the second follow-up question.
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All eight teachers said or implied that they observed

children to find opt their interests. Three teachers did not

specify what kin of things they looked for, though one said

she kept record of what children did and noted which things

they went back to. Four teachers said they looked especially

at the pictur s children drew or at things they made.. Other

teachers me ioned watching fOr the books and materials they
v

picked, hoyi they played and with whom, what they chose to do

during flee times, and what they wrote stories about.

Th second-follow-up question, "How do you build on those'

(child n's) interests?", revealed that most of the teachers

were n t satisfied with their ability toAo this. Four of the

nine teachers were able to give some descriptipn of how they

built on children's interests, but two of those descriptions

were fairly general. One said that she provided new activities

related to what children were interested in, and that she did

this/little-by-little. The other said she would talk with

children about their interests and make suggestions for

additional activities. Both of these teachers were in their

first year of teaching, so the generality of their descriptions

is understandable. Two experienced teachers gave more detailed

responses: One said she tried to,bring in new materials

related to children's interests,*giving as examples, books,
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filmstrips, and sewing materials. The other said that she built on

childrent's interests in "project-type" settings, encouraging children to-

do a variety of activities related to a single interest; such as-asking

a child who enjoyed working with attribute blocks to write about the

blocks.

However, the remaining four teachers expressed their belief that they

were not able to build on children's interests as well as they wanted to.

-Ohe replied, "I'm not a magician. I know that." Another explained that

fp

since she was juSt beginning her first year in Follow Through she had

not yet done much building. Another simply said, "I can't do it," and

went on to say that she wanted very much to learn how and hoped that

more experience would make it easier, but said that she had been told

experience wasn't enough.

Another teacher's immediate response to our asking whether she

agreed with buildingon children's interests as a starting point for

teaching illustrates this attitude.

I agree wholeheartedly. Except, I'm having.

trouble with it. And I think it's a really important

process of open education, to build on their interest.

I think that's one of the main things about open ed.,

but I'm having trouble with it, to be honest.

She went on to attribute her difficulty partly to the speed with which

her children's interests changed.

My kids will be interested in one thing one minute

and by the time I go and run and get these things,

they're on (another).
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QUESTION. ASKED

4. EDC's Follow Through prog4M emphasizes giving children

a greater amount of choice in what they do.. Is this one

of your goals?

If yes: What kinds of things do they make choices about?

On what basis do they choose: whims, what

friends are .&ing4 genuine interests, etc.;
lido you know when a choice is. based on genuine

interests/
help children How?

All nine teachers said they try to giVe children a greater amount

of choice in what they do in the classrooth. Seve:sal of them had listed

some of the things children choose while describing their typical day.

All but one listed some of the things children choose in their class-

rooms. The most often mentioned children's choice was "areas." FiVe

teachers mentioned areas specifically and a sixth talked about the same

idea without using the term. -"Areas" are locations within the classroom

designated for particular activities. Areas might be used for sand play,

building, clay, a play supermarket, art, and many other activj'ties, all

of them designed to include some learning opportunities but also to

appeal to childreass enjoyable things to do. One more teacher talked

about particular things that children could choose to do,/including

tinkertoys, blocks,' art, and writing, but it was not clear that those

activities took place in specific areas.

Other choices children have are: which special activities to do,

what books to read, and when to do certain assigned work. One teacher said,

"Their whole day is a choice of what to do." A teacher who had talked about

areas made a distinction between choices children ,:could make in the morning and
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those limited to the afternoon. She said that children in her class

could make choices after completing their reading, writing, and math

work and that those choices must be of quiet activities they could do

at their seats in the morning. In the afternoon, all areas were open

and children could move arour#1 the room.

One teacher who detailed several kinds of choices children made

in her classroom first responded to the question by saying, "I'm grad-

ually coming to that. It will take awhile." She then talked about the

problem of dealing with two separate and sometimes contrary sets of

expectations - from Follow Through on the one hand, and her school on

the other: I have to pay homage to two masters." She explained

that some things were required by her school and other things by the

Follow Through program. She said that usually she could do both but

that sometimes they were contradictory. This was one reason why she

had not opened up more opportunities for children to choose.

All the teachers but one were asked if they helped children make

choices.and all eight said they did. Four stated that some children

would always do the same thing if they weren't encouraged to try new

activities. One teacher told of a boy who spent his choice time with

blocks fora whole month. She encouraged him to move to another area

and he wound up in the library, where he spent the whole day. "I found

out wherever he goes he'll stay there all day." This is the kind of

child most teachers seemed to have in mind when they said they helped

children choose. The same teacher said that this was not often a pro-

blem and that she asked children to make another choice, but did not

force them. Another situation which teachers said stimulated their
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intervention is when children choose things that are too difficult. In

order to prevent their frustration teachers said they would guide them

to things that were within their capabilities. Two other teachers said

that children needed some help in making choices because they had not

learned to choose on their own.

Two teachers talked.of controlling the choice situation in order

to help children choose. One said that she would sometimes close up the

areas when the choosing "gets out of-hand," and then open them back up

gradually, lust as they were introduced in the beginning. Another said,

"We decide how we choose and then.we choose," going on to, explain that

she usually sets out the tasks, lays down guidelines for making choices,

and then discusses the process of choosing with the children. She pointed-

out that childremshad to learn that they couldn't all do the same thing

at the same time.

Two additional follow-up questions were asked to determine teachers'

assessments of the bases of children's choices. Teachers were asked

whether they thought children made choices on the basis of "whims, what

friends are doing, genuine interest, or something else." They emphasized

various criteria for choice, but three teachers added that children tend

to choose things that are easy for them, things that they do well.

Another teacher explained that she accepted choices based on what friends

were doing because, "A lot of the children don't know how to say what

interests them and so they follow what they see someone else'has been

successful at." She said she let them do this in order to give them a

feeling of success to increase their confidence, but meanwhile she would

encourage them to do things differently, for example, to draw their own

picture rather than to copy one made by another child.
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The three teachers who responded to the questi9obout how they

could tell when a choice was based on genuine interest said either that

children who were genuinely interested in something would stick to it

or that you could see the learning of a child who was genuinely inter-

ested in what she or he had chosen.

QUESTION ASKED

5. EDC Follow Through encoura es evaluating children's ro ress

on the basis of their own abi Wes. Do you try to do t s

assroom

If yes: Heli:lJnLLIaY22tAftL1:1'AjW:Ma
17lowdtaac)feaTFTehc.sprogress?
}low do you share your evaluation of the child's"'

progress with parents)

All nine teathers said they tried to evaluate children c- the basis

of their abilities. The follow-up questions concerned how this was done.

The first was, "How do you diagnose a child's ability?" Three basic

methods of diagnosing children's ability were mentioned: (1) using check

lists or forms; (2) observing; and (3) using tests at the beginning of

the year.

Responses to "How do you diagnose a child's ability?"

Method of Diagnosis

7
\

Number of Mentions

Check list or forms 5

Observation 5

esting at beginning of year 3

The check lists and other methods for diagnosing children's abilities in-

cluded;,one check list that a teacher had made up with a former colleague; basic

texts and their curriculum guides as guidelines; and forMs provided by the local
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advisors. One of the teachers who said she tests all children at the beginning

of the year said that she had made up some tests of children's ability with

__Aumbirs and letters. "Observation" included watching children in group

work and as they worked'in areas,, seeing how children use materials,

noting their coordination, sight and hearing, and diagnosing their

ability on the basis of questions they aqk, watching children when not

working with them, watching all children perform a similar:task.

Two teachers said they had some difficulty doing this. Both mere

first-year Follow Through teachers. One simply said that she was learn-

ing how to diagnose children's abilities "with difficulty." The other

said, "This is a part I'm really struggling with. Some children don't

just come up to me. I have to really watch them and reach out. I just

2'don't feel organized in that area."

Both of these teachers said they keep notes on what children do,

which relates to the next question, "How do you keep track of children's

progress?" Notes and check lists were the methods of keeping track

most often mentioned.

Seven teachers said they keep notes on what the children do, on

"important happenings," and on progress in skill development. Another

teacher uses notebooks to keep track of the children's general skills and

specific problems in reading.

Three teachers mentioned problems with note-taking. One said she

felt disorganized because she had no pattern. Another said she wished she

could make time to "go into my little corner and record." The third

pointed out that it was hectic trying to write something about each

child and that this was more difficult than running an ordinary classroom.
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Most-of the five teachers who mentioned check lists as a way of

diagnosing children's abilities also use them to keep track of children's

progress. One teacher also said she keeps the children's work and re-

views it to check on progress. (Two other teachers also said they

keep children's work to show to parents.) One teacher said she keeps

track in "my head, which I rely too much on."

Seven of the nine teachers were asked how they share their evalua-

tion of children's progress with parents. There are no report cards given

to Follow Through children in either school. Two teachers said that it

was their first year so they had not yet made any report to parents.

They told us how they expected to communicate. All seven of the teachers

who responded'to this question talked about parent conferences or other

contacts with parents, such as special parents' nights. As noted above,

three teachers said they used this time to share children's world with

the parents. One teacher said there was a problem:in getting some

of the parents to come to the school for conferences. Two teachers

mentioned visits during the day so that the parents could talk with

the teacher as well as observe or participate in the classroom.

One teacher mentioned sending letters home.
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CHAPTER 9

RESPONSES OF PATERSON TEACHERS, AIDES, AND ADMINISTRATORS
TO QUESTIONS CONCERNING EDC ADVISORS

9.1 INTRODUCTION

The questions reported in this section were designed to elicit

responses about specific advisor activities. Teachers and aides

were asked about advisors' visits to their classrooms, about

advisors' work outside of classrooms - specifically about various

kinds of workshops and about individual conferences, and about

how they communicated with advisors. All three groups were asked both

what they had done with advisors and how they felt about advisors'

work. They were asked for suggestions about other things they would

like to sWadvisors do. Administrators were also asked what they

knew about.-EDC advisors' work with others.

Our aim in designing and asking these questions was to spell

out the kinds of things we knew advisors did and then ask specif-

ically whether each respondent had worked with EDC advisors on

each kind of activity and how valuable each activity had been.

9.2 and 9.3 OVERALL SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF TEACHER, AIDE AND

ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

Comparison of the responses of people in all three groups

indicates that teachers are seen as the major group with which

EDC advisors work Aides talked about working with EDC advisors

too, but seemed to do so less than teachers. Of the administrators,

only the local advisors said they had worked intensively with EDC

advisors.
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EDC advisors' work is seen as generally helpful, but some teachers

and aides did not find it helpful and one principal opposed the

whole thrust of open education. The project director and local

advisors felt that the Paterson program had matured to the point

where they were using EDC advisors differently than they had dur-

ing previous years.

9.4 SUMMARY OF TEACHER RESPONSE

This is a particularly important section, sir.ce our research

focuses on the impact of the EDC advisors as seen by the people

they work with. However, the responses to this section were

difficult to describe because teachers with a year or more of

experience in Follow Through drew on more extensive experience

than teachers just beginning the program. Since four of the nine

teachers we interviewed were in their third month of teaching in

Follow Through, and EDC advisors had made only one trip to Paterson

and led a workshop in August by this time, those four teachers had

little opportunity to work with EDC advisors. Therefore, teachers'

comments tended to be very specific - related to i single experience,

or very general - summarizing a large number of contacts.

The local advisors take much of the initiative for putting EDC

advisors in touch with teachers, although the teachers who have

been in Follow Through for some time feel free to make requests of

EDC advisors on their own. EDC advisors are seen as helpful,

thOugh there are limits imposed by the conditions in the two

schools and by the short time that advisors are in Paterson.
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EDC advisor help is valued for new classroom ideas, like learning

how to use materials and suggestions for the organization of

space and the planning of a day. One of the major methods used

by advisors has been observation of classrooms and feedback.

Some teachers said they would like more chances to watch EDC

advisors and other teachers at work.

One of the findings that emerges from teachers' comments

about'EDC advisors' work is that there is great variety in

teachers' needs and styles. Some want to have advisors come

into their classrOoms and demonstrate teaching methods; others

explicitly said they did not want this type of work and pre-

ferred getting ideas from workshops.

9.5 ANALYSIS OF TEACHER RESPONSE

One implication of these responses is that EDC advisors

should take care to communicate with teachers in order to learn

what kinds of help they would like. The need for communication

was also clear in teachers' comments about observations - they

considered observation worthwhile only when it was followed up

with conversation about what was observed.

Although the need for closer communication seems clear,

acnieving it is not a simple matter. Since EDC advisors visit

Paterson for one week each month, or less, and have responsibility for

18 classrooms in two schools, substantial communication with all
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teachers individually may simply not be possible. Perhaps some

additional channels for directly exchanging information between

Paterson teachers and EDC advisors would be useful, such as

questionnaires and letters.

The difficulty of communicating closely is related to another'

implication of the teachers' comments. This is that'the EDC advis-

ors' role in Paterson is often seen as constructive, but not central

to the teachers' work. This inference is based on the tendency of

teachers to describe ways in which advisors helped them in their

work as useful but not crucial. The descriptions which were given

of what teachers do and what they are concerned about quite under-

standably had to do with the day -to -day business of teaching a

class of children. EDC advisors were seen as able to help with

some problems and to offer useful ideas, but these were described

as added benefits, not necessary components of teachers' work.

One teacher's suggestion that teachers be allowed to visit

another teacher's classroom with an advisor seems a resonable and

constructive one, particularly in the light of the statements that

it is difficult for the teachers to watch what the EDC advisor is

doing wheil he or she works with children in their classrooms, since

the teacher is usually involved with other children. If working

with children is to be an effective way of advisors helping the

teachers, then the teachers must have some way of closely viewing

what the advisors are doing. But most teachers seem to find it

nearly impossible to be observers in their own classrooms. One
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teacher explained that even if she tried to do so her children

would persist in asking for her help.

The other major implication for advisors' work in these re-

sponses is the importance of giving feedback on observations.

Although it may be helpful to an'advisor to spend some time just

watching a classroom, it does not'seem to help the teacher directly

unless the advisor then spends time talking with the teacher about

what he or she saw. Observations that lead to concrete suggestions

for improving areas and rearranging space and materials for better

use seem to be greatly appreciated.

9.6 DETAIL OF TEACHER, RESPONSE

Question Asked

1. Have EDC "advisors ever visited your classroom?

If yes:

Who usually initiates the contact?

What do they usually do?
What do you do while they are in the room?

Have you found their work helpful?

Can you give me some examples?
Are there other things you would like to see

advisors do in your classroom?

If no:

Would you like them to work in your classroom?

What do you know about what they do in other

teachers' classrooms?

Eight of the nine teachers interviewed said that EDC advisors

had visited their classrooms. The only one who said, "no," was a

first-year teacher.

Seven teachers replied to the question about who initiates
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the contact between teachers and EDC advisors. We were especially

interested in knowing whether teachers request EDC advisor help or

if the advisors come without the teachers' initiative. Five of the

seven said that the local advisors arranged for visits to their

classrooms by EDC advisors. One teacher implied that the EDC'ad-

visors were assigned to classrooMs, saying the local advisors set

up a schedule and tell the teachers that EDC advisors will visit

their rooms. Two of these teachers described the local advisors'

role.more as giving information than as assigning,''saying that

local adviiors let them know when EDC advisors,are coming and when

to expect them to visit classrooms. One of these two teachers

said she was not sure that the local advisors made-the arrangements

but did know the local
4
advisors told her when EDC advisors were.

coming. She added that the EDC advisors come by when they're in

the building and say hello. Another teacher who said the local

advisors arrange EDC advisor visits said that the local advisor

had told-the EDC advisor she was interested in science so that the,

EDC advisor came prepared with-ideas to help her.

Two other teachers, in their second and third years with Follow

Through, said that they sometimes request EDC advisor visits. One

noted that sometimes the EDC advisors just drop by. The other added

that sometimes, they are assigned to her classroom by the local

advisors.

The following table summarizes responses to the next follow-

up question, namely, "What do advisors usually do when thpy visit

your classroom?"
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Responses to "What do EDC advisorsjUsually do when they

visit your classroom?"

Number of Teaders who
this activityActivity

Talk with the Teacher

Help with "Areas" and Materials -
6

Work with a Group of Children 4

Observe
3

mentioned

7

The activity of talking with the teacher includes an EDC adilsor

telling a teacher what the advisor has observed in the classroori4-

giving suggestions based on observation, and asking if help is desired

;) with a particular problem. Apparently such-talk usually occurs after

the children have left the room but' sometimes takes place while they

are still there.

The "areas" referred to in the category of activities, "help with

'areas' and materials," are sections of a classroom desigKed to support

children's work in particular academic subjects or learning activities.

For example, a room might'contain a block corner, a math materials area,

a creative writing area,,an art area, and\a housekeAteping area for

dramatic play. Teachers said that advisors had helped them set up

and improve'areas. This was done by observing, in spme cases making

sketches of room-arrangement and organization of materials, and by

bringing in particular materials, such as milkweed for a science area.

One teacher said that an advisor had helped her learn to use math

materials and demonstrated some things in her classroom.
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Four teachers told of advisors working with groups of children

during class time. In one case this was tied to bringing in materials,

since the EDC advisor who brought the milkweed for a science area worked

with a group of children on the milkweed to demonstrate itc uses. Two

teachers mentioned a particular advisor by name. One said she had come

into her classroom for a full day: "She blended in and got right in-

volved and she really added a spark to the classroom." The teacher

said that the children liked this advisor and got very excited about

their work with her. The other teacher who mentioned this advisor by

name said that she had come into her room and observed her (the

teacher) working with a group of slow children and then the advisor

returned in the afternoon to work with the same group herself. The

teacher, said she had picked up some ideas from observing the advisor

at work. She went on to say that one of the boys the advisor had

Worked with soon began to read and when the advisor returned the

!following month the boy wanted to read to her. The teacher said that

.
:particular EDC advisor came back and listened to the boy read every

Mime she visited Paterson and that this made the boy push himself to

show improvement each time the advisor,returned.

Observation seemed to have a special definition as used by the

teachers we interviewed. Certainly EDC advisors could be said to be

observing whenever they come into a classroom. However, teachers-,

used the term, "observation," to describe --a- process involving the EDC

advisor taking notes on the day's activities and sometimes drawing a

sketch'of the room arrangement and organization of materials, and

then talking witti the teacher about what had been observed. The
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feedback step seems to be very important to the teachers. Three

s emphasized,,it as part of observation. A fOurth teacher whose

response is not included in this category said that the EDC advisors

sometimes "stand around and look." The distinction seemed to be based

on whether or not the teacher had a chance to talk with the advisor

about the observation after the observation took place.

Four teachers responded 0 another follow-ub question, "What do

you do while EDC advisors are in the room?" All four said that they

continued their involvement with children, as usual. One said that

she tried to observe what the advisor was doing but that this usually

didn't work out because she was busy with other children. She

suggested that she would like to have the chance to accompany an EDC

advisor when the advisor went to someone else class so that she

could give all her attention to what the advisor does in a classroom.

The question, "Have you found the EDC advisors' work helpful?"

elicited six teachers' responses and five said that they found this

advisor fuhction helpful.

Two of these five teachers said it had been helpful because

advisors had worked with them ur demonstrated teaching met,pds in

their classrooms. Two said that the work had been useful within

limits. One of those said, "Yes, more
definitely...It's a learning ,

experience for me. I feel I need it." But she also said that the

amount of time EDC advisors were able to (Tend in the classroom of

any one teacher was not enough.
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...I feel that if you're in an open classroom you do

need a great deal of help, and I think 4' to

be an on-going thing. I don't think t ;: ,^ .g

down--I realize because of distance and mom:y...

I think it would be a greater learning experience
if you were working under a head teacher...I
think the greatest experience anyone can have
is to be an aide in the classroom under a good,

experienced teacher"... .

The other teacher who thought the advisors' work helpful

within limits wanted more depth. She wanted more information

about what children should be expected to know in math and

science at a particular level. She said that EDC advisors

didn't really help her set up her room, but came by and gave

their comments after she had set it up. She added that she

thought the EDC advisors should come into classrooms and meet

teaaersas individuals rather than depending on the judgments

of the local advisors and project director about who was in

need of what Iclids,of assistance. Both of these teachers were

experienced in Follow Through.

The one tea\her said EDC advisors had not been help-

ful to her also ila,d experience in Follow Through. She is the

same teacher who, in response to earlier parts of the question,

told about an EDC'advisor who established a long-term relation-
,

ship with a boy in her class that helped him learn to read.

She said:

...With me, I have not received that much'help or

benefit from their coming down only one person,

and that wd$ with reading... .
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Seven teachers responded directly or by implication to

the questicip "Are there other things you would like to see

EDC advisors do in your classroom?"

Some of their suggestions have already been reported,

such aS being able to observe an advisor at work in someone

else's class and getting help from advisors to learn about

what children should be expected to know about math and

science. One teacher's sugaestion had to do with a local

program decision, not with the EDC advisors; she wanted to

have a petty cash fund for buying materials and animals for

her classroom.

One teacher, a first-year teacher who had not worked at

all with EDC adviSors, said she had questions about particular

children, especially four unusually bright children she
,

feared might be slowed down unless she learned how to help

them progress more rapidly in her class. Another teacher,

also inexperienced with Follow Through and'EDC had

mare general comment:

...One thing I don't like is that talk is very che.io.

I just don't like to be told. Like I could tell

a lot of things to you, but going in and doing it --

I would like someone to just show me how it's done.

I went and I bought a book on open education, but

somehow it didn't apply to my classroom. I just

don't want people to tell me. Just show me how to

do it...
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Question Asked

2. I'd like to know about ways you have worked with EDC

advisors outside the classroom.

(a) Have you ever attended a summer workshop in Paterson

with an EDC advisor?
(b) Have you ever attended a workshop during the year in

Paterson with an advisor?

(c) Have you ever gone to EDC in Boston for a workshop?

(d) Have you had any individual conferences with an

advisor?

(e) Are there any other ways you have worked with an EDC

advisor outside the classroom? What are they?

If yes to any of the above:

Which ways were most helpful?
Would you like to be able to work with EDC advisors

in other ways?
What?
Why?

If no to all of the above:

Would you like to work with advisors outside the

classroom?
What do you know about what they have done with

other teachers outside the classroom?

Summer Workshops

Of the eight teachers asked this question, only one had not

attended a summer workshop because she.had been hired at the end

of the summer. Six of the seven teachers who had attended said

mainly positive things about them. The emphasis was on the oppor-

tunity to learn new ideas at summer workshops. One idea that was

singled out was the organizing concept of "learning trees," using

one aciiiity as a trunk for branching off into others. One teacher

saw Cie workshops as a useful orientation for her first year in

Follow Through. She enjoyed meeting the people she would be working
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with and learning something about their personalities and opinions.

She also appreciated the chance to see what a Follow Through open

classroom, looked like, although it made her wonder if she would

be able to set one up herself. Another new teacher found the

advice of an EDC advisor concrete and helpful, "the kind you need,"

when starting uut.

There were some reservations though. One teacher, who liked

the learning tree idea,-said, "It was just a review for me. When

you work on your own and read a,lot of books and have gone from

place to place studying, these are a review." Another said that

the summer workshops had been helpful during her first year, but

were not so helpful in this year, her third. She felt this may

have been because many teachers have different materials in their

-Classrooms, and trying to learn to use the same materials did not

make sense.

The one teacher who found little benefit in the summer work-

shop was beginning her first year in Follow Through. She was

already familiar with the ideas 'presented and she felt they were

inapplicable to her school:

In our type of situation, having the type of

administration we do, and being a small program

within a large school, its just a lot of things

you read in textbooks that when you get to the

classroom, I think, don't apply to you. And as

far as the workshops we did have, well a lot of

those things were for -- I don't know they

were just things that I had already had again,

so I really didn't get that much out of the

block workshop or the sand workshop, except re-

freshing my memory. And we went into (learning)

trees. I started, you know, I wanted to get into

that sort of thing. But with my class, I just don't

have the time. It seems like the day lust flies by...
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Workshops During the School Year

Six teachers were asked about workshops led by EDC advisors

during the school year. Two said they had not yet attended such

workshops because they were new teachers. Two of the four teachers

who had attended school-year workshops said that the most recent

workshop had not been very well organized. One of those teachers

remembered earlier workshops being much better. Another teacher

said that workshops were sometimes useful and sometimes not. She

singled out a music workshop as having been especially good. She

liked both learning to use rock-and-roll music to, teach rhythm and

learning to make instruments for children. The fourth teacher said

that workshops during the year were an opportunity to ask questions

but that many questions went unanswered. She wanted more time spent

on adapting materiels for use in urban areas.

Workshops at EDC in Boston

The four first-year Follow Through teachers were assumed not

Lo have had the opportunity to attend d workshop at EDC in Boston.

One said that she would like to go. The five experienced teachers

had all attended at least one Boston workshop. One said that the

math workshop had been useful to her. Another especially liked the

resource center at EDC because of all the equipment and materials

that she could use to make things to bring back to her classroom.

She also appreciated the chance to talk about problems in her class-

room. A third experienced teacher enjoyed her trip to Boston

because she was able to meet more EDC staff members. She was
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impressed by their congeniality and their expertise and worked with

several EDC advisors and workshop staff in different areas includ-

ing building with tri-wall, music, and poetry. She liked having

equipment out for use and having the freedom to choose what she

wanted to do.

Two of the five teachers who had attended workshops in Boston

said they were useful but had some reservations. One said that it

had been a good experience but that she had gotten frustrated be-

cause she tried to do too much in one week. The other said that

the workshop had been "wondertul" and "very useful," but said that

she had spent time learning how to work with materials not avail-

able in her classroom.

Individual Conferences with EDC Advisors

Most teachers aaid individual conferences followed advisors'

observations of their classrooms and included concrete suggestions

for improving their teaching. Two new teachers said that one ad-

visor had been particularly helpful to them in providing ideas on

how to begin work as a Follow Through teacher. One-said this

advisor had sent several pages of written suggestions to her and

to some other new teachers about how to handle the first few days

and weeks of teaching in an open classroom. "She got me through

that pretty well," was her assessment. Such conferences were seen

as helpful because they offered encouragement as well as suggestions.

Other ways of Working with EDC Advisors

When asked if there were other ways they had worked with EDC



advisors, two teachers said they had visited the advisory'center in

Philadelphia. (The advisory center is available to people in the

EDC-Follow Through program in Philadelphia.) One had attended a

session on record-keeping led by a consultant but found it inappro-

priate for her own work.

The final question in this series was, "Would you like to be

able to work with EDC advisors in other ways?" Two teachers said

they would like to learn more about the uses of materials, one

specifying demonstrations of materials. The other also wanted to

learn how to make things for her classroom, how to be more effective

and more resourceful, and where to go to find things for use in her

room. A third teacher said she preferred building up her stock of

ideas to having people doing things in her classroom. She, said:

... I'm the type of person - I don't want you
telling me what to do with my children, be-
cause you don't know them. You can give

(suggestions) to me but I'm not saying I

will use them. And that's not only with

EDC, that's with anybody that I come in
contact with. I'm the type of person that
I like to try new things but I like to try
them on my own...

Two teachers said that they wanted more opportunities to learn

from other teachers. One said she wished she could visit other

classrooms in places where a whole school was involved in open

education and working together. She said, "I want to see it; I

don't want to just be told." She also hoped for more things that

were relevant to the particular kind of school she was in. The

other teacher said that she would like to hear from several other

teachers about how they planned their day. She said that she could
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get materials and games on her own but needed help in organizing

her classroom, especially when just beginning.

One teacher wanted more open criticism from EDC advisors. She

seemed to view advisors as experts who should share their experience

in order to help teachers.

... They can come into our classrooms, since
most of them should've had experience in

teaching, and work with certain areas that

they see from observations., I think the

teachers would welcome this - and just
tell us exactly how they would go about

doing it...

Another was interested in "anything that will help me grow,"

and suggested a workshop on science. However, she wished, uch help

could be a continuing basis rather than having such larg aps be-

tween contacts with EDC advisors. She pointed out that sometimes

she would get an idea from a workshop and then not see anyone from

EDC with whom she could talk about that idea for several months.

One teacher wanted help from EDC advisors on ways to report to

parents about children's learning. Another expressed some uncer-

tainty about EDC advisors and their role. She said:

... I'm not really sure I know who's an

advisor and who's not...

Question Asked

3. How do you let advisors know about things ynu'd like to

see them do (with you or witn others)?

How do they usually respond?

Eight of the teachers responded to this question. The four new.

teachers all said that they contacted EDC advisors th-ough the local
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Follow Through staff, either the local advisors or the project

director. The experienced Follow Through teachers said that they

communicate personally with the advisors and .by correspondence.

One of the new teachers wasn't sure what the communication

channels with EDC advisors should be, but she assumed it should be

through the project director. Another was unclear about what EDC

advisors were supposed to do. She knew they led workshops and

visited classrooms but hod no idea what else she might ask them

about. A third new teacher said that she had not seen the EDC

advisors when they made their first visit but that she had asked

a local advisor to have them come to her class on the next trip

and was awaiting their visit. She had said earlier, "I wanted to

talk to them (EDC advisors) in the beginning of the year because I

really felt like yelling for help, but I haven't seen them. They

were here but they didn't come to my room." The fourth new teacher

said she had been informed that an EDC advisor would come and help

her set up her room and she was pleased by the prospect, but that

when the EDC advisor actually came, her only activities had been

to observe and take notes, which was not what the teacher had

expected. She said she would like to be able to tell EDC advisors

directly what she feels she needs.

Of the four experienced teachtrs, one said advisors usually

ask what they can do to help and another said the EDC advisors

usually were able to provide assistance whenever she made a

request.
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9.7 SUMMARY OF AIDE RESPONSE

One of the major differences between the responses of teachers

and aides was that the aides had been in the Follow Through program

longer (an average of 3.4 years as compared to 2.1 for teachers).

Therefore, unlike the teachers, all had been exposed to EDC advisors

on several occasions.

According to the aides' comments about workshops, summer work-

shops were a major source of ideas for the classroom and understand-

ing about the nature of open classrooms. Some aides also said that

they learned such things from their college courses. The school-

yearworkshops were, not as helpful because many aides had con-

flicting college and family commitments and had difficulty attend-

ing those workshops. Although most of the aides had been in Follow

Through for two to four years, the fact that only two of the nine

aides had attended workshops in Boston would seem to indicate that

aides have not had many opportunities to come to those workshops.

Combining aides' comments about contacts with EDC advisors in

their classrooms with their comments about workshops, it would seem

that at least a few of the aides have found the EDC advisors help-

ful, both through providing ideas and teaching methods and by giving

overt encouragement.

9.8 ANALYSIS OF AIDE RESPONSE

Two points stand out from the responses of aides to questions

about EDC advisors. One is that workshops run during the year by

EDC advisors have not reached many aides because of aides'
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commitments to families and college courses. This may be unavoidable

at some times, but it seems unfortunate that an important part of

advisors' work excludes many aides because it occurs after school.

The second point is not obvious, but there is a hint in some

of the comments, both about workshops and about classroom work with

EDC advisors, that many of the aides see themselves in a subordinate

position relative to the teachers in the context of working with EDC

advisors. Statements that the EDC advisors work only with the

teacher or that the teacher gets ideas from advisors and brings them

to the aide imply a sharp distinction between the roles ,of teacher

and aide. There are other questions that elicited_responses with a

similar implication, e.g., aides' responses to the question about

planning in Chapter three. This sense of aides' subordination to

teachers is probably"realistic. The reason for calling attention

to it is that there were also statements about teachers and aides

being exactly equal, which is probably unrealistic. Clear division

of responsibility between teachers and aides may require explicit

acknowledgement of differences in responsibilities and authority.

9.9 DETAIL OF AIDE RESPONSE

Question Asked

1. Have EDC advisors ever visited your classroom?

If yes

What do they usually do?
Do they work directly with you?
What do you do while they are in the room?
Have you found their work helpful? (Ask for examples)

Are there'other things you would like to see advisors

do in the classroom?
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Would you.ltke advisOritb-ivork---in_your classroom?

What do you knoii about what they do

.classrooms?

All nine aides interviewed said that EDC advisors had visited

their classrooms, though two stipulated that no advisors had visit.

ed so far in the year just beginning.

The first follow-up question was, "What do'they (EDC advisors)

usually do in the-classroom?" All nine aides said that EDC advis-

ors sometimes work with children, e.g., "Usually they're involved

with the ,kids." Aides talked about-the kinds of things EDC

advisors usually do with children, such as bringing in some mater-

ials to introduce to the children and working with small groups on

reading. One EDC advisor was singled out as being especially good

at talking with the children.'

Five aides mentioned EDC advisors helping them and the teacher

with new ideas or materials. One mentioned learning a new and

effective way of teaching shapes. Another said the advisor had

told ner about arranging the classroom. ,A third said that she

could ask advisors about things she didn't understand and 'get

explanations froM them. Two aides said that advisors usually met

with them and the teachers they worked with. Two others'said that

EDC advisors worked with the'teacher:but Dot directly with the"

aides.

Two aides mentioned observation as an advisor activity, one

of them making a distinction between "observing" and "working."

One advisor was seen-as unhelpful because observations were not!
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followed up by talks with the aide about what had been seen. The

other'advisor was used as a contrast because she worked with child-,

ren in the class'room, especially the slower ones.

All nine aides said they continued ,to do their regular work

-------wheniEDO advisors are sin the room. There were different opinions

about this procedure. Twoaides:--seemed unhappy with it, one saying,

"We're never around the advisors," andthe other saying that-stie_____

didn't know what the advisors do with children because she is

always working with-another group. On the other hand, one of the

aides said she didn't pay any attention to the advisors because

the advisors took care of the children just like a teacher would.

When asked whether they saw the advisors' work as helpful,

seven aides said that it was helpful, two specifying very helpful.

The remaining two aides did not think advisors' work was helpful.

Aides found advisors' work was helpful because the advisort offered

good ideas and the children liked working with advisors. -The latter

point was explained in terms of the break in the normal routine

that an advisor visit provided, especially when advisors brought

new materials or played the guitar. One of the aides who said the

advisors were helpful quickly added that she didn't see them very

often, and when asked what she thought EDC,advisors did she said,

"I don't know what their job is."

One of the aides who thought the EDO advisors' Work was very

helpful mentioned specific people she liked. She said of onec,

advisor, "She seems to bring out the idea you've been looking for,"

and said that the children liked her very much. She said thii
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adv.isor had brought books in Spanish and said a Spanish:'-speaking

girl *1 learned a lot because of the advisor's help. She then

mentioned two other advisors, saying,that one was especially good

at getting the boys to do new things and that the other had done

good work with children's writing. The second aide who thought

EDC advisors had been very helpful also singled out a favorite,

saying, "When he walks into the classroom he gives me encourage-

ment." She said he had urged her to keep up with her schooling

and helped improve the treatment she and other aides were given.at

a local college. She also mentioned that the white advisors were

not phony, that they didn't come in as whites who pity black

childreh. She said that the advisors give her ideas that she can

try later herself.

Two aides did not find the EDC advisors' work helpful. One

said that even though every idea helps, observation did not help

her because "I've never talked with them" (the advisors). She

Laid it was most helpful when_advisOr's worked with children and

she could watch. The other aide said, "I dont find them helpful...

Maybe the teacher does.
u She explained that the advisors' work had

no direct effect on her, although she learned what the advisors had

to say from the teacher she worked with: "She always feeds it back

to me."

The final follow-up to the first question was, "Are there

other things you would like to see advisors do in the classroom?"

Three suggestions emerged. One was, "I just wish they could come

more," accompanied by the suggestions that they just keep on doing
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what they're doing. Another was, "1 really would like for them to

come in and observe the behavior problems of some of the children,

and try to give us ideas as to how to handle them." She wanted

advisors to be in the room during "one of the real bad days," to

see behavior problems first-hand. A third aide said she would'like

advisors to take over the class and let the teacher and aide observe.

"It's never happened but I think it iould be helpful."

Question Asked

2. I'd like to know about was you have worked with EDC

advisors outside of the classroom:

(a) Have you ever attended a summer workshop in

(community) with an' advisor?

(b) Have you attended alny workshops during the/year

with an advisor?

(c) Have you ever gone to EDC in Boston for a workshop?

(d) Have you had any i dividual conferences with an

advisor?,

(e) Have you had any individual conferences with an

advisor?

If yes to any of the abOVe:

Have you found worki g with advisors outside the

classroom helpful o your work?

If no to all of the above:

Would you like to work with advisors outside the

classroom?
What do you know about hat EDC advisors have done

with other aides outsi e the classroom?

Summer Workshops;

Eight of the nine aides had attende summer workshops. All

eight mentioned learning new things or ge ting ideas from the work-

shops. Six seemed to be very enthusiasti about the experience.

Two mentioned the summer workshop they had just attended, where
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they learned about using sand and blocks in the classroom. Other

------- ----topics mentioned were reading, math, weaving, record keeping, and

evaluation. One aide said that the summer workshops seemed to be

getting better and better and that she could see changes in the

school because people were really beginning to understand open

education as a result of the workshops.

The two aides who seemed less enthusiastic were also positive

about the summer workshops, saying that they got ideas and learned

how to do things they hadn't known before.

Workshops During the School Year

Three aides did not respond to the question about workshops

during the school year. Three talked about the workshop they had

recently attended on math. One said she had gotten a lot of ideas

on how to use materials. Another said that she had missed the

math workshop but had heard it was interesting. One aide said of

workshops in-general that she learned a little more from each one

she attended.

She, as well as other aides, mentioned the problem that school-

year workshops are usually held after school and many aides attend

college classes after school. Several aides had family responsi-

bilities which interfered at times with their attending after-school

workshops. One aide did say that an effort was being made to

schedule workshops on days when aides were not attending college

data's

Workshops at EDC in Boston
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The most common response to our question about aides' attendance

at workshops in Boston was, "I haven't had the privilege to go

there." Six aides said they had not beer to Boston but would like

to go. One explained that she had been scheduled to go twice but

got sick both times. She admitted to being afraid of going on an

airplane but said she really wanted to try that too: She said,

"They told me the workshop is beautiful." Two aides had been to

Boston and said their experiences had been good ones.

Individual Conferences

The researchers used the term "individual conferences" to

include any time a teacher or aide talked with an advisor on an

individual basis. We did not specify what this kind of talk might

be about, e.g., classroom teaching, aide's professional growth, etc.

Apparently in some instances we did not-make clear what we meant by

the term. One aide said she didn't think she had had such a con-

ference because she had only talked with an EDC advisor about the

class. Two aides said they had not had an individual conference

and two did not respond. Four aides said they had been in individ-

ual conferences and that those conferences had been.very encourag-

ing to them. One aide felt that the EDC advisors "know me pretty

well," and had helped her with problems.

Other Ways of Working With EDC Advisors

None of the aides suggested other ways that they would like

to work with advisors. Two reaffirmed their appreciation f
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workshops. One said, "They're helpful to me. I get involved in

them. I put my whole heart in them." She also said that her

college courses :,elped her quite a bit. Another aide said that

she couldn't talk about more ways of working with EDC advisors

because she didn't have any more time to see advisors as long as

she was going to school. A fourth aide declined to suggest other

ways of working with EDC advisors on the grounds that she felt the

teacher should make such a decision. She said that the head of

the classroom should know more and that she, the aide, would work

with advisors only if the teacher thought it would improve the

program.

One aide was asked about her reaction to the fact that the

two EDC advisors she had worked with and appreciated for several

years were no longer at EDC. She replied,

... I kind of hate it (that they're not here.)

I got involved with them so deep. (One of

the advisors) helped me quite a bit with my

studies - sett to England for books: I

really liked tnem. They worked very close

with us, We had a problem we could talk

with them and they would help us. I'm

really going to miss them.

Another aide noted that'she had once worked with EDC advisors

at the Advisory Center in Philadelphia. She was able to observe

some other open classrooms in Philadelphia and sne was highly

impressed with the Resource Center,

... We-went to the Resource Center they had.

It's big. It's nothing like the Resource

Center they have at (School Number) 28.

It's a whole building they have - materials

galore to work with.
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In comparison she thought the rognurce center in Paterson was

broom closet size and she said it was used like a "broom closet",

as a place to store things.

The aide who saw workshops as helping the entire Follow

Through staff to understand open education better elaborated on

her growing understanding of open education.

... I've grown along with the program to under-
stand open education is not that kids do

this and kids do that. Kids, they can do it,

but they do it at their own rate....You can
have an open classroom and still have a

quiet classroom.

She said that she used to have to struggle to tell people

what open education is but that now she quickly tells people her

own definition - that open education means, "Learning and playing

go hand-in-hand."

Comments on Local Advisors

In connection with the questions about EDC advisors, three

aides made unsolicited comments about dieir local advisors in

Paterson. Since the questions asked of teachers about who they

work with in the school (Chapter four) were not asked of aides, we

shall include those comments here.

One aide did not see the local advisors as particularly help-

ful. She said that what she learned in college and what she thought

up on her own were more helpful in her work. She described the

local advisors' work as checking on the arrangement of her class-

room and on what was going on in it. She said that they had
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observed this year but hadn't done anything else, "So I guess we're

doing all right." She did say that the local advisors made mater-

ials available from the resource center.

The other two aides who mentioned local advisors were more

positive. One said that local advisors brought materials from

the resource center when she didn't have time to go there, and

that one local advisor had given her good suggestions about work-

ing with a girl with serious writing problems. She also described

a case when the local advisor gave her advice that she, the aide,

said wouldn't work. The local advisor then observed the boy about

whom the advice had been given and agreed that the aide had been

right. This aide thought the local advisors did "a nice-job."

The other aide who was pleased with the local advisors' work

stalked about the after-school workshops the local advisors ran and

about their help in the classroom. She said a local advisor had

suggested a science area and brought in materials to set one up.

Her comments implied advisors were supervisors and did things for

teachers and aides.

They work so hard. When I seem them coming

I usually move 'cause I know they want you

to work hard.

... There's a lot of things in our room that

(the local advisors) really started. They

fixed them up, you know, because we didn't

know what to do.

Question Asked

3. How do ou let advisors know about things you'd like to

see them do. with yourself and with others) How do they

usually respond?



Three aides said that they communicate with EDC advisors

through the local advisors or the project director. One also

mentioned that either the local advisors or the project. director

sometimes brings around a sheet for aides and teachers to fill out

to let EDC advisors know what they would like to see happen. She

said that the aides filled theirs out together, but that she hadn't

seen such a sheet for some time. She added that the local advisors

tell her when EDC advisors are coming.

Three other aides said they tell EDC advisors directly what

they would like. One said, "I just walk up and tell them," and

explained that she tries to do this in a way that shows she respects

them and said that this approach has been effective. Another of

these three aides said she especially liked EDC advisors to follow _

up on suggestions by writing letters. A fourth aide said that she

usually tells EDC advisors directly but that sometimes she goes

through the local advisors. She felt that she could be very forth-

right about asking for help or for changes.

9.10 SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

In general, the responses indicated that EDC advisors in

Paterson have worked primarily with the two local advisors, and

with the project director. EDC advisors' contact with the 4:mo

principals has been limited. Because of the differences in amount

and quality of contact-between EDC advisors and the three differ-

ent kinds,of administrators questioned, responses of local advisors,
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project director, and principals will be reported separately

for the entire series of questions.

Those administrators who approve of the open education

approach to Follow Through found much of the advisors' work

helpful, but the local advisors and project director also

described some problems, particularly in the areas of indivi-

dual advisors' competence in relation to Paterson and in the

areas of organizational matters at EDC.

9.11 ANALYSIS OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

One of the interesting implications of the responses

to this section was that the roles of EDC advisors in

Paterson have changed as the local advisors have become

more experienced and more outspoken in starting their views.

It seems that EDC advisors in Paterson are utilized in

rather specialized ways, to supplement the skills of local

advisors, and to deal with special problems or needs that

EDC advisors can handle because of their position as out-

siders with wider contact. Apparently the EDC advisor

with the most extensive contact in Paterson spent his

time supporting the professional development of the local

advisors. They appreciate his contribution to their

professional development very much and now act indepen-

dently, feeling free to ask for or reject specific EDC
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advisors on the basis of their own judgments about what

Paterson needs. To the extent that the Paterson program

has gained the ability to function without the same kind

of input from EDC advisors as was felt to be appropriate

at earlier stages of the program, those advisors have

done their job and have helped make the Paterson program

more self-sufficient.

9.12 DETAIL OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

Questions Asked

All of the administrators involved in the Paterson

Follow Through program were asked a series of questions

intended to elicit their opinions aboilt the work of the

EDC advisors. The questions were different from those

asked of teachers and aides because the administrators

have different kinds of responsibilities.

1. What have EDC advisors done with you? In

general, have jou found your work with EDC

advisors helpful? What else would you like

to see advisors doing with you?

2. What do you know about what EDC advisors
nave done OM ofhers in the program?

3. What difficulties hays_you had in working

with EDC advisors?
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4. How do you let advisors know about things you'd like to

see them do?

5. To what extent do you feel your needs and wishes for

advisory activities and personnel have been or are

being met by EDC? I

l

The responses,to the above questions were grouped into a

general statement for each-type of administrator involved.

Principals

The principals had relatively little to say about EDC advisors.

The principal who previously expressed strong disagreement with

Follow Through and the open classroom said that he talked with EDC

advisors but that this had little value because the talk remained

at the level of feelings rather than being about "measurable

entities." He wanted the EDC advisors to talk about what they

would like to see happen and then relate that to concrete proce-

dures. He said that he would be willing to do the same thing and

then, at least, there would be something measurable to talk about.

When asked about difficulties in working with EDC advisors he

said that his relationship to EDC advisors had been colored by

hearsay and emotionalism and VI% when he entered a classroom

where an EIC advisor was working he_could-tell-tm-was creating an

emotional situation so that he tried to stay away as much as

possible. His responses to the remaining questions were consist-

ent with his not having much to do with the EDC advisors and not

approving of what they were trying to accomplish.
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The other principal, who expressed support for the

open classroom and approval of Follow Through said that

oc advisors communicated with him and advised him about

what they were trying to do in the school, but that they

worked primarily with the project director. He was aware

of thi general things advisors do and had experienced no

difficulties in working with them. He said he had never

made Any suggestions to EDC advisors but that if he had

any sugrstions he would make them through the local

advisor. When asked how well EDC advisors met,his needs

he suggested that EDC advisors might work with all the

'

teachers in the school, rather than just Follow Through

teachers. He thought that they could recommend those

Follow Through practices that had proved successful and

help non-Foilow Through teachers implement them.

Project Director

The Project Director said that EDC advisors try to

keep her abreAst of their-work-with teachersiand local

advisor. They have consulted her to learn what she would

like them to dd. She felt that EDC advisors have been helpful,

So teachers. She said that she would like more continuity

between grade levels, which would require better records of what

children were able to do. She made two commentslabout EDC
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and.the advisors that were echoed by the local advisors.

She felt some of the advisors sent to Paterson byiDC
/

have not been able to do the job that needed doing. She

referred to EDC advisors who came only once or a few

times for specific purposes, not to the liaison advisors.

The other comment she made was that there have been too

many directors for EDC as the Follow Through. sponsor,

saying that the turnover"weakens.faith" of Paterson

people in EDC.

Local Advisors

The two local advisors gave the most detailed responses

to this question. One talked about what EDC advisors had

done with her when sh3 was a classroom teacher durng the

first year of Follow-Through. She said this had helped her

grow as a teacher. Both local advisors emphasized the

training they had received from EDC advisors for their job

as local advisors. They-specially mentioned,one EDC advisor

who worked in Paterson for four years. They also talked

about EDC advisors putting them in contact with people who

could help them with specific needs. An example was the
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two people who were eventually brought in as consul-

tants to setup an evaluation and documentation procedure

for the PatersOnprogram. EDC advisors were-described

as helping work out specific problems, supporting

projects, locating resources, and providing stability

through organizational changes at EDC. When asked

what kinds of things they know about that uic advisors

do with other people in Paterson, both local advisors

stressed the work with'teachers and aides in classrooms,

one of them listing 'observation of teachers and children,

helping teachers set up "areas", doing evaluations, and

talking with teachers, as specific activities. The other

local advisor talked _abOut EDC advisOfs' work with parents,

their attempts to work with principals, and their contacts

with the Superintendent of Schools and people on the Board

qpf Education in Paterson. One EDC,advisor's' work to help

the aides with their career development program was also

mentioned.

The third question,

"What difficulties have you had in working with

EDC advisors?"
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yielded the same kinds of comments made by the director:

some advisors had not proven competent, and EDC

operating procedures sometimes caused problems.

One local advisor said,

Well, we found that an/one that

comes to Paterson ... who has

slmething that they want to do,

is usually successful.

/4
\

The local (advisors said they now make a point of

getting to-ktiOw the individual EDC advisors and deciding

who they feel would b.: most helpful for the needs of

their program. They felt that Paterson should be in-

cluded in the process or making decisions whidi effect

the functioning of their program.

Both local advisors said that EDC advisors have

responded to their needs. One gave as an example

their often-repeated request'for help with some type

of evaluation.

She said that in answer to this request, the

EDC advisor made arrangements for them to meet two

consultants who
*
had extensive background in evaluation.
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'They selected one of these consultants who then

\
worked with them in preparation for doing an extensive

documentation of the Paterson program.

;
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CHAPTER 10

SATISFACTIONS AND DIFFICULTIES IN FOLLOW THROUGH AS REPORTED BY

PATERSON TEACHERS, AIDES AND ADMINISTRATORS

10.1 INTRODUCTION

The questions reported in this chapter were designed to allow

respondents to talk about aspects of their experience in the Follow

Through program that they considered important but which we had

not asked about specifically.

All three groups were asked about their greatest satisfactions

and greatest difficulties working in the Follow Through program in

order to elicit statements about what it means to be a teacher,

aide or administrator in Follow Through. Teachers and aides were

asked what tips or suggestions they would give to a person con-

sidering entering the program. Aides were asked an additional

question about the impact of their experiences as aides on their

personal goals. We expected that the opportunity to become an

aide and work toward certification as a teacher would be signifi-

cant to many of the aides, and,wanted to give them a chance to

talk about that. Administrators sere asked three questions

specifically about EDC Follow Through, their opinion about its'

goals, and about the positive and negative aspects of EDC Follow

Through in their community. We hoped these questions would be

relevant for administrators who had responsibilities for whole

., programs or schools, as well as for administrators primarily

47
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concerned with Follow Through

10.2 OVERALL SUMMARY OF TEACHER, AIDE AND ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

The greatest satisfactions expressed by all of the Follow
N,

Through staff members concerned the growth fo'itered by the

Follow Through program in staff, children and oarents. The

principle- difficulties mentioned by all three groups had to do

with trying to implement Follow Through within a large school

system.

10.3 OVERALL ANALYSIS OF TEACHER, AIDE AND ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

Responses to these questions indicate a widespread

feeling that EDC Follow Through has had a strong and beneficial

impact on the people involved in it. The problems with the

school system, and one school in particular, raise again the

feasibility of locating a Follow Through.program in a school

where it is unwanted. It would seem wiser to match educational

approaches with administrators who believe in those approaches

so that a variety of teaching stylq:could be fostered within

the same system. Under the circumstances described both Follow

ThroUgh staff members and public school personnel seem to be

using energy in fruitless struggles that could be avoided.

10.4 and 10.5 SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF TEACHER RESPONSE

Follow Through teachers in Paterson seemed to be relatively

well satisfied with their situation. Most often teachers mentioned
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their feeling of being able to learn personally and being able to

see the children learn. On the other hand, there was little

agreement on specific difficulties, suggesting that problems are

manageable on an individual basis. The one exception is the

opposition of one school to Follow Through practices, which has

been discussed elsewhere. (See Administrators Section of Chapter

7). The positive slant of teachers' comments should be tempered

by recognition of the limits of our data-collecting. The inter-

views were conducted by relative strangers who were associated

with the sponsoring organization, so potentially damaging informa-

tion could have.been withheld as being inappropriate under the

circumstances.

Another implication suggested by the mention of difficulties

in dealing with classroom situations is that the work of the EDC

advisors and local advisors is still in progress. This is brought

home strongly by the fact that four of the teachers interviewed

Were in their first year in Follow Through and three of those-were

teaching full-time for the first time. It is not surprising, then,

that they still encounter problems in handling classes with child-

' ren at different ability-levels. The sugge3tions and tips offered

to incoming Follow Through teachers were mainly about how to
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handle various aspects of open classroom teaching, not about

problems they had confronted or potential difficulties to avoid.

The strongest impression from these.responses is that the Follow

Through teachers we talked to saw themselves as open classroom

teachers and had a strong-Sense of the differences between open

classrooms and conventional classrooms. The teachers told about

the positive sides of their experience. Combined with the comments

on their satisfactions and difficulties; the teachers seemed

favorably disposed toward Follow Through and see it as superior

to conventional schooling.

10.6 DETAIL OF TEACHER RESPONSE

C

Question Asked

4

1. What are your greatest satisfactions as'a Follow Through

teacher?

Probe: Do you think that is different from non-Follow

Through teaching?

Satisfactions

The responses of eight teachers can be divided into two

categories: satisfactions relates to the teacher's situation; and

satisfactions related to the children. Five comments fell into

each category. The other teacher in her first year of Follow

Through and full-time teaching said that she couldn't say what

her greatest satisfactions were yet because she hadn't been there

long enough.

Two of the teachers who talked about their satisfactions
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related to the Follow Through teaching situation said that they

liked the cooperation among the Follow Through staff. One felt

she had the suppo of other people who knew her goals and that

she could go to them for sugg4stions and help. Two other teachers

spoke of the learning they have done because of their involvement

in Follow Through. One of those said she was much better able to

do a number of things this year than last. The other stressed the

possibilities for growth related to demands for change. She felt

that *being required to work with constant change was a learning

experience for her. Another teacher singled out the opportunity

she had to explore children's learning on her own, without the

restrictions of a curriculum guide, as the'most satisfying aspect

of Follow Through for her.

Three teachers mentioned the learning they saw in children as giving

them the most satisfaction. One described this in terms of liking to be

in the classroom on a good day, when children were alert, asking her

questions that she couldn't always answer, and pleased with what they

were doing. Another derived great satisfaction from having the oppor-

tunity to continue to introduce new things into the classroom and seeing

children learning, experimenting, discovering, and feeling. To more

teachers mentioned things directly related to learning. One-said she

appreciated the individualization that was possible in Follow Through.

The other spoke of the "really good feeling that a lot of the kids have

about themselves."
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Five teachers were asked whether they thought the things that

satisfied them were different from what they would experience in a

non-Follow Through class. Only the teacher who talked about the

satisfactions of a particularly good day said that her satisfaction

would remain the same. The other four felt that Follow Through

was essential to their experiencing the satisfactions they had

mentioned.

Question Asked

2. What are thegreatest difficulties you encounter as a

Follow Through teacher?

Difficulties

The difficulties teachers said they encountered in Follow

Through are harder to categorize than the satiaactions. Five

teachers' responses had to do with problems in dealing with the

classroo7xsituation: Three comments had to do with the diversity_

or numbers of children within the same classroom and how that makes

hard to thdividualize instruction and to appeal to children's

interests. Another teacher said it was hard for her to cover

everything she was expected to cover. Two of the five teachers

mentioned problems connected with being new. One said she found

it hard to learn what materials were available for her grade level

and that she needed money to buy some materials. However, she said

that her difficulties tented to be short-lived and said, "I've got

time to work things out." The other, a first-ear teacher, said

she found it difficult to get adjusted to the classroom situation.
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Two teachers said that there were difficulties associated with

teaching in their particular school because of the differences between

Follow Through policies and the policies of the school. One example

given was the Follow Through practice of not giving report cards coupled

with the demand for report cards to be kept on file in the school office.

This entails double work because teachers are required to report children's

progress to parents informally as Follow Through teacher's but, to make out

report cards for the files. (See report on Administrators.)

Two other teachers said they had difficulty explaining their work

to others. One included many people, saying, "Getting people to under-

stand me and what I'm trying to do," wa3 her greatest difficulty. The other

limited it to parents. She said that parents want structure and discipline

and wonder why they don't receive report cards for their children, but, she

added that she was becoming better able to explain Follow Through practices.

One teacher said one Of her greatest difficulties was trying to.

work well with her aide. Her description ot this situation is included

in Chapter 3.

Question ,Asked

3. If you were talking to another teacher who was considering

entering the Follow Through program, what are some tips or

ideas you would want to share?

Five teachers included in their response the opinion that what

they would say would depend very much on the ideas and experiences of

the prospective Follow Through teacher. One went into some detail,

saying that her tips would depend oh whether the teacher she was talking
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to had come from a conventional ,classroom, from one in which instruction

was individualized, or from an open classroom. She said that if the

teacher was used to a conventional classroom, she would recommend some

reading on individualized instruction, and if the teacher knew about

individualizing, she would tell her to collect all kinds of materials

to bring to the classroom. She felt that a teacher who was familiar

with the open classroom would know what to do, and concluded with the

statement, Open is as the teacher is. Every open classroom is dif-

ferent." /One teacher's response was, "If they were really excited

about on education, I would say, 'Come, be part of the program'"

imply,ng that the teacher's enthusiasM toward open education would

mak an important'difference. This point was summarized by a teacher

whp said, "I'd try to find out where her head is at in education,

tiecaUse I think the program can be ruined by teachers who try to be

/open, but who, in philosophy, really aren't open and in action really

j aren't open."

Five teachers said their tips would concern their own experience

in running an open classroom. Three of these talked about the

importance of "opening up" slowly, or introducing new areas for free

activity one -at -a -time rather than having too much material available

all at once. A related point was the suggestion that the teacher

start off in a "structured" way and move toward openness. Other

teachers said they would tell about how they ran their classrooms and

what they had learned. Two teachers would warn them that it is very
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difficult to keep records on each child, but that records were

essential to running a good open classroom and reporting on child-

ren's progress.

One teacher said she would tell a teacher who was considering

entering Follow Through that Follow Through was more stimulating,

more creative, and less rigid than a regular classroom: Another said

she would recommend that a new teacher try to get to know the other

people in the program in order to find out who could gig: them the

best ideas.

10.7 SUMMARY OF AIDE RESPONSE

Aides talked about satisfactions in three areas: being able to

work with children and help theM learn; their working relationship

with members of the Follow Through staff; and the opportunity to do

worthwhile work. They expressed less agreement about difficulties,

but made it clear that there were some problems. or example, aides

spoke of their fear of the program being phased-out,- their-resentment

at biased attitudes toward the children they work with, and the tack

of respect sometimi-s shoWn them because of their para-professional

status. The last point was balancediby pressions of satisfaction

with the changes in personal goals accom'anying the experience of

becoming aides, even when the burdens of working as an aide, taking

courses, and being a mother were described as. overwhelming. Tips for
A

new aides included.how to do the job, how to deal with differences

among children, and the opinion that each aide would have to learn the
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most important things individually.

10.8 ANALYSIS OF AIDE RESPONSE

Many of the aides' responses to these questions imply that the

aide's relationship with a teacher might be a source of difficulties.

The statement that many people other thanteathers who work with aides

do not respect the aides indicates an area of concern regarding the

positions and functions-PI-aides in the Follow Through program, Perhaps,.

if we had been better known by the aides, we could have learned even

more about this. However, simply on the basis of the way schools

normally operate, it is possible to see why this problem might arise.

The nearly universal, pattern of American schooling is to have one adult

in each classroom and for that adult to be a college graduate. The

introduction, of an additional adult, and one who has less formal

education, is a significant change that could be expected to arouse some

resistance and to pose some new problems for people in the situation.

Most teachers' training does not include anything about-how to work with

another adult, so both teachers and aides are, faced with a new personal

and professional situation. It ins n6t surprising that there would be

some uneasiness in the relationship. Neither is it surprising that there

would be some questions about the competence of aides to'work with

children, since they do not have conventional credentials.

Such. expected and reported, difficulties should not overshadow thg

degree of satisfaction expressed by the aides. It seems particularly
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significant that aides seemed to derive satisfaction both from the

immediate experience-of working with children and from, the more

intangible feeling/that they were able to. do something worthwhile.

The personal impact of working was the focus on the third

question asked of aides. The aides' comments are a clear indication

that they view their own opportunities to develop new careers as a

significant outcome o*Follow Through. They'appreciate the chance to

work with children and to work toward a college degree. From the

information collected about:theft backgrounds, it seems unlikely that

most of the'aides would have had such an opportunity WIthout Follow

Through. However, the amount of time and energy requited of the aides

who attend classes and keep house, and work full time is clearly a

burden. If career development for aides is intended as an explicit

goal of Follow Through, it would Abe wise to make accomodations to re.--

duce this burden, such as providing money for child care and house-

keeping help_ and limiting the work load.

10.9 DETAIL OF AIDE RESPONSE

Question Asked ,

1. What are your greatest satisfactions as a Follow through

aide?

i

/1

The most_frequent res!onse to this question was that the greatest

satisfaction came from wet in0 with children and helping them learn. One

ecie said, with a great dell of feeling, "I really feel that they're a

part of and I'm a part Of them. And, I have something, you know, to
1
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really give them" She went on to say that she doesn't like to have to

tike time away from them, and she said that it bothers her to hear some

teachers say they don't like the children because they can't learn.. She
..

spoke ;at length about how.difficult it is to help children learn, giving
,

her own child as an example. Another aide, said she enjoys working with
...

1
%

a chtla 'who has been called difficult andiseeing him or her.improve.

Another said "I'm pleased when I see thelchildren making progress

any type of progress." One of the'aides who said she received her

greatest sdtisfardt on from working, with the children tied her satis-.

t-
faction to the opOp classroom, which she described:as, "beaufiful".

She felt that thelpportudity the children had-to work with a variety

of materials and hive different expiriences was particularly importantA
because of the disadvantages they have outside of tile classro

/
TwoAides Said -that they were.Most satisfied ,by the w..rking. I

relationships they had with Foil& Through staff. One' of these said

y/ that the staff had'"Begun to understand and,see the real true meaning

of/open education," which to her meant understanding thatAyoucan use-
/ .

some of the old with'the new. She was pleased that the staff had grown

together in their understand:11G and application of open education.

Finally, two more aides said their satisfaction came primarily.

from doing something'wOrthwhileAne made thit-point bysaying,that.

it was hard 'for hers to answer the queStiOn! "I 'really like 'my job, and

for me'to pick out one particular thing would be very difficult for me

to do." The other expanded_on.the idea of working withthe,children by

saying that this work gave h r-a-persianal sense-of :..ccOmpiishing

/
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something worthwhile. She said that teachers are very important and

that her role in motivating' children and shaping their lives gave her

the sense that she was really doing something. She concluded by say-

ing, "The feeling I have as far as really contributing myself, and

contributing something to these children, it seems to overcome the

problems."

Question Asked

2. What are your great,st difficulties as a Follow Through aide?

Five aides said that they had no problems with their jobs or that

they were able to work them out when they arcse. Two of these said

that they had experienced difficulties previously in the program, but

that those difficulties had been overcome. One said that discipline

had been a serious problom in one teacher's class, but that teacher

had decided Open education was not for her and left the program. The

other said that she had some problems with the college courses she

was taking when the program first started, but that a member of the

Follow Through staff had helped to improve that situation.

One aide said that her major problem was working in a school that

,did not support open education. Another said her classroom was too

small. One aide responded by saying, "The dissatisfaction I get from

this program (is) knowing it's going to phase out." The basis of her

concern seemed to be the Pi.des' positions and the educational oppor-

tunitiel accompanying the position. She was particularly worried

about those aides who had made sacrifices in order to attend school,
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but had not yet received degrees. She said that a group of aides had

_ been talking about what might happen and had even discussed the possi-

bility of starting a day care center in order to use their newly

developed skills and provide enough income to support their continuing

education. She asked, "What can you ddlibut go back to a factory or

something?"

In the context of this question another aide made a statement

about her feelings regarding the kinds of children she teaches. She

was not talking specifically about Follow Through. She said she

resented the labelling of children as "ghetto kids," saying that if

children in a ghetto area have a temper tantrum it is explained by saying

they have some "learning disability", whereas middle class children

are considered normal under the same conditions.

Only one aide spoke at length about the difficulty of,being a para-

professtonal. However, her statement points to an area that nay be more

of a problem than was brought out in our interviews. She said:

My dissatisfaction is I really think people look on aides

as nothing. A lot of people feel we shouldn't be in the

classroom. They feel that we shouldn't have any say-so.
This disturbs me because I'm going to school and I have

a family. I work all day and I go to school at night.
and it's depriving my family of me. And then to hear

people come in and say, "She's nothing..." A lot of
people feel we should be in there to help the kids put

on their coats and that's think there should be

a better understanding about the aides....I want to be

recognized as being something. I'm doing a job.

When asked who the people were who thought this way about aides, she

said they were teachers who didn't have aides, a large majority of the
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parents, and high ranking people in the community who feel the schools

should be more structured, but have their own children in private

schools. She also said that the distinction between aide, assistant

teacher, and associate teacher - based on the number of hours of credit

completed - did not help because people in the community considered all

aides the same.

Other aides also expressed concern with this problem. The same

aide who expressed concern about the program phasing out also commented

that people joked about the word, "aide," but that she didn't care what

she was called as long as she was able to help children, as she had

always wanted to do. Three of the five aides who said that they had no

problems suggested that the reason they had no problems was that they

got along well with the teacher they worked with. One talked in some

detail about not taking over the class but doing both what she wanted

to do and what the teacher wanted her to do. The implication of these

three aides' remarks is that they think the most likely source of

difficulties would be relations with the teacher they worked with and

that they were fortunate in not having such problems.

Question Asked:

3. Have your experiences as an aide in Follow Through made any

changes in your personal goals? What kinds?

This question was asked only of aides. It reflected our expectation

that Follow Through offered aides unique opportunities not found else-

where. This expectation was justified by the responses to the question.

One aide, taking the question quite literally said that being in

Follow Through had not made a difference because she had begun work as
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an aide in order to become a teacher and that was still her goal. The

remaining seven said that being aides had changed their personal goals

and that they were-pleased with the changes. One aide was not asked

that question.

Two aides said-that being in classrooms had helped-them:understand
A

their own children better. One of those aides and the remaining five

all mentioned either becoming a teacher or continuing their education

as goals they had adopted since bedoming aides. Much of what was said

in this connection seemed to be important to the aides and it was

often stated powerfully. For this reason, we shall quote extensively.

Unless you continue with education when you finish high
school, you seem to get away from that. You have no

involvement with education anymore-no more than your
kids, if you have children....But now I find myself
seeing things that I want, as an individual and as a

parent for kids. Like when,I go into that classroom.
I'm not just walking in there saying that I'm going to
get paid on the 15th and the 30th. I'm going in there
with the idea of saying, "Well, maybe there's some way
that I can help this little boy." Jar maybe later on
in life I'll be able to go into certain areas that I
would like to feel free. It has made a great change
in my,life, because it's not that I was - I was never

a person that wasn't interested in things - but it

gives me a better idea on life. And it also seems like

to me it encourages my own kids.

She went on to say that her son was very proud of her being a l'teacher"

and that her work in the school had made a difference in his school work.

She added that many of the children in her class have relatives in the

housing project where she lives and that this makes them feel better about

where they live themselves.

Another aide expanded upon the implication that the aides may be par-

ticularly well-suited to helping the children in these schools because

they live in the community.
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Yes, I really want to keep going because I see - every day
I work in this building - see so many children walking the,

halls, not learning anything. The regular school teacher$

/ put them out, you know. They can't handle them. I see so

/ many kids just losing out daily, untfl'it just gives me

-a determination just to keep going, to keep on pushing so

these kids - maybe not the ones I see walking, the halls -
but someone else won't have to walk the halls.

One aide said that she had hoped to open a dress shop before becoming

an aide 'but that now she wanted to continue working with children. Another

said that she had not thought about teaching before she became an aide

but that now she would like to become a teacher in an open classroom.

She said, "I think I would really put my whole heart into being a good

teacher in open education." She added that she had enjoyed her college

courses.

The opportunity to take college courses, made possible by Follow

Through money for tuition and a good deal of work by the local project di-

rector in dealing with local colleges, had been important to aides, but also

had created some problems. Two aides said that they were tired now from

taking so many courses on top of full-time jobs and caring for a home

and children. When explaining why she didn't attend all the workshops

at her school, one of those aides described her schedule:

On Mondays, I have a four o'clock class. That means I've

got to be there at four o'clock. So that means I got time

to go home and throw some pots on the stove, and I'm on

my way out. On Wednesday, I have a class from 'Seven until

eight fifteen. Now Mondays, going back to Monday's class,

it's from four until eight fifteen. I have two classes on

Monday....On Thursday I have geology and astronomy from six

thirty until ten o'clock.

I've been going to school now continuously, year-round, for

three years. The only time I miss is the four weeks pre-

session. That's the only time I miss, you know, going to

school. I go during the summer. I go during the year...It's

beginning to play on my nerves now. And I can see it within
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the classroom and I can see it,at home., So I think I'm going

to take it easy for a_semester and-then go'back....I don't
have the patience in the classroom and,I don't have the
patience with the kids at home that I used to have.

Question Asked

4. If you could speak to another person who was considering
entering the Follow Through pro 'ram as an aide what.are some

tips or leas you would want to 'share?

This question yielded some additional comments on many themes previously

sounded. For example, the same aide who had spoken at length about the

lack,of respect for aidesv some people as a difficulty she experienced

said that she would tell a prospective aide about some of the "knockdowns"

aides get. The same aide whose chie' dissatisfaction was the impending

phase-out of Follow Through said she-would tell such a'person to "hold

off, because ft's phasing out."

Of the largest number of comments, five fit into the category of

suggestion about how to do ',.he job. Two aides spoke of the importance

of commiting yourself "wholeheartedly" to the work and applying your

own creativity. The implication of one of those comments was that it

was essential to develop a close working relationship with the teacher.

The other spoke in terms of doing the best work with children: "I try

to do different things that are going to benefit me and the kids."

two of the other aides who gave advice on how to do the job talked

about the relationship between aides and children. One suggested that an

aide simply act like a parent. The other warned that no one should

consider becoming an aide unless they like children. Another aide

emphasized the social relationships among Follow Through staff members,

saying that aides have to be able to get along with others because in

Follow Through people work as a group rather than independently.
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The second category of comments, including three aides' remarks,

had to do with differences among children. One aide said she would

tell prospective aide how different children are from one another.

Another stressed the tendency.of children to make noise and said that

an aide should be able to understand that and tolerate such noise.

She said that she did not agree with the maxim that children should be

seen and not heard. The third aide wanted to say that children should not

be ordered about. "You're working with children, not robots...They

got a say-so; they got feelings. Treat them like human beings."

The third category includes the responses-of three aides who thought

they would note give advice because it is important for people to learn

for themselves. These aides did not say that there was nothing they

could-relate, just that the most important learning would come through

experience. One said the advice she would give would not be to take

someone else's word about particular children, but to let each child

have a chance, unencumbered by another person's judgment. Another of

these three aides said that she had been asked for advice about how to

work with a particular teacher but that she had declined to give it on

the grounds that what works for one person will not necessarilyWork for

another. She was sure that anyone joining the program would learn a lot,

but. that part of that learning would be about' how each individual fits

into the program. The third aide in this group stated that she herself

""td not been ready to be an aide when she first started, but, she said,

have to come into the program and learn for themselves whether it

is right for chem, and leave if it is not.
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As a matter of fact, I don't think I would tell
them anything. Experience is the best teacher.
You can find out for yourself whether or not
you're ready...or even if you're not ready, you
can become ready. You can really get into it.

10.10 SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

All three Follow Through staff members mentioned the growth of

teachers (probably meaning teachers and aides), as among their

greatest satisfactions with Follow Through and all of them mentioned

administrativered-tape problems as among their greatest difficulties.

They differed somewhat on other listings of satisfactions and dif-

ficulties, but even those were similac.in fundamental ways. All

mentioned growth as among their satisfactions, whether personal, the

school district's, parent's, or the Follow Through staff's. Similarly,

although difficulties differed in specificity, they all centered on

the running of the program within the context of a larger umbrella

system. All three Follow Through staff members differed from the 4l0

principals who didn't list specific concerns.

10.11 ANALYSIS/F ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

The satisfaction of the project director and local advisors with

growth among people in the Follow Through program seems positive and

much in line with EDC's goals. Their difficulties are the kind that

must. be expected in running an innovative educational program within

a traditional bureaucratic school system. The fact that the two prin-

cipals had little to add in response to these questions reflects one
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1.

principal's opposition to EDC Follow Through (See Chapter 7), the

other principal's newness to Follow Through, and both principals'

refa.6ve isolation from ET: advisors (See Chapter 9).

1002 DETAIL OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

Questions Asked

1. What have been your greatest satisfactions as an,admin-
lifFiEbr In Follow Through?

2. What have been your greatest difficulties as an. admin-

istrator in Follow tprnugh?

,PROJECT DIRECTOR

The project director stated firmly that her greatest satisfaction

in Follow Through has been with paraprofessionals. She said that in

1969, there had been no stated funded program for paraprofessionals;

she and paraprofessionals used to search. out opportunities on their

own. Now there is a career development grant which serves about,half

the Follow Through aides.

Some federal money has been used to supplement the program. The

project director added that, according to a national conference,

Paterson has at least as many paraprofessionals taking college courses

as other programs In the country.

She also mentioned satisfaction with the growth of teachers -,..

seeing where they were one year and seeing where they go. She has

also been pleased with the growth she sees in parents' attitudes

toward the classroom. They've learned a lot about how a classroom
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works, she said, along with learning about using the social aide, `j

nurse, and, other social service people in the school. Moreover, she is

pleased that parents have begun to participate in various school-

related agencies. She also was proud.of the children's growth.

The project director's greatest difficulties centered on having too

much to do. Such'thing's include attending many meetings and keeping

`contact with numerous'school.-related agencies. She also felt that

there As much more that she would like to,do, like publicizing the program

better thrwghout the city. She also mentioned that working with the

bureaucracy is difficult; for example, the amount of red tape involved

in simply ordering supplies.

LOCAL ADVISORS

One local advisor said that her greatest satisfaction was her own

personal growth: "I don't think that again in life I'll have the

experience of just coming into contact with so many people, having that

give and take. Tremendous personal growth." She also mentioned two

other satisfactions: (1) the subtle influence of the program on the

school system and;(2) the, impact of the program on teachers.,

Her greatest difficulty in Follow Through involved the school system.

She said she felt that the State of New Jersey itseit has been working

20 years behind, the times, and:!the system's whole rigmarole, the red'

tape, legal papers, documents, it just holds everything up.-"
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TheOther local advisor firit mentioned the growth of the Follow

:Through staff members at, her greatest satisfaction as local advisor. She

expanded by saying that people have learned to respect and understand

each other, a first step towards real growth, and have thus learned to

better understand people in general, especially children. She also has ,

appreciated the relationships that have developed among people in

Follow Through. Third, she mentioned the growth in the teaching staff

(aides and teachers).

Her greatest difficulties involved distributing andJkeeping track ,

of materials and supplies. When she was in charge of that activity she

found it exhausting and confusing.. She alio mentioned administrative,

problems, essentially having to deal with the political structure ofthe,

school district, involving the principal, the superintendent, and the

Board of Education. She mentioned red-tape issues like the manner in

which the school district handles petty cash. Although the money may be

in the Follow Through budget, the school district handles all money, and

obtaining petty cash takes far too long and defies the definition of

petty cash.

PRINCIPALS

The two principals had little or nothing to say about satisfactions

and difficulties as principals in Follow Through. One said that he just

didn't know at this time; he hadn't had a chance'to truly assess the

Follow Through-program. The other principal had already mentioned haVing
4

fundamental difficulties with EDC Follow Through, sinct his own philosophy,

of education differed from tht EDC ApprOach (See Chapter 7).

9 *
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--Question Asked

In your opinion what has the EDC Follow Through Program tried

to accomplish? Do you share those goals? Why or why not?

'1oseoalserebeiryvlisiDooufeeltiled?,Whorwhoot?

PROJECT DIRECTOR

The project director believed that EDC put most of its emphasis
" .

on trying to develop good local advisors, because the local advisors are

"on the scene" continually. She also mentioned developing the resource

tenter and helping teachers develop good classrooms. She felt that

efforts towards those goals were satisfactory., However, she added that

a fourth goal of evaluating children's accomplishments' needs more work.
/

She suggested that EDC put out a brochure\about the Paterson Follow Through ,

Program to communicate what children have accomplished.

LOCAL ADVISORS

One local advisor in PaterSon stated several goals from'a paper

by a former EDC staff member which she said were worth accomplishing in the

school. She .felt, however, that there was a difference between those written

'goals and the goals of some EDC staff. She felt that the inconsistency might

be a function of 'EDC not being able to, hire people who shared. the written.

goals, or_perhaps some of the staff just,didn't'bring the skills needed for

implementing EDC goals in Paterson.

The local advisor listed several goals she thought were important

to the EDC Follow Through Pfogram. The first was the establishment of

open classrooms where... -

,°
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:teaching' would be going on...dete-lned by the children's
interests and styles of learning. Children would select...
certain activities, because they were interested in them.
There would be numerous activities available in the classroom;
teachers would make use of their environment and raw materials."

The open classroom is different from the so-called regular classroom,

she added, because curriculum,is not pre determined.

A second goal'was to provide support for teachers becciu4.. one

of the program's founders felt the best way to maintain open classrooms

was to have teachers themselves grow. To implement that go al there

has been staff development. \,-

Associated with-support for teachers was the third goal'ofmaking

communities self - sufficient. This adMinistrator added that she

believed this was a goal because early in- the program EDC suggeited that

local advisors were important to maintain growth and stimulate changi.

-The fourth goal mentioned was to get parents involved. However,

she added, EDC never really worked on how they were going to do this.

They didn't help,.PeoPle in-the community see how they could be involved;

and-I think that was something they could have done much more with."

Generally summarized, the other local advisor said that the EDC

approach is more huManistic than traditional approaches, that amain,

emphAsJs is to help people (teachers, aides and children) learn and grow

in'exciting and individual ways, that the- concern is less with reading

,scores and more with viewing the whole child. She suggested that EDC

should have done more on public relations to spread the word in the

program._ "If more had been done to really let the community know...

and-6)re had been done earlier in terms of documenting what was taking

place,...We would probably have been (known as) more-successful."

a
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EDC should have set up some facility to handle publ'cations, she

added, shared an EDC. advisor's poetry, poems from a teacher's class,

had pictures in the newspaper. In these ways, the EDC Follow Through

program we c have to be struggling for a continued existence.

PRINCIPALS

One c,,ncipal did not list EDC goals, although he suggested EDC

goals were no different from regular, schOol goals. He mentioned that

EOC's process involves advising the'project director and staff on

curriculum and testing whether the program is achieving the results set

up for it. Structurally the EDC Follow Through Program adheres "to a

freer atmosphere in the classrooths. Children are not relegated to fixed

desks and fixed seats...you see kids all over..in a supervised setting,"

Moreover, there is an aide in each elassroom and different teaching

methods. He went on to say that this structure is different from regular

classrooms which have 90 minutes of reading and 60 minutes of math daily.

Although he believed the same things were covered in EDC Follow Through

classrooms, he shared these structural goals only partially. He-said,

"I've seen the results of the lack of structure, and I like what I've

seen.," But, he continued to wonder whether the kids in city schools

need to have structure; whether the Follow Thrchigh program is a real

benefit to them. He posited a tentative view that the Follow Through

program seems good in kindergarten but not so good-in the third grade.

However, he added that in another year or so he'd be able.to make a more

valid judgment on the program's goals and effectiveness.
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A second principal said that he had serious objections to what he

considered to be the philosophy and rationale of the Follow Through

Program that he has observed and that has been interpreted to him

by EDC advisors and others. He believed that the EDC approach en-

courages children to "do your own thing," to do things for yourself and

by yourself. He suggested this approach was inappropriate fOr inner-

city black children. He said that:

"to theorize, to fantasize that you can made an individual
free who is a member of an oppressed group by putting
notions in his head concerning freedom of the individual
is tantamount;to completely fettering this individual
to fairy tales...He will spend the t'est,of his life

struggling in his own mind against the fetters of
nonsense concerning the freedom of the individual
when he should be spending that energy as part of
a mass of blacks struggling for individual recognition

as people."

This principal argued that in the absence of recognition and equality,

the first step towards filling those voids comes from a sense of self-

knowledge that you can do certain things effectively. If individuals,

arP highly skilled, self-directed through discipline, and clearly

understand their roles in terms of the total power of the group, they

can set courses which will help bring about those unfilled goals for all

blacks.

Questions Asked:

4. What do you see as the most positive

in Paterson?

5. How about the, other side? Are there

EDC Follow Through? What are they?

aspects of EDC Follow Through

also negative aspects to

These two questions were asked of only one local advisor and one

principal. However, because the responses were informative,we included
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them here.

The local advisor said that people we are working with are much

more open to new ideas; they're more involved with children than with the

physical set up of the classroom. This local advisor also felt that the

Paterson EDC program staff has forced people in,this school system to

take a look at education in a different way. Some'don't agree with it,

she said, but at least they're looking at it. She added that she's

noticed that people in the district are copying concepts started in

the Paterson EDC Follow Through program and giving them other names.

For example, two years ago, the school district did not have a "project

team teacher." "This is a person who now goes around to people's

classrooms and helps teachers and children." This advisor felt that

that idea came out bf seeing what happened in Follow Through with

local advisors.

On the other side of the coin, this local advisor said that the only

negative thing about Follow Through is that

"we just can't get the job done...like my job
description on paper is beautiful, but I'm not
able to carry out every aspect of that...but I
keep tryia. for it."

One principal ough reserving an assessment of Follow Through

until the chi ren from Follow Through have completed a year in regular

classrooms, s id that one teacher in the upper grades has told him that

she's impressed that Follow Through children are able to make decisions

that regular children couldn't or didn't make.
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CHAPTER 11

WHAT WILL HAPPEN AFTER_FOLLOW THROUGH LEAVES PATERSON:
OPINIONS OF PATERSON TEACHERS, AIDES AND ADMINISTRATORS

11.1 INTRODUCTION

The basic question reported in this chapter is how the termination

of Follow Through would affect the current Follow Through schools in

Paterson. Respondents were asked specifically what, in their opinions,

would be missing when the program ended and what would remain. This

question was directed to the focal issue of this research project; how

do the people in Paterson Follow Through view the impact of EDC advisors?

11.2 OVERALL SUMMARY OF TEACHER, AIDE AND ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

Teachers, aides; and the local advisors expressed the opinion that

open classrooms could continue in Paterson after Follow Through leaves,

provided that principals and other school officials supported them.

There was general agreement that the extra resources provided by federal

funds would not be continued by the school system.

11.3. OVERALL ANALYSIS OF TEACHER, AIDE AND ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

The emphasis on open classrooms, in response to this question,

whether the opinion was that they would disappear or,continue, suggests

that the approach advocated by EDC advisors is seen as the central



feature of Follow Through in Paterson. The ancillary services, such

as dental and medical care and free lunches, were seen as important

too, but the emphasis was on the beneficial effects of open classrooms

for children.

11.4 SUMMARY OF TEACHER RESPONSE

When describing what would be missing from Paterson schools after-

Follow Through is phased out, most teachers mentioned open classrooms

or the extra resources that are available in Follow Through classrooms.

Several teachers did not agree that open classrooms would disappear

after Follow Through leaves, saying that they and other teachers had

learned a new way of teaching that they would continue to practice even

after the program ended. However, there was substantial agreement that

it would be difficult, if not impossible, to continue teaching open

classrooms after Follow Through left if the school principal opposed

open education.

11.5 ANALYSIS OF TEACHER RESPONSE

These comments indicate a belief on the part of several teachers,

especially those with more experience in Follow Through, that they have

learned a way of teaching that they believe in and plan to continue

practicing. Even though they recognize the possible difficulties in

teaching open classrooms without benefit of the Follow Through program,

particularly when the principal does not,support'open education, they

expressed P desire to continue practicing the open classroom approach

to teaching.

The implied opinions of Paterson teachers about the importance of
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EDC advisors seem to be: (1) EDC advisors are not seen as the most

important aspect of the Follow Through program; no teacher mentioned the,

loss of EDC advisors after Follow Through leaves; and (2) EDC advisors

have-succeeded in supporting Paterson teachers' understanding and

practice of open education to the point that they feel able to continue

without that support. The second point is an inference based on the

belief that teachers would continue to teach open classrooms and on

statements reported elsewhere (e.g., Chapter 9) that the EDC advisors

have been responsible for promoting the open classroom directly by working

with teachers and indirectly by working with local advisors.

The relationship of the EDC advisors' importance in inittating open

classrooms in Paterson with the EDC advisors' relative unimportance to

the current day-to-day activities of teachers is significant. The EDC

advisors' travel schedule, which brings them into Paterson for only

one week out of every four, is sufficient reason why they are not and

cannot be intimately involved in each teacher's regular work. This is a

limitation that needs to be recognized. However, the teachers' testimony

is that in spite of that limitation EDC advisors have had an important

impact on Paterson schools by introducing open classrooms and that this

impact will last after the Follow Through program has ended.

11.6 DETAIL OF TEACHER RESPONSE

Question Asked:

When Follow Through leaves Paterson, how will that affect the program

for children in your school? What will be missing? What will remain?

When teachers were asked how the Follow Through program leaving

'Paterson would affect the school program, they most often responded in

general terms, talking about open education and freedom for children.

C,
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Some mentioned specific aspects of the Follow Through program such as

the local Follow Through staff and extra money for materials.

What will be missing after Folio/ Through leaves?

Four of the seven teachers who responded to this probe talked about

things related to the open classroom. One teacher said she would no

longer have the freedom to teach reading and math in the ways she

thought best because the non-Follow Through teachers in her school were

all required to use the same programmed materials. Another teacher said

the end of Follow Through would be hard for children who find it

difficult to sit in the same chair all day long. A third teacher said

that Follow Through offered children experiences not available in regular

classrooms:

Three teachers mentioned the extra money they had for buying

materials. Ottitr things cited by individual teachers included the food

program, the aides, the local Follow Through administrative staff, and

the support and cooperation of the entire Follow Through staff.

What will remain after Follow Through leaves?

Seven teachers responded to this second probe, four saying that some

aspects of open education-would remain. One said, "Being in Follow

Through you've learned a lot of ways of doing things with childrent.it

won't become a basal reader classroom." The other three had similar

comments, to the effect'that they had learned ways of teaching and

organizing a classroom that they would continue to use. They recognized,

though, that some principals would not tolerate open classroom practices

and that a teacher would have to be quite strong to persist in these

practices without the Follow Through program being present.
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One teacher said she couldn't be sure what would remain, since she

was new, to the school, but that she understood it would still be possible

to take many field trips. Another teacher said she would be able to

make her own materials, though not having extra money and an aide would

be a hardship. Another said she would continue to have areas for

children to go to after they had finished their regular work. One teacher

thought the State might encourage open classrooms if they proved to be

effective.

Three different teachers responded to both probes by saying that

the effect of Follow Through's termination would depend very heavily upon

the attitude of the 'principal. One teacher said, "There would be no open

education in this school if there were not Follow Through. The principal

wouldn't hire you." She backed up her claim by saying that the principal

had told her when she was hired, "We disagree, and I'll leave you alone

because your program is being phased out." Another teacher said, "It will

go-back to where everything was before," unless the principal supports

open education. She pointed out that parents who supported open education

would have to send their children to traditional classrooms if no open

classrooms were available and said that she would not continue teaching

in Paterson unless she could work in an open classroom. She said that

some principals would support open education, but that others would not.

The third teacher who made this point also said that principals differed

in their support of open education.

11.7 SUMMI'.RY OF, AIDE RESPONSE

The aides usedthis question as an opportunity to talk about the

open classroom and its benefits for children. They expressed fear that
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open classrooms would not continue after Follow Through ended and said

this would be very hard on many children. Only one aide mentioned that

the aides might lose their jobs when Follow Through ended.

11.8 ANALYSIS OF AIDE RESPONSE

The fact that aides said)so little about the effects on them of

the end of Follow Through is partly attributable to the placement of

this question in the aides' interview soon after a question about the

impact of Follow Through on aides' personal goals (Chapter 10). Another

reason why aides may not have thought it necessary to say more about the

possibility that they might lose their jobs is that Paterson schools emplo"y

aides in non-Follow,Through"positionsso that they might reasonably expect

to continue working even after Follow Through stopped.

HoWever, with thosie two facts in mind, it still seems significant

that the aides were so greatly cetiierned about the impact on children of

the end of Follow Through and that their concern was related to the,

benefits of open classrooms, for childreg,: The aides we interviewed in

Paterson are clearly enthusiaitic supporters of open education, and their

enthusiasm comes from their own experiences with children in open class-

rooms.

11.9 DETAIL OF AIDE RESPONSE

Question Asked:

When Follow Through leaves Paterson, how will that affect the program
for children in your school? What will be missing? What will remain?

What will be missing?

All the nine aides interviewed related the end of Follow Through

to losses for children, especially "slower children". The comments were
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filled with references to the benefits of open classrooms.

One set of comments, from four aides, contrasted the benefits of

openness with conventional classrooms. One aide said that many children

in Paterson were very active and to be "tied down" in a regular

room would be hard on them. Two other aides made similar comments. The

fourth aide talked of,her experience with her owo children, saying that

one child had gone from a relatively open pre-school into a conventional

classroom where kids sit "like little soldiers". She said he was having

some trouble adjusting to the lack of freedom.

Three aides stressed the value of having two adUlts in the class-

room to give children individual attention. One said it would be

especially difficult for slow children without that extra attention.

Another believed it is important for children to have a choice of adults

to go to. The third aide talked of the amount of interest a teacher and

_

aide working together could show in a child and said she thought most of

the children tn Follow Through, needed a "one-to-one correspondence" with

an adult. "Without Follow Through-they_woula net get this and would just--

get pushed on into high school without really learning','.

Two aides pointed to differences they saw in Follow Through children

as a result of these advantagej One said children in Follow Through were

more expressive and creative. She said she could see the difference in

children she had worked with in a day care center, some of whom went into

open ,classrooms while others went into regular classes. She also saw

'Increased exprestivenpss and creativity in her own grandchildren who were

in open classrooms. The second aide pOinted out that Follow Through

children had opportunities for broader experiences,than children in
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regblar classrooms and that this made-it possible for them to learn more.

One aide talked about the end_of opportunities for aides as a result

of the end of Follow Through. This aide strongly stated that the aides

are highly experienced from.their years of work in Follow-Through and
.

that this experience makes them better qualified to teach than many

first year teachers. She hoped that aides in.Paterson would join forces

and press the Board of Education to continue theirrjobs and their educa-

tional opportunities.

!Another aide thought that the effects of the end of Follow Through

would depend upon the principal. She said that in her school there would

be no more open classrooms because the principal opposed them. Two other

aides talked about the ,nd of the extra services that are provided,by

Follow Through: additional thoney for materials, medical and dental-care

for, children, breakfast and lunches and added Follow Through staff, such

as a social worker, parent coordinator, and psychiatrist.

What will remain?

Seven Aides talked about things that would remain after-Follow

Through ended. The overwhelming response was the wish that the open

classroom would stay, because the aides believe children learned-more

in open classrooms.

Three aides thought open education would survive the 'termination.

of Follow Through because they saw non-Follow Through teachers in the,

''A

school picking up ideas, even if Follow Through didn't get credit.

Examples were given of regular teachers taking their classes on more

trips and sitting on the floor with children. Another point made by an

aide who hoped the open classroom.would remain was that children who had
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experience-In open classrooms would stay in the schools. Another aide

'suggested that:the children who had been in Follow Through would be

easier to teach in the upper grades because of what_they learned in

open classrooms.

The aides' statements about the benefits of open education were

quite impressive. A few examples are given to illustrate. their con-.

victions.

Really I think the open classroom is the classroom of
the futurs...the kids like it.

It has been proVen:that the children learn more, and
for some of the'children its better for them to be
in a situation like this...because the -other way it
hasn't'worked,,,They (children in open classrooms)_

have more things. They tee-more. Some children earn

by sight and some children learn by feell..and when
they areoin an open classroom,'then they usually have
all these thins, arqund and then they can be aware of

different things. It's a big difference.

It would really hurt me to see this program leave
Paterson, because r really think the children are
benefiting from it...I really think they need some-
thing like'this to reach the children. We have 24

children in our class and they none of them ever

misses a day - very seldom. Because they want to

come. Because they know it's not that same old sit

down thing all day. They don't have a chance to

get bored. They want to learn..:(by ending Follow
Through) they're not hurting grownups; they're hurting
children, and that's the important thing, really.

If I ever become a teacher I will have to have an

open classroom. °

It's not going to die away. Too many people have
seenit work, really work, and they like it, and
feel that their children are learning more.

0

11.10 SUMMARY OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

The project director and one principal stressed the loss of extra

services and resources that would follow the termination of Follow Through.
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The t local advisors agreed that there was some chance that the

essential elements of Follow Through - the open classroom and cooperation--------

among staff members - would continue after the program ended, but that

this depen04 Upon principals, the superintendent of schools, and even

.

the mayor of the city. The princiW who opposed Follow Through said

its end would free resources for better uses.

It

11.11 ANALYSIS OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

The administrators agreed that extra money would not be provided
O

to Follow Through schools after federal funds were terminated. Thgre-

fore, they talked in terms of things that might-continue Without furidiiiC ,

(s _
The two local advisors were most optimistic ab,out the prospects, though

they recognized that political decisions would affect the future of open

classrooms in Paterson.

11.12 DETAIL OF ADMINISTRATOR RESPONSE

Question Asked:

When EDC Follow Through leaves Paterson, how will that affect'the

program for children in your school?

Project Director

The project director said that it will be a loss because there won't

be any money for in-service training, consultants, and the resource center.

She added that parts of the program might be maintained, but didn't go

into detail.

Advisor

One.locaev sor's first statement was that the effect of EDC Follow

Through leaving Paterson would be determined by-who the next superintendent

was and who the next mayor of Paterson was. With support from these
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people, the open classroom concept might continue to flourish. She

went on to say that children's freedom of movement would probably be

curtailed some, but-that depended on the principal of the school. She

was sure, however, that the Follow Thr agh .open classroom tbrriculum

would continue to be used; teachers would continue to work together;

w° .-and teachers' +-*ts of teaching would continue, even if they were

transferred to other places.

She bel!eved that there wouldim less parent involvement and less

time provided for people to just meet and be together. Training programs

and opportunities to keep abreast of what's going on in education

generally would be'missing from the schools.

The other local advisor mentioned that the principal was a key

person in determining what would happen after EDC Follow Through leives.

However,,she felt confident that the feeling of Follow Through will stay,

not only with Follow Through teachers but more generally in the school.

Expanding on this, she said that' the feeling of Follow Through has

already permeated the first and second floors of the school building

including both Follow Through and non-Follow Through teachers. She also

added that-the position of local advisor would remain in modified form,

since the school district has created a position called "Project Team

Teacher" which is"much like the local advisor position, although less

flexible and open.

Principals

One principal said that he would like to have EDC continue to work

with Follow Through and continue to advise them. With EDC gone, he felt

that the school board would not supplement the program. As far as
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programmatic aspects of Follow Through remaining in the school, he said

that if'the principal found things that he thought successful about the

EDC model, he would keep these things.

The other principal said simply: It just means that we will have

additional classrooms to carry out a vital educational program and,

experience for youngsters in the inner city". This principal has

keviously mentioned his fundamental-disagreements with the EDC approach

to education (Chapter 7) so it is not surprising that he would see EDC

Follow Through's leaving in terms of freeing resources for his program.
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TEACHER INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

I. The first set of questions concerns your personal background.

1. Would you briefly describe your work experience before you came to

this job?

Probes: How many years have you lived in (community)?
How long have you been a teacher?
Hate you had any jobs outside of education?
What grades have you taught?

2. What is your educational background?

Probes: What degree or degrees do you hold?
Do you regularly take courses?
Are you working toward a degree now?

3. How long have you been a teacher in Follow Through?

4. How-long have you been at the School?

5. How did you come to be a teacher in Follow Through?

II. Now I'd like to get an overview of your activities as a teacher.

1. Could you give me an idea of how you work in the classroom by
describing what you do during a typical day? I'm interested in

knowing what you did on your own, what you shared with the aide,

and whit was going on in the room. Starting with when you arrived,

what di'd you do?

Probes:, What was the aide doing then?
What were the children you weren't working with doing?
What responsibilities did children assume?
How did you decide what to do while children were involved

in different activities?
How do you handle disruptive behavior?

2. We would like to have a complete picture of what you do as a teacher.

(a) Are there things you haven't mentioned that you often do? -

(b) Can you tell me more about hcw you work with your aide?

'Probe. Do you plan together?
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3. Do you spend any time outside of class time on work related to your

teaching?

If yes: About how much?
Now do you spend that time?

If no: (proceed)

4. What are the most important goals you are trying to accomplish in

your teaching?

Probe: Development

III. The next questions are about_your views on children's learning.
The first one is very broad.

1. What kinds of things do you feel it is important for children to be

doing and learning in school during the early grades?

2. Which of the things you think children should be doing and learning
are you most satisfied with in your classroom?

3. Which of those things would you most like to improve in your classroom?

4. We're interested in your view of parent involvement. Do you feel

parents should be involved in their children's school?

If yes: In what ways?

If no: Why not?

IV. Now I'd like to ask you about your opinions on the EDC approach to
children's learning.

1. In your opinion, what has the EDC Follow Through program tried to

accomplish?
Do your share those goals? Why or why not?

Do you feel those goals are being accomplished? Why or why not?

2. EDC Follow Through encourages open expression of children's needs

and feelings in the classroom. Do you share this goal?

If yes: What benefits do you see in open expression?
Does open expression create any difficulties (for teacher,
for children)?
Do you encourage talk about things like sex, death, birth;
race, and the fears children have?

If no: What disadvantages do you see in open expression (for
teachers, for children)?
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3. EDC's Follow Through program stresses "building on children's
interests" as a starting point for teaching. Do you agree with

this principle?
-

If yes: How does this work out in practice? First, how do you

find out what a child's interests are? (examples)

How do you build on those interests? (examples)

If no: What do you consider the appropriate starting point for
teaching?

4. EDC's Follow Through program emphasizes giving children a greater
amount of choice in what they do. Is this one of your goals?

If yes: What kinds of things do they make choices about?
On what basis do they choose: whims, what friends are

doing, genuine interests, etc.?
How do you know when a choice is based on genuine interests?
Do you help children choose? How?

If no: What are your reasons?

5. EDC Follow Through encourages'evaluating children's progress on
the basis of their own abilities. Do you try to do this in your

classroom?

If yes: How do you diagnose a child's ability?
How do you keep track of each child's progress?
How do you share your evaluation of the child's
progress with parents?

If no: On what basis do you evaluate children's progress?

V. The next section is about your contact with EDC advisors and your

opinions on their work. You may want to make some distinctions among
different advisors if you have worked with more than one.

1. Have EDC advisors ever visited your classroom?

If yes: Who usually initiates the contact?
What do they usually do?
What do you do while they are in the room?
Have you found their work helpful?
Can you give me some examples?
Are there other things you would like to see advisors do

in your classroom?

If no: Would you like them to work in your classroom?
What do you know about what they do in other
teachers' classrooms?
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2. I'd like to know about ways you have worked with EDC advisors

outside tilt, classroom.

(a) Have you ever attendlira summer workshop in (community) with

an EDC advisor?

(b) Have you ever attended a workshop during the year in (community)

with an advisor?

(c) Have you ever gone to EDC in Boston for a workshop?

(d) Have you had any individual conferences with an advisoi?

(e) Are there any other ways you have worked with 4n EDC advisor

outside the classroom? What are they?

If yes to any of the above:

Which ways were most helpful?
Would you like to be able to work with EDC advisors in'

other ways?
What? Why?

If no to all of the above:,

Would you like to work with advisors outside the classroom?
What do you know about what they have done with other
teachers outside the classroom?

3. 'How do you let advisors know about things you'd like to see them do

(with you or with others)?

How do they .usually respond?

4. When Follow Through leaves (community), how will that affect_ the

program for children in your school?

Probes: What will be missing?
What will remain?

VI. The following questions are intended to give us an idea of how ou

as a teacher f t into the school as a who e. This will enab e us

to see more clearly how the work of the advisors relates to the daily

operation of the school.

1. What adults, other than EDC advisors and aides, do you work with

(fellow teachers, principal, local advisor, project director,
supervisors, specialists, volunteers, others)?

what do you do with each of these people?
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2. When you have a problem you can't seem to'solve on your own, who

do you turn to?

3. Do you think you'have enough influence over what happens in your
classroom to be. able to do what needs to be done?

If not: Why not?

4. Do you think you have as much influence over your school and the
Follow Through program as you would like to have?

If no: Why not?
Who does have influence?)

VII. The last few questions have to d with difficulties and satisfactions

you have felt as a Follow Throu teacher.

c 1. What are your greatest satisfactipns as a Follow Through teacher?

Probe: Do you think that is different from non-Follow Through
teaching?

2. What are the greatest.difficultie5 you encounter as a1Follow Through

teacher?

Probes: Do 'you think that is different from non-Follow Through

teaching?
What can you do about that?

3. If you were talking to another tealfher who was considering entering
the Follow Through program, what are some tips or ideas you would

want to share?



AIDE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

I. The first set of questions concernsi your personal background:

1. How long have you been an aide in Follow Through?

Probe: What grades have you worked with as a Follow Through aide?

2. How long have you been at the School?

3. How did you come to be a Follow Through aide at this school?

4. Would you briefly describe your work experience before you came
to this job?

Probes: How many years have you lived in (communit ?

Have you worked at a school before ecoming a Follow
Through aide?

Was your previous work and other experience related to
your current job?

5. What was your educational background before becoming a Follow
Through aide?

6. Have you been continuing your education since becoming an aide in
Follow Through?

II. Now I'd like to get an overview of your activities as an aide:

1. Could you give me an idea of how you work inthe classroom by
describing what you do during a typical day? I'm interested to
knowing what you did on your own, what activities you shared with
the teacher, and what was going on in the room. Starting with

when you arrived, what did you do?

Probes: What was the teacher doing then?
What were the children you weren't working with doing?
What do you do on your own?
How was it decided that you would do those things?
How do you handle disruptive behavior?
Are you generally satisfied with your part in the
classroom?
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If yes: Go on.

If no: Why not?
What would you change?

Do you spend any time outside of class time doing things related

to your job?

If yes: About how much time?
What do you do?

III.- The next questions are about some of your views on children's

' learning. The first one is very broad:

1. What kinds of things do you feel it is important for children to
be doing and learning in schooMn the early grades?

2. Which of the things which you feel children should be doing and
learning are you most satisfied with in your classroom?

__3. Which of those things would you most like to improve in your classroom?

4. were interested in your view of parent involvement. Dofyou feel

parents should be involved in their children's school?

If yes: In what ways?

If no: Why not?

IV. The next section is about your contact with EDC advisors and your
o inions on their work. You ma, want to make some distinctions
among different advisors if you have wor ed with more than one.

1. Have EDC,adytsors ever visited your classroom?

If yes:. What do they usually do?
Do they work directly with you?
What do you do while they are in the room?
Have you found their work heopful? (Ask for examples)
Are there other things you would like to tee advisors do
in the classroom?

If no: Would you like advisors to work in your classroom?
What do you know about what they do in other classrooms?

2. I'd like to know about ways you have worked with EDC advisors
outside of the classroom:

a. Have you ever attended a summer` workshop in (community) with an

advisor?
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b. Have you attended any workshops during the year in
with an adVisor?

c. Have you ever gone to'EDC in Boston for a workshop?

d. Have.you had any individual conferences with an advisor?

e. Are there any other ways yOU have worked with an EDC advisor
outside the classroom? What are they?

If yes to any of the above: Have you found working with advisors
outside the classroom helpful to your
work?

If no tb all of the above: Would you like to work with advisors
outside the classroom? What do .you

know about what EDC advisors have done
with other aides outside the classroom?

3. How do you let advisors know about things you'd like to see them do?
(with yourself and with others). How do they usually respond?

V. The last few questions have to do with the difficultiei and satis-
factions you have felt as a Follow Through Aide:

1. What are your greatest satisfactions as a Follow Through Aide?

2.' What are the greatest difficulties you encounter as a Follow Through

aide?

3. Have your experiences as an aide in Follow Through made any changes
in your personal goals?

If so, what kinds of changes? Are you pleased with these changes?

4. If you could speak to'another person who was considering entering
the Follow Through program as an aide, what are some tips or ideas
you would want to share?

5. When FolloW Through leaves (communit
program for children in your school.

Probes: What things will bemissing?
What things will remain?
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ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

I. The first set of questions concerns your personal background..

l.' How long have you been a (rolet in Follow Through?

2. How did you come to be a (role) in Follow Through?,

3. How long have you been at the school?

4. Would you briefly describe your work experience before you became

a -(role) in Follow Through?

Probes: How many years. have you lived in (community)?

Have had any jobs outside of education?
(for principals) How long have you' been a principal?

5 What is your educational backgrOund?-

Probes: What degree or degrees do you hold?
Are you working toward a degree nOw? ,

Do you regularly take courses?

II. Now I'd like to qet an overview of-the activities related to your

job. (for principals) This will enable us to see more clearly

bow the work of Follow Through relates to the daily operation of

the school.

1. Would you describe the toads of things you do as (role)

2. Could you list the most important people and groups you work with -

and tell me what you usually do with them?
(If parents and/or teachers not mentioned):' Do you work diretly

with teachers/parents?

If yes: What do you usually do with them?

If no: Who does work with them?

. Do you support what they are doing with teachers/parents?

How?

3. Of all the people you work with, which contribute the most to helping

you carry out your job?

/ 4. Overall, what have been your greatest satisfactions as a (role)

in Follow Through? .,

5. What have been your greatest difficulties as a (role)

in-Follow ThrOugh?
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III. The next questions are about some of your views on children's

learning.

1. In general, what kinds of things do you feel it is important for
children to be,doing and learning in school during the early

grades?

2. Which of those things aro happening to your satisfaction tn your
school?

3. Which of those things would you like to improve in Ayr school?

4. Do you feel that parents should be involved in their children's
school?. .

-If yes: In what ways

If no: Why not?

(IV. The next section is about your contact with EDC advisors and your
o inions on their work. You ma want to make some distinctions

more than one.

1. hat have EDC advisors done with you?,
n general, have you found your work with EDC advisors helpful?
by or why_hot?_ 1

an you Rye me some examples?
What else would you like to see advisors doing with you?

. What do you know about what EDC advisors have done with others in
the program? (teachers, aides, parents, other administrators)
Do yop see these things as 'helpful in general? Why"or why not?

,Clin you givere some examples?

What'difficulties hAVe.yoti, had in working with EDC advisors?

CI How do you let adAsori know about things you'd like to see them do?
(with you or with others)

1/4
,

5. Do advisors generally do'the'tinds of things you'd like to. see them do?

Can you give me some examples/

t
,

6. Does EDC respqnd to your needs* wishes in Assigning Can

you give me some examplesU,
.1"-
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. Now I'd like to ask some suestions about EDC Follow Through as a
w.o e.

-First, I'd tike to know what your understanding'is of how EDC
Follow Through came to (community). Do.you, OW Ty EDC was chosen
as a sponsor? , ,

(

How did the - ,.,, schools become'Follow

Through schools? .

Were you involved in tpoqe decisions?
Who were the key people involved? a

2. In your opinion, what has the EDC Follow Through program tried to
accomplish?
Do you share tho
Do you feel thos

3. What do you see
in-(community)?

)-

se goals? Why or whynot?'",....

e goals are being accomplished? Why or why not?

as the most positive aspects of EDC Follow Through

k
,

4. How about the other side? Are there also negative aspects to EDC

Follow Through?
What are they?

5. When EDCYolyow Through leaves (community), how will that affect
the program for children in your school?

Probes: What will `be missing?
What' will remain?
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PARENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Introduction

ti} name -is . I'm a parent at the

School. The questions I'm going to ask are about you

and your children and your experiences with Follow Through. Your

answers will be kept confidential, so I hope you will answer as openly
*as possible. Your responset are for a study involving parents,. teachers,
and others in.(communit ) Follow Through Program. If you have any

questions about o Tow through, I'll be glad to try to answer them
at the end-of the interview.

I. the first questions are about you and your children.

1.. Piipondlng pareht's name

2. What is your r2lationship to (Follow Through child)?

mother
father

other (specify)

Are you working at this time?
,Yes

no

If yes)

'full time
_part time

'4. Whet was the last grade you completed in
.eig ade,or less
some high school ,
high school equivalency
completed high school '

5. Now I would like you to tell me the names and ages of 01 the

children inyour care.
(NOTE: If there are children over age 11 who were mot in Follow
Through, include supplementary questions at the end of the regular
interview :)

NAME AGE

school?
some college
completed college
other (specify)
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6. Have-any of your children been in Head Start?

yes
no

if yes, check above.)

II. Now I'd like to ask you some questions about Follow Through.

1,,21rst, did you know that there is a program called Follow Through

at the School?

yes
no

If yes)
How did -you hear about the Follow Through Program?

from someone at school (specify)
from another parent
from the newsletter
other (specify)

2. Do you know which of your children are now n the F011ow Through

Proyram?
yes
no

(If yes, list names.)
(If no, tell names of children not in Follow Through.)

3. Have any of your other children been in the Follow Through Program?

yes
no

(ITTies, list names)

(NOTE: If there are older children who were not in Follow Through

include supplementary questions at end.)

4. What do you think of the Follow Through Program? (Write on other

side if needed).

Probe: How is it different from the regular school program?

TH. Now I'd like to ask you some questions about 's

Ifpflow Through child) schooling.

1. What kinds of things do you feel it is important for
(Follow Through child) to be doing and learning at school? (List)

_Qf_the_things_ytu_lawa_mentianed, which ones do you feel get enough

attention at 's (Follow ThrouWaN1driZhool?

3. Which things seem to be getting too little attention?

4. What are the things you like most about the School?

(including Follow Through)
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5. What are the things you like least about the

School? (including Follow Through)

6. Can you tell me the ways you learn about how
(Follow Through child) is doing in school?

talk with teacher
talk with others at school (specify)
talk with child
watch child
don't know
other (specify)

If talk with teacher), .

a. Would,you say you have talked with
(WI& Through child) teacher:

once
a few times
often1111.1

b. Does the teacher ask for a meeting or do you ask to talk

with the teacher?
teacher asks
parent asks
both

Are you pleased with 's (Follow Through child)

progress in school?
yes
no

77-11b)
What do you feel you can do to change things?

(List)

8. Does (Follow Through child) talk about school

at home?
yes
no

Tiflis)
What does he/she talk about?

9. Do you feel (Follow Through child) likes school?

(Please explain).
yes
no

10. Do you think there are any specific ways in which the Follow Through

Program hasinfluenced 11- (Forraw-Through chi id)

learning and develdpment?
yes
no

TI yes)
How?
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IV. NoweI would like to ask about contacts ou have had with
's (Follow Through schoo .

1. Have you ever visited 's (Follow Through child)

school?
'yes

no
IIf Tes)

Have you visited once, a few times, or often?

once

,a few times
often

2. Have you ever helped as a volunteer at school?
yes
no

TIf WO)
Would you like to volunteer at school?

yes

no
Tines)

What would help you to do this?
(Probe for things like child care, being askedt teacher)

(If yes - you helped as a volunteer)
a. How often would you say you have helped, once, a few times,

or often?
once
a few tines

often
b. Did Ille teacher, or someone else, ask for your help, or

did you offer your help ?,,

parent offered
, someone asked (specify)

c. What.did you do as a volunteer?
(List)

d. Was volunteering at school a good experience for you?

yes
no

ti Please explain.

e. Do you plan to do this kind of tiring again?

yes
no

Could ycu explain why (or why not)?
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V. Now I'd like to ask you some questions about Parent Activities at
the School.

1. Have you ever attended a meeting of the PTO?

yes
no

TIf ies)
Have you attended once, a few times, or often?

once

a few times
often

2. Have you ever attended a meeting of the PAC (Policy Advisory

Committee)?
yes
no

Yes)
a. Have you attended once, a few times or often?

once
a few times
often

b. Have you ever taken part in an activity or talked with an EDC

Follow Through advisor?
yes
no

c. Do you know what EDC advisors do?
yes
no

3. a. (For those who have attended parent meetings)
What are some of the reasons you go to parent meetings?
(List)

b. (For those who have not attended parent meetings)

Did you know that there are parent meetings?,
yes
no

WiTeryou like to attend parent meetings?
yes
no

4. Have you participated in any Follow Through parent activities (other
than meetings) such as, the garden project, parent workshops, and

suppers?
yes
no

yes) _ -

Which ones?
(List)

(If no)
Would you like to participate in other activities?

yes
no
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5. How do you hear about parent activities?
haven't heard
notices
telephone calls
newsletter
talking with other parents
other (specify)

6. Now is it best to notify you about activities for parents?

7. Do you have any difficulties in arranging to come to parent
activities?

yes
no

(If yes)

(List, for example, child care, transportation, time when
activities take place.

8. Are there activities which you would like to see available for
parents that have not been mentioned?

yes
no

(If-yes)
a. Can you tell me your suggestions?
b. Would you be willing to help make these activities postibTe?

yes
no

VI. This last group of questions is about how you view your role in
your child's school experience.

1. Do you feel that your involvement can help your child's education?

____yes
:no

(I ries)

How?

(List)

(If no, please explain)

2. Do you see any benefits for you, personally, in being active in the

school?
yes

no
(Ifles)

What are they?
(List)
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3. Do you think you might be more active:
yes no If you know more about school activities?
yes no If child care were provided?
yes no If other kinds of activities were possible?

SUPPLEMENTARY QUESTIONS:

(For parents who have older children in the school who have not been in-N\
tile Follow Through Program.)

Since you have some children who were not in the Follow Through
Program during_ the early grades, Ind like to ask you a few additional

questions.

1. Do you think there are any differences between 's

(Follow Through child) school experience and that your older

child/children who was/were not in Follow Through?

yes
no

(If yes)
Can you tell me two or three ways in which
(Follow Through child) school experience is different?
For each difference, ask, "Do you approve of that?"
(Approve) and check at left.)

yes no

1..... 1.,
2.

2. Compared to when your older child/children was/were in the early
grades have you had more; less, or about the same amount of contact

with people at school since (Follow Through child)

has been in school?
more
ess

about the same

3. Have rat participated in more, less, or about the same number of
parent activities since your child has been in Follow Through than

with your older child/children?
more

about the same

4. Do you think there are any specific ways in which the Follow Through
Program has influenced your involvement with the school?

yes
no

7.175es)
Can you give some examples?
(List)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT THIS QUESTIONNAIRE:

Please read all of these instructions
before filling out your questionnaire.

Who is being This survey questionnaire is being administered to all \.
surveyed teachers, aides, project directors, principals of Follow

Through schools, local advisors and a sample of parents
in each EDC Follow Through site.

Purpose of The purpose of the EDC Survey Questionnaire for Spring,
Survey 1975 is to supplement the National Evaluation of Follow
Questionnaires Through by providing timely information about the content,

process and context of the advisory approach in EDC Follow
Through communities.

Choices for The choices for response to each question were developed

response from the information base collected last year with
representatives from all groups in the EDC Follow Through
programs in Burlington, Vermont and Paterson, New Jersey.

How to
indicate
your response

For each question, please circle one response number.

For example, if the question says: "How many years
have you been working with the Follow Through Program?"

the response choices are:

(0-1) (2-3) (4-5) (6-8)

1 2 lJ 4

--'

The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 appear next to or below the question.
Circle only the number that best corresponds to your response.
In the example above, if you have been working with Follow,
Through for 4 years, ,circle the number 3.

The numbers you circle are coding numbers, which will allow
your response to be punched on a card the punched card

w04. hen be counted by the computer, to get the total
responses of all members of your group ( teachers, aides,

administrators, local advisors and parents) in all EDC
follow-Through-communttles.

Next to each question vou will see a column number (i.e.coL g).

This is fur computer purposes. Please disregard these column

numbers.



Now to
indicate
your response

Categories of
Questions

Analysis
of Data

Some questions will ask you to "circle all that apply"
This means you can circle as many responses as apply
for you.

After many questions, the words "other (specify)" appear.
Circle the number next to this response if you wish to
write in a response of your own. These will also be coded
and counted by the computer.

Please try not to leave any question blank. This helps in

the total counting. If the choices do not seem to apply
to you, circle the number next to does not apply or write

your own response in the space for other (specify).

The questions include the following six basic categories:

I. Background

II. Children's Learning
III. Parent Involvement

IV. Contact with EDC ;advisory*

V. Work with School and Community Resources
VI. Supplementary Information

* When you see the words EDC Advisor(y), this
means EDC Follow Through staff from Newton.

4
The information collected in this survey will be analyzed

across sites and across groups. This means that statements

can be made about a particular group or that grout's relation

to other graups. These statements will be based on the total
information from all sites; no individual site data will be

analyzed or presented. 1r

Example of analysis:

In X number of EDC Follow Through communities, y number of
teachers responded to question 1.

40% of all teachers responding felt that was an

important goal for children's learning. Of that 40%, 20%

were teachers with,4-5 years of experience with Follow

Through.

ATT-tesponies wi Tl be counted-by machine.
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Analysis Your response to the few open-ended questions (i.e. give
of Data examples of other ways you would like to work with EDC

Advisors) will be coded and counted with the responses
of all others in your group. Your individual response
will not appear separately in the report of information
from the questionnaires. Your responses will be combined

by group.

Final Report The final report will combine a presentation of raw data
and an analysis by the EDC Follow Through research staff.
This report will be distributed in Fall, 1975.

This survey will be most meaningful if each community
gives the fullest possible response.

THANK YOU FOR GIVING YOUR COPY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
YOUR THOUGHTFUL CONSIDERATION AND RESPONSE.
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I. BACKGROUND: TEACHERS

A. WORK EXPERIENCE BEFORE WORKING WITH FOLLOW THROUGH

ID NO.

Col. 1
'Col. 2

Col. 3
Col, 4

1. Have you worked at a school
before becoming a Follow
Through teacher?

Col. 5
a .-N,

Yes 1

No 2

Col, 6

2. Have you worked in a pre-school
or Headstart program before
coming to work in Follow

Yes

No

1

2

Through?

3. How many years have you been a

teacher?

(0-1) (2-4) (5.7) (7 -10) (Over 10)

1 2 3 4 5

4. ,For how many years have you
taught in an open education
approach before working in

None (0-1) (2-4)

1 2 3

(5-7)

4

(7-10)

5

(Over 10)

6

Follow Through?

B. ENTRY INTO FOLLOW THROUGH AND CURREN' FOLLOW THROUGH WORK EXPERIENCE
Col. 9

1. 'How did you care to be a Was teaching` in this school 1

teacher in Follow Through? system and was assigned to
Follow Through

Was teaching in this school 2

system and asked to teach in
Follow Through

c . Appliid to teach in this 3

school system and was assigned

to Follow Through

Applied to teach in Follow 4

Through because I was attracted

to the approach

Other
(specify) ,

/b.

5



3.

How many years have you been
a teacher in Follow Through? .

(04), (2-3)

1 2

WhitNgrades have you taught

in Follow-Through?

(K) (K-81)

( Circ'e alai that apply .) 1 2

(3) (1-2-3)

,

7 , 8'
,

(4-5) (6-8)

3' 4

(1) (1-2) (2)'(2=t)

3 5 Col. 11

Other

Col. 10

(specify)
9

4. How many years have you been (0-1) .(2-3) 4-5) ) (Over 8)

at this school?
, 1 2 ,,, 3 4 5 Col. 12

. :

5. At-this point in'time(, how Wry Much Some A Little Not at All
Mich do yot.pcdriM'der yourself to ..,

be using an dpen education 1- 2 3" 4 Col. 13

approach in.your work? 0-

C. EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND PRIOR TO FOLLOW THROUGH

1. What degree
hold before
in F61-1750-1.7

(Circle all

or degrees did you
becoming a teacher

hrough?
that apply.)

Did you take regular courses
towards .a degree but did not yeL

have a degree before.entering
Follow Through?

3. If you'were not working towards

a 4egree, did you regularly take
education- related courses before

enteringlollow Through?

4. What kind of open education
training or experience did
you have before working n

th4 Follow Through progam.2.----.

2

7 %_

Col. 14

B.A.' in education 1

B.A. in other area 2

M.A. in education 3

MA. in other' area 4

Other 5

(specify)

Col. '5

Yes 1

No 2

Col. 16

Yes 1

No 2

Col,

None 1

College course (s) 2

Student teacher 3

in open classroom

Other

(specify)

4



5. Havc you ever taught in a
program with an educational
approadh that was different

than the Follow Through approach?

6: Do you riow regularly take
courses related to your
work as a Follow Through

teacher?

. Are you now working towards
a degree, while teaching
in Follow Through?

8. Have you completed require-
ments for a-degree since
becoming a teacher in Follow

Through?

Col. 18

Yes 1

No 2

. 19.

Yes 1

No 2

Col. 20

Yes, 1

No 2

Col. 21

Yes 1 14-

No 2

D. BACKGROUND: OVERVIEW OF CURRENT CLASSROOM & SCHOOL..
Col. 22

1.

2.

How many children have you

had in'your Folilow Through

(20 or less) 1

'
classroom for most of-this -(21 -25) 2

school year?
(26-30) 3

'(31-35), 4

(Over 35). 5.

What grade (s) is the Follow (lK) (K-1) (1) (1 -2) (2) (2-3) (3)

Through class you are currently

telching? 1' 2 3 4 5 6 7 Col. 23

(1-2-3) (Other)
(specify)

8 9



V

3. How did you come to be
teaching in this particular

class?

4. Vhich adults have you worked
with regularly in your class-
room during this year?
(Circle all that apply.)

b. In your opinion, how satisfactory
is the stdriing in Follow Through

classrooms?

6. In your opinion how satisfactory
(overall) is the current staffing in
the classrooms in your school?

\

Assigned to teach in thtt
class

Col. 24

1

Ask d if you wanted to
tea h in this class

2

Asked to be assigned'
to this class

3

Other 4

(specify)

Cof, 25

Full-time aide 1

Part-time aide 2

Another full-time teacher 3

Another part-time teacher 4

No other paid adli;ts 5

Part-time volunteers 6

Student teacher 7

Other 8

(specify)

Col. 26

vAry

Somewhat 2

Not very 3

Not at all 4

Col. 27

Very 1

Somewhat 2

Not very 3

Not at all 4



II. CHILDREN'S LEARNING: TEACHER VIEWS

There is a great deal of discussion about the need for children to
learn basic skills and the need to include children's interests in
the learning process.

1. Which of the following phrases best describes the way you
approach basic skills and children's interests in your teaching?

Focus mostly on children's interests

Focus mostly on basic skills

,Focus mostly on basic skills and pursue
children's interests as they relate to
basic skills

-Focus equally on basic skills and children's

interests

Other (specify)

Col. 28

1

2-

3

4

5

2. In this section we would like to obtain some information about what
your classroom day is generally like. Each statement is followed

by six possible responses: always - usuallY-- often-- sometimes -/
rarely - never. It might be helpful Urthink of these words as

representing percentages. For each stateMent, please circle the
number under the word that best,detcribes your classroom.

Always -- about 100% of the time

Usually -- about 80% of the time

Often -- about 60% of the time
Sometimes -- about 40% of the time
Rarely -- about 20% of the time

Never -- almost never

On an average day, I schedule specific time periods for each subject

to be covered.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

\;

2 3
4 5 6 N Col. 29

Textbooks and accompanying workbooks are my primary resources for

assigning class work in teaching basic skills.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 4 5 6 Col. 30



I attempt to follow curriculum guidelines for my grade level.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 . 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 31

During most of the day different children are working on different

things simultaneously.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 32

On an average day, the children's desks are arranged in rows.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 33

Before leaving the classroA for any purpose, the children must ask

permission of the teacher.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 34

On an average day, I spend a considerable amount of my time in the

classroom maintaining order and discipline.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely , Never

1 2 3 5 6 Col. 35

How many of the children in your classroom have brought things to school

that they are interested in working with or studying ? "(This question

refers to things like animals, things from nature, games, project materials,

etc.)

All Most Many Some A few None

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 36

On an average day, children move freely about the classroom without asking

permission.

Always Usually Often Sometimes RarPV Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 37

6



3. When you report each child's progress to his/her parents, how
important do you consider each of the following criteria?

(Circle one number for each of the criteria listed.)
Not Not At

Very Somewhat Very All

Criteria Important Important Important Important

grades on tests

work on classroom
assignments

completion of homework

general attitude towards
school and class work

individual progress on
ungraded work and activities

my own evaluation of child's
work compared to what I
judge him/her capable of
doing

my own evaluation of child's
work compared to the work of

other students

other (specify)

1 2 3 4 Col. 38

1 2 3 4 1.41. 39

1 2 3 4 Col. 40

1 2 3 4 Col. 41

1 2 3 4 Col. 42

1 2 3 4 Col. 43

1 2 3 4 Col. 44

1 2 3 4 Col. 45

7



4. When you periodically report a child's progress to his/her parents,
which of the following systems do you primarily use? Circle the

appropriate letter or letters. (Circle all that apply.)

Col, 46 Col. 47 Co1.48

Circle'- response Circle response
for Question 5

Circle response
for Question 6

letter grades 1 1 1

satisfactory unsatisfactory 2 2 2

comments like: progressing
very well; average progress;
poor progress, etc. 3 3 3

a written report describing
the child's work and progress 4 4 4

a verbal report directly to
parents in conference with
them 5 5 5

other (specify) 6 6 6

5. Which one of the grading systems in the question above would

you most prefer to use? (Circle the appropriate number.)

6. Which one do you think parents most prefer? (Circle the

appropriate number.)

8 251



7. We are interested in what you think are important things children should
be learning in school. For each of the statements listed below, circle

the number which indicates how important you think it is as a learning

goal.

Very
Important

The child should be
learning to-feel important 1

as a person

Children should be developing 1

the ability to work and play
cooperatively

Children should be developing 1

basic skills, such as reading,

writing and math

Children should be learning 1

how to think and work
independently

Somewhat

Important

Not at
Not Very all Don't

Important Important Know

2 3 4 5 Col. 49
/

2 3 4 5 Col. 50

2 3 4 5 Col. 51

2 3 4 5 Col. 52

8: Looking again at the statements listed in Question 7, how satisfied are you

with the way children are accomplishing these Goals in Lae Follow Through

Program? For each of the statements listed below, circle one number.

Not

Very Somewhat Not Very at all Don't

Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Know

The child should be
learning to feel important
as a person

Children should be develop-
ing the ability to work and

olav cooperatively

Children should be develop-
ing basic skills, such as
reading. writing and math

Children should be learning
how to think and work
independently

1 2 3 4 5 Co1.53

1 2 3 4 5 Co1.54

1 2 3 4 5 Co1.55

1 2 3 4 5 Co1.56

9

r e
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9. Which of the following patterns of classroom organization comes closest
to describing your classroom on a "typical day"? (Circle the number

which applies.)

Fairly structured morning, teacher
directed and focused on academic
skills: afternoon includes most
creative and free choice activities.

Each alt in the classroom is
responsible for a group of children,
although children may work indivi-
dually or in groups. Time for
projects and choice of activities
tends to occur in the afternoon.

Emphasis is on'a rhythm of activities
moving back and forth from large
group activities to small group and
individual activities. By directing

the rhythm of the day, the teacher
is able to focus activities and
allow time for children to choose

what they would like to do.

Children are highly involved in
planning and take responsibility for
their daily activities. Although

individual activity predominates,
there are times for small group
sessions and for the whole group to

get together. Adults circulate to

provide help and to remind children

to complete their work.

10

Col. 57

4

1

2



10. Below are a number of statements about the open classroom. Please
read each statement. (Circle the number which indicates how you
feel about each one.)

Definitely More More Definitely

True True False False

Than Than
False True

In the open classroom,

children are given too much
freedom.

The open classroom does not
adequately prepare children
to work in the real world.

Discipline in an open class-
room situation is less of a
prob'. :m than in regular

classrooms.

I would like to work in an
open classroom situation.

I would like to have my own
child in an open classroom
situation.

1 2 3 4 Col. 58

1 2 3 4 Col. 59

1 2 3 4 Col. 60

1 2 3 4 Col. 61

1 2 3 4 Col. 62

11. It is my feeling that the open classroom approach to learning would benefit:

(Circle one number.)

All pupils

Some pupils

No pupils

Col. 63

1

2

3

11



III. PARENT INVOLVEMENT: TEACHER VIEWS

1. Do you feel that parents should
be involved in their children's
school?

Col. 64

Yes 1

No 2

Col. 65

2. In which of the following ways Ways parents

do you feel parents should be should be

involved in Follow Through Tii involved
this school?
(Circle,all that apply.) None 1

Visit and observe - 2

in the classroom ,

3. In which of the following
ways listed in Question 2
have parerts been involved,
in Follow Through in this
school?
(Circle all that apply.
For Question 3 see column
above.)

Teach or share skills 3

and experiences with
children in the class-
room

Talk with school 4

staff

Participate in 5

Parent meetings

Attend workshops with 6

school staff and
parents

Other (specify) 7

12

Ways parents
have been
involved

1

.2

3

4

5

6

7



4. In ybur opinion, what are the
most important reasons for
parent involvement in
Follow Through?

5. Do you feel that enough
parents have been involved
in the Follow Through
program in this school?

6. Do you feel that it is
important for parents to
be continuously infortiej
about the activities of
the Follow Through program
in your school?

1

Help and encourage 1

children to learn

Develop a sense of 2

partnership in the
learning process
among parent, child
and school staff,

Facilitate personal 3

growth of parents

Involve parents in 4

educational decision
making

Involved parents can 5

help to change
things

Other (specify) 6

Col. 68

Yes 1

No 2

Col. 69

Yes I

No 2



7. How well informed Very Somewhat Not very Not at Don't

do you feel that well informed well all know
parents are about
the ongoing

informed informed informed

activities of 1 2 3 ,-- 4 5

Follow Through
in your school?

4'

8. How often do you All of Most of Selle of Hardly

initiate contact the the the ever

with parents? time time time

9. To the best of your
knowledge, which of the
following makes it diffi-
cult for parents to
participate in activi-

ties related to Follow
Through? (Circle all

that apply.)

10. If it was available,
would you be inter-
ested in an on-going
training program for
parents who would like
to be more fully in-
volved in the Follow
Through program?

11. If it was available,
would you be willing
to participate in the
'development of such a
program?

Col.-70

1 2 3 4 Col. 71

Col. 72

Not enough time on the part
of parents 1

Lack of child care

Meeting time inconvenient

Lack of information on parent
meetings

Not enough interesting activi-
ties for parents

Other (specify)

Very Some- Not very Not at all

inter- what interested interested

ested inter-
ested

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

14

2

3

4

6

COL 73

Col. 74



12. Indicate how often you have contact with each
of the following individUals or groups.

Very
often

Often Not very
often

Not at
all

PAC Chairperson 1 2 3 4 Col. 76

PAC Executive Board 1 2 3 4 Col. 76

Parents at home 1 2 3 4 Col. 77,

Parents in school 1 2 3 4 Col. 78

Non-Fellow Through
parents

1 2 3 4

Col. 79

Head Start and Day 1 2 3 4

Care Program Col. 80

Other (specify) 1 2 3

IBM Card B

Col. 4

15



IV. CONTACT WITH ERC ADVISORY:, TEACHER VIEWS

A. `CONTACT WITh EDC ADVISORS IN THE CLASSROOM

1. Have EDC advisors ever 'visited

your classroom?
(If no, skip to Question 10.)

2. How often have EDC advisors
visited your classroom during
this school year?

3. Who usually initiates the

contact?

4. What do EDC advisors usually
do in your classroom? (Circle

all that apply.)

Col. 5

yes 1

no 2

About once About? every About once Not

or twice other or twice at

a year month a month all

1 2 3 4 'Col. 6

Col. 7

1

2

3

.E6C advisors talk with you.
t

.EDC advisors just drop by.
Nsf.

. Teacher asks.EDC advisOrs to visit.

:Teacher tells local advisor she/he
would like EDC advisor to visit. 4

.Local advisor and/or project director

assigns EDC advisor to visits.

.0ther
(specify)

.Work with a group of

children.

.Observe activities of
individuals or groups.

.Help with areas and use

of materials.

.Talk with teacher after
activities or observation.

.Talk with teacher about
6 teacher's concerns.

.0thef

16

(specify)

1

1'

If

5

Col. 8

1

2

4

5



5. Who initiated this EDC
advisor activity in your
classroom?

.Teicher initiated this

activity.

Col. 9

1

.EDC advisor initiated this
activity. 2

:Teacher and advisor
initiated this activity

jointly.

.Other 4

(specify]

Co . 10

6. What do you usually do while .Continue to work with

EDC,advisors are in your children. 1

cla§sroom?
.0bserve what EDC advisor

is doing. 2

.Other f 3

(specify]

7. Overa'1, how helpful do you feel EDC advisors' work has been in your

classroom?

Very helpful Somewhat Not very Not at all

helpful helpful helpful

1 2 3 4 Col. 11,

8. Give one or two examples'of things EDC advisors do in your

classroom, which you have found helpful.

a.

b.

9. Giv% one or two examples of things. EDC advisors do in you-r

clalsroom which you have not found helnful.

d.

17

Col. l'2

1

2

Col. 13

1

2



Col. 14

10. If1you-fie-not-had_an EDC advisor visit your classroom yes 1

during this- year, would you-Tike an-advisor(s) to visit

your classroom in the future? no 2

does
not

apply

. OTHER CONTACT WITH EDC ADVISORS

1. How many times-have you_attended a summer workshop in your

community?

(0, (1) (2) (3) (4) (5 or more)

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 15

_2. Generally speaking, how helpful to you were these summer

workshops?

Very helpful Somewhat Not very Not helpful Does not apply

helpful helpful at all

--
>_---17- 2 3 4- --

-
5

--

,.----
----

_a_ How-many-times have you attended a workshop in your community

during this school year?-
(

,-,

Col. 16

(0) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5 or more)

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 17

4. Generally speaki ng, how helpful to you were these workshops

in the community?

Very helpful Somewhat Not very. Not helpful Does not apply

helpful helpful at all

1 2 3 4

How many workshops gave you attended at EDC in Newton, Mass.?

// (0) (1) (2) (3) (4) (5 or more)

// 1 2 3 4 5 6

-18

Col. 18

Col. 19



6.: Generally speaking, how helpful to you were these workshops

at,EDC?

Very helpful Somewhat Not very Not. helpful pes -161i apply

/ helpful helpful at all

1 2 3 4

__,--
5 Col. 20 'R.,

7. Would you liketo-Work with kDC advisors in other ways

(in the_0,assrpom or outsideof the classroom)?

Col. 21

yes 1

no 2

8. If you would like to work with advisors in other ways, pleate

give examples:

a.

Col. 22

1

b.
2

c. No suggestions

1

9. Overall, what is your opinion about the EDC advisory inservice
training opportunities available to you in Follow Through?

Very Somewhat Not very Not at all

adequate adequate adequate adequate

1 2 3 4

19

3

Col. 23



C. OVERALL, THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS ARE AIMED AT DESCRIBING SOME

WAY IN WHICH THE EDC ADVISORY HAS WORKED TO PROVIDE SUPPORTIVE

SERVI S TO FOLLOW THROUGH STAFF.

1. Each statement is followed by six possible responses: always -

usually - often - sometimes - rarely - never. It might be helpful

to think of these words as representing percentages; For each

'statement; please circle the word that best describes your classroom.

Always --about 100% of the time,

Usually --abotit 80% of the time,

Often --about 60% of the time,

Sometimes --about 40% of the time,

Rarely --about 20% of the time,

Never --almost never.

.You have had regular communication with EDC advisors as y6u work in

Follb*Through.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col, 24

.The EDC advisory has aided you in your understanding of the goals and
values of the EDC Follow Through program.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 25

.The EDC advisory has aided in the establishment of a climate of

mutual respect and trust among individuals in the Follow Through program.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 26

.The EDC advisory has worked toward including teachers & aides in

decision-making which affects their work in the program.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 27

20



.The EDC advisory has worked toward supporting teachers in planning
their own curriculum and provisioning their classrooms.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 , 3 4 5 6 Col. 28

.The EDC advisory has provided opportunities for the on -going
development of teachers, aides, administrators, local advisors,

and parents in the EDC Follow Through program.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 29

.The EDC advisory has worked to support local advisors in their

work as advisors (not as supervisors or administrative assistants).

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 30

.The EDC advisory has encouraged parents in educational decision-

making within the Follow Through program.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 31

.The EDC advisory has aided in the development of networks of

communication which will remain after EDC leaves as a sponsor.

Always Usually Often Sometimes Rarely Never

1 2 3 4 5 6 Col. 32

21



D. OVERALL REACTIONS OF TEACHERS EDC ADVISORS

1. How helpful were EDC advisors Very helpful Somewhat Not so Not at

when 3767fiiii difficulty? helpful helpful all helpful

2. How sensitive were EDC
advisors to your feelings
and concerns?

3. How willing am! able were EDC
advisors to respond to your
feelings and concerns?

4. Did you feel free to ask
EDC advisors questions or
disagree with their opinions?

5. In your opinion, were they
fair and impartial in their
ZiiTings with you?

6. At this point_in time how
clear are the objectives of
the EDC approach to you?

7. How much have your goals in
working with EDC advisors
changed over the years you have
worked with them in Follow
Through?

8. How much have the roles of EDC A great Somewhat Not so Not

advisors changed over the years deal great great at all

you have worked with them in

Follow Through? 1 2 3 4 Col. 40

1

Very
sensitive

1

Very
willing

2 3 4

Somewhat Not so Not at
senitive sensitive all sensitive

2 3 4

Somewhat Not so Not at

willing willing all willing

Col. 33

Col. 34

1 2 3 4 Col. 35

Very free

1

Somewhat Not so
free free,

2

Not at all

free

4 Col. 36

Very fair Somewhat Not so
fair fair

Not at
all fair

1 2 3 4 Col. 37

Very clear Somewhat Not so
clear clear

Not at
all clear

1 2 3 4 Col. 38

A great Somewhat Not so Not

deal great great at all

1 2 3 4 Col. 39
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9. In your development as a Follow =

Through teacher, when has working

with EDC advisors been most/least
helpful to you?
(Circle one number in each column.)

(a) When you first began to
work in Follow Through

(b) After 1-3 years of
experience in Follow
Through

(c) After 4-5 years of
experience in Follow
Through

(d) On an on-going basis

(e) Other
(speci6)

Col. 43

10. Give two examples of kinds of a. 1

EDC aaisor non-classroom services
which you consider to have been b. 2

most helpful.

Col. 41 Col. 42

Most helpful Least helpful

1 1

2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

c. No suggestions 3

Col. 44

11. Give two examples of kinds of a.- 1

. EDC non-classrcom services which
you consider to have been least b. 2

helpful. dr

c. No suggestions 3

12. In your opinion, how adequately Very Somewhat Not very Not at all

do the services provided by EDC adequately adequately adequately adequately

advisors currently meet your
needs as a Follow Through teacher? 1 2 3 4 Co1.45

Col. 46

13. Besides EDC advisors, with whom EDC Follow Through 1

have you had contact from EDC in Project Director

Newton?
(Circle all that apply.) Consultants 2

ZDC researchers 3

Don't know 4

Other 5

75-Wify)
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14. Please indicate how Very Somewhat Not very Not at all Does not

satisfied you were with satisfied satisfied satisfied satisfied apply

the contact you had with
each of these individuals

or groups.
(Circle one response for
each individual or group.)

EDC Follow Through
Director

,

Consultants

EDC researchers

'Other
(specify)

15. What suggestions can you
offer, at this time, to make
EDC advisory services more
relevant to your needs as a

Follow Through teacher?

1 2 3 4 5 Col. 47

1 2 3
.
4 5 Col. 48

1 2 3 4 5 Col. 49

Col. 50

a.

Col. 51

1

b. 2

c. Nn suggestions
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V. WORK WITH SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY RESOURCES: TEACHER VIEWS

1. How much influence, positive or negative, do each of the following
groups or people have on your classroom? (Circle one number for each category.)

A great deal
of influence

Some
influence

Little
influence

No

influence

Parents 1 2 3 4 Col. 52

Aide(s) in your classroom 1 2 3 4 Col. 53

Other teachers & aides 1 2 3 4 54

Specialists in school

(i.e. curriculum,
speech., nurse, etc) 1 ,2 3 4

,Col.

Col. 55

Project director 1 2 3 4 Col. 56

Local advisors 1 2 3 4 Col. 57

Parent coordinator 1 2 3 4 Col. 58

Principal 1 2 3 4 Col. 59

Superintendent 1 2 3 4 Col. 60

Other people in the
community

1 2 3 4 Col. 61

News media 1 2 3 4 Col. 62

2. Do you feel that you have enough influence to do what needs to be

dome in your classroom? .

Col. 63

Yes 1

No 2
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3. If you wanted to significantly change what you do in your classroom, which
of the individuals or groups listed below would be likely to give you the
most support? (Circle all that apply for Question 3 below.)

4. Which individuals or groups would be likely to give you the least support?
(Circle all that apply for Question 4 below.)

Parents

Aide(s) in your classroom

Other teachers & aides

Specialists in school

(i.e. curriculum,
speech, nurse, etc.)

Project director

Local advisors

Parent coordinator

Principal

Superintendent

Other people in the
community

News media

26

Most

Support
Least

Support

Col. 64 Col: 65

1 1

:2 2

3 3

4 4

5 5

6 6

7 7

8 8

9 9

0 0



i

5. Teachers and aides work with each other in the classroom. This question
is included to get a sense of some of the qualities and conditions which
teachers and aides value in working together. (Circle one number for

each statement.)

..

Teacher & aide share
similar goals and values

Each adult in the class-
room takes initiative in
activities

Teacher and aide share
classroom planning

Working together with
the same person for several
years allows the,time
needed to develop a good
working relationship

Having another adult to
relate to in the class-

,room

Teacher & aide share work
equally

Teacher & aide regularly
talk with one another
about their work with
children

Teacher & aide respect each

other's style and interests

Each adult has the freedom
to carry out his/her own ideas

Very Somewhat Not very
Important Important Important

Not at
all

Important

1 2 3 4 Col. 66

1 2 3 4 Col. 67

i

1 2 3 Col. 68

1 i 2 3 4 Col. 69

1 2 3 4 Col. 70

1 2 3 4 Col .71

1 2 3 4 Col. 72

1 2 3 4 Col. 73

1 2 3 '4 Col. 74
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VI. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: TEACHER VIEWS

This question is designed to identify the aspects of the Follow Through_
program which you value most. Select three of the program components

listed below which yca feel are most important to the continued effec-
tiveness of the program for children in your school/community.
(Circle only three.)

Col. 75

Money for'materials and trips 1

Medical and dental program

Snack programs

Lunch' program

Aides in the classroom'

I

EDC Advisory support on
open education

2

4

5

6

Parent/community 7

activities in the school

The open classroom approach 8

Local advisors 9

Parent coordinator 0

Project coordinator X

Other

(specify)
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In order for you to improve your effectiveness in your Follow Through
work, which two of the following would you like to have more of?

(Circle only two numbers.)

;In- Service Training

-,-

Mbre monetary resources

Mor\ support and encouragement,
froi those with whoa you regularly
work\

More \time to plan (on your own
and with others)

More time to assess accomplishwents

More contact witti\EOC advisors

Other
( spec i fy)

3. What age group are you in?

a

29

Col. 76

2

3

4

6

Col. 77

Under 20 1

20-30 2

30-40 3

40-50 4

Over 50 5



4. What is your current
marital status?

.1

'5. Are you currently the--
head of a hobsehold

with children?

I.

Col. 78

Single 1

Mariled 2

Separated '3,

Divorced 4

Widow or Widower 5'

Other 6

'specify)

Yes

No

Col. 79

A

2

. Overall, how worthwhile Very. Somewhat Not very Not .at all

an experience for you , worthwhile worthwhile worthwhile worthwhile'_

was the process of filling
out this questionnaire?

2 3 4 Col. 80

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
AND COOPERATION!
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I, BACKGROUND INFORMATION

A. Evaluation of the Follow Through Program

4

The U. S. Office of Education has required that two kinds of evaluation

be conducted about all Follow'Through programs:

(1) National Evaluation of Follow Through and,

(2) Sponsor Evaluation of Follow Through

National Evaluation of Follow Through has included the regular adminis-

tration of tests to assess child outcomes and the collection and analysis

of this test data. It has also included the collection of some interview

data. This data is used to look at achievements of individual Follow

ThroughLsponscirs (i.e. sites which ,are affiliated with a sponsoring agency

°oriVticti are self-sponsored) and to compare the achievements of various

ic'sgors. Theliatjonal collection and analysis,of this data has been

-contracted to Stanford Research Institute (SRI), ABT Associates and several

other - external groups.

U. S. Office of Education has also required that each sponsor con -

duct annual Sponsor Evaluation, to be designed by the sponsor and

supplement the National Evaluation. Each sponsor writes an

Annt.,1 Y, k -rop alto USOE and is then funded to-vcarry out specific sponsor

evaluMon ac vtties. The EDC Follow Through Survey Questionnaire for

Spring, 1975, to e adMinistered to teachers, aides, administraos and

pat is at all EDCxFollow,Throughsites is a major component of the sponsor

swevaluation which was roposed by EDC and funded by the Office of Education

for 1974-75.

B.,,EDC Follow Through Evaluation Rese ?rch

It is a function'Of the EDC Follow Through evaluation team to design

and carry out the annual sponsor evaluation. We currently have a staff of

three evaluation researchers and a limited budget for travel, consultation,

analysis and dissemination of data. The evaluation team responsibilities

also include:,

VIP

- Work with advisory staff to develop, and support

research activities in communities.

'iaison with and response to requests for infor-

mation from SRI, ABT Associates, USOE, etc.

Collaboration with other sponsors and researchers

to develop appropriate evaluative techniques for

open education



We have worked-to design and carry out evaluation projects,in

accordance with EDC Follow Through objectives,which\will contribute
data to the USOE in order to broaden their underttanding of EDC
Follow Through process and accomplishments. In addiion, projects have
been planned that are "do-able" within the scope of our resources.

The following are examples of some of our most redent sponsor

evaluation projects. These examples both describe completed projects
and illustrate the\importance and timeliness of the EDC follow Through

Survey Questionnaire for Spring, 1975.

The EDC Follow Through open education approach is based on an
advisory which works on an on-going basis in,comMunitiesolOth teachers,

aides, administrators and parents to increase understaPding\of how
children learn and to broaden the range of approaches, methods and skills

which they bring to the teaching/learning proceSs.

In 1972-73 EDC Follow Through researchers developed a report on

advisory functions, which was based on advisors' regular reporting of

the kinds of activities they were involved in with EDC Follow Through

,communities. (EDC Follow Through Advisory in Communities, 1971,-72)

This study represented the advisors' perceptions of the ways in which

they worked in communities.

In 1973-74 an in-depth interview study of the EDC Follow Through

approach was conducted in two EDC Follow Through communities - Burlington

,Vermont and Paterson, NeW Jersey. In open ended interviews, a wide range

'of questions were responded to by a broad spectrum of adults in these

two communities. Teachers, aides, administrators and parents were

asked to comment on topics such as: views of children's learning;

parent involvement in Follow Through, working with EDC advisors and the

EDC approach to learning. EDC research staff interviewed local Follow

,
Through staff in their communities and trained a group of Follow Through

parents to interview other Follow Through parents. The data which was

collected represents the attitudes and perceptions of the adults who were

interviewed. The data was analyzed and presented in two case studies,

An Assessment of the EDC Advisory Approach. These studies will be

available for distribution in May, 1975.

A case study has some distinguishing characteristics. It is

conducted at a particular point in time and the specific findings refer

only to the particular case studied at that point in time. The findings

are useful to develop generalizations and hypotheses in thinking about

similar -ases (i.e. the attitudes and perceptions of the adults who'work

in other LOC Follow Through communities.)

The questions to be asked and the issues to be explored in the EDC

2.



Follow Through Survey Questionnaire for spring, 1975 are primarily
derived from these two case studies conducted in EDC Follow Through

communities. In addition, the EDC research staff developed a survey
of EDC Follow Through objectives which was administered to EDC Follow

Through staff in Newton in Fall, 1974. All staff were asked at that

time to indicate to what degree they accepted various.open education
Follow Through objectives and those staff members who worked directly
in communities were asked to indicate to what degree they felt that

they emphasized each of these objectives in their work. The findings

of this fall, 1974 survey have also contributed to the design of items
for the spring, 1975 Survey Questionnaire for all EDC Follow Through

communities.

IT IS IMPORTANT TO EMPHASIZE THAT ANY PARTICULAR DATA COLLECTED
REFERS SPECIFICALLY TO THE TIME AND CIRC111STANCES UNDER WHICH IT WAS

COLLECTED, WE ARE ALL CONSTANTLY GROWING AND CHANGING OUR ATTITUDES,

PERCEPTIONS AND EMPHASES, HOWEVER, THERE ARE SOME BASIC THEMO 11HICH
IAVE BEEN CONSTANT IN THE EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE t11.. t-OLLOW

IHROUGURPBOACH, iT IS THESE BASIC THEMES WHICH ARE TO BE SURVEYED

IN ALL Lit FOLLOW THROUGH COMMUNITIES AT THIS POINT IN OUR DEVELOPMENT,

3.



II. METHODOLOGY - SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR SPRING, 1975 4

A. Purpose of Survey Questionnaire

The purpose of the EDC Survey Questionnaire for Spring, 1975 is to

supplement the National Evaluation of Follow Through by providing timely

information about the content, process and context of the advisory approach

in EDC Follow Through communities.

To accomplish this purpose, we will gather information from teachers,

aides, administrators and parents concerning their perceptions of the

impact of the advisory approach in all ten EDC Follow Through communities.

B. Design and Construction of Survey Questionnaire

The completion of the 1973-74 interview 'studies in two EDC Follow

Through communities was an essential factor In the development of the

form of data collection for the 1975 survey. The responses to the ques-

tions in the interview studies provided a basis for the construction of

items which are included in the self-administered questionnaire for spring,

1975. In addition, some items from the fall, 1974 survey of EDC Follow

Through objectives (see p. 3 ) are also Antluded in the spring, 1975 .

questionnaire. -

Structurally, the survey questions fall into six basic categories.

These categories are similar to those found in the 1973-74 interview

studies in two EDC Follow Through communities. Descriptions of the ques-

tionnaire categories-are as follows:

1. Background Information
This survey data will provide information about the abilities,

training, and experiences that teachers, aides, parents, and

administrators bring to their involvement in Follow Through.

For example, we will ask questions about pre-service and in-

service training that teachers have had, the number of children

that parents have had in the Follow Through program; the number

of years that aides and administrators have worked with the

Follow Through program. This background information will

allow us to look, in a comprehensive way, at other data collected

by means of the survey. For example, it would be interesting

to know if the number of children involved in Follow Through

is one of the variables which influences a parents' involvement

or if the number of years of teaching experience influences teachers'

childrpn'q learningthiOinn ahol,+
in any Particular way.

4.



2. Children's Learning
We believe that it is important to continually assess the

attitudes of Follow Through members concerning whatand how
children should be learning. For example, questions will be

asked about: the grouping of children in Follow Through
classes; children's behaviors which are encouraged and those

which are not encouraged; the arrangement of the learning

environment in the classroom.

3. Parent Involvement
We are interested in the ways in which parents become involved

in their children's education. l4hat kinds of activities are

parents involved in? This is an example of the kind of

question which will be asked about parent involvement. in

Follow Through

4. Work with School and Community Resources
This category pertains to the working relationships which form

in Follow Through communities as people spontaneously seek

assistance and consultation from one another in order to

become more skilled or better informed as Follow Through adminis-

tratdrs, parents, teachers or aides. An example which would fit

into this category is "To whom do you usually turn for assis-

tance in the classroom; in the school; in the community?

5. Work with the EDC Advisory
As_distinct from the category of work with school and community

resources, this category is concerned with the nature and

content of relationships which develop as members of the Follow

Through communities work with EDC advisory staff. For example,

questions will be asked about participation in EDC workshops

in Newton and in the communities; work with EDC advisors; and,

in general, about the nature of relationships which occur

simply because EDC is involved with the communities as the

sponsoring agency.

6. Projections
Questions in this category are intended to,gather information

about those aspects of Follow Through which community members

would like to see continued as part of their program. This is

a more focused way of identifying those aspects of Follow

Through which hold the most value and promise for the community

on an on -going basis.

5.



C. Groups to bOurveyed

All four community groups to be survey0 (teachers, aides, adminis-

trators, and parents) will be asked some similar questions in 611 six

categories. However, some different questions will also be asked of each

of the four groups to determine the functions and concerns unique to the

members of those groups. The groups are as follows:

Teachers - All Follow Through teachers in all sites.,

,Aides - All Follow Through aides in all sites.

Administrators - Project_Airectors, local advisors, PAC chairpersons,

parent coordinators, and principals of Follow Through schools in all

sites.

Parents - Our original intent, as we stated during the March, 1975

Administrators/Parents Workshop at EDC, was to survey a small num-

ber of parents, from the Parent Advisory Committees (PAC). Workshop

participants expressed a concern that this was an unrepresentative

sample and that there were other parents who had valuable information

to share but who were unable, for a variety of reasons to be formally

involved in the PAC. While time, budgetary, and staff constraints

still do not allow.us to survey all parents in all communities, we

have revised our design to increase the parent participation in the

survey as follows:

. For every PAC parent surveyed, two non-PAC parents of children in

Follo Through should be surveyed.

A minimum of five PAC parents and ten non-PAC parents should be

surveyed in each community.

. Since some communities have many mote Follow Through classrooms

than others, it seems reasonable to try to make the numbers of

parents surveyed in each community commensurate with the number

of Follow Through classrooms in that community.

In sum, we are attempting to survey communities according to their

relative size without surveying too few parents in some communities and

too many parents in others.
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D. Process of Implementation

This paper describing the background and methodology for the Goring.

1975 EDC Follow Through Survey goestionnaire is beinc sent to all Project
Directors, Local Advisors, Principals of Follow Through schoolS, PAC Chair-

.
persons and Parent Coordinators. Thinaner is a follow lin tn.

1., The memo of March 3, 1975 from Grace Hilliard, EDC-FT Director,
which introduced our plans.to conduct this survey,

2. The presentation about this survey by our research staff at the

Follow Through Administrators and parents workshop held in Newton
in March. 1975.

An Implementation Package will be mailed to the Project Director in

each EDC-FT community during the week of May 12, 1975. Each Project

Cirector will be asked to take overall responsibility for the distribution,

collection, and return of the Survey Questionnaire forms- to FnC
Through no later_than Mav 3n, 1g7g.

The Implementation Package will include:

- Questionnaire Forms for all four groups to be surveyed (teachers,

aides, administrators and parents)

- Envelopes for the return of individual questionnaires

- A list of the Follow Through members to be surveyed

- Directions for implementation.

The directions for implementation will request that the appropriate

Survey Questionnaire Form be given to each individual, along with a blank

envelope which will be provided by EDC. The individual questionnaires are

to be completed anonymously and each person will be requested to seal their

completed questionnaire in the envelope before returning it to the central

collection location (i.e., a carton with a mail slot in the Project

Director's office).

It is suggested that the Project Director distribute the Survey

Questionnaire Forms to as many staff members as possible at a group meeting

(i.e., staff meeting) so that directions of how to fill out the form and

how, when and where,to return it will be clearly understood. In addition,

this Background and Methodology paper can be reviewed at this time so that

all staff can be well informed about the purposes and procedures for this

survey.

7.



The parent questionnaire forms will require a different method of

distribution. We recommend that the PAC chairperson be responsible for
the distribution and collection of forms in envelopes from PAC members
to be surveyed and that the parent coordinator assume the same responsi-
bilities for these materials for non-PAC parents to be surveyed. The

completed parent questionnaires can, then be deposited in the same box
by the PAC chairperson and the parent coordinator.

A separate list of the specific directions for distribution, collection
and return of questionnaires will accompany each Implementation Package.

E. Analysis of Data

The collected information will be analyzed across sites and across
groups. This means that statements will be made about a particular group
or that group's relation to the other groups. These statements will be
based on the total information from all sites; no individual site data
will. be analyzed or presented. The responses of the four surveyed groups
will be tabulated (once again, across groups and sites) and correlated
with basic variables such as the following: total number of years in .

Follow Through; amount and type of pre-service and in-service training.
In this way we can begin to determine if variables such as those mentioned
above have any relationship to certain aspects of the EDC advisory
approach. The data will be tabulated and the results and discussion will
be set forth in a final report. The final report will include tabulated
data and analysis by the EDC Follow Through researchers. We will be
looking for significant pai;terns and themes of relationships and under-
standings in the data.

F. How Data Will be Used

The final report will be disseminated to the U.S. Office of Education,
to all EDC Follow Through communities, and to others who are committed
to and genuinely interested in the development and furthering of open
education as an important LA legitimate approach to learning. It will be
added to the growing body of knowledge concerning the implementation of
open education programs. In addition, we believe that this study is par-
ticularly important at this point in time in terms of adding to the infor-
mation base of those who make policy decisions about programs like Follow
Through. In order that these decision makers be able to make fair and
meaningful policy decisions, it is essential thrt they be broadly and
currently informed. This EDC Follow Through Survey Questionnaire will
contribute significantly to this information base.

8.



G. Summary of Major Points

1. This memo contains background and methodology information for

the Spring 1975 Survey Questionnaire.

2. The purpose of the survey is to supplement the national evalua-

tion of Follow Through by collecting information about the

perceptions of teachers, aides, administrators and parents in

all EDC Follow Through communities concerning the open education

advisory approach to Follow Through.

3. The questions to be asked include the-Nfoilowing categories:

Background information

. Children's learning

. Parent involvement

. Work with school and community resources

. Work with the EDC advisory

. Projections

4. The groups to be surveyed include:

. Teachers - all Follow Through teachers

''. Aides - all Follow Through aides

.
Administrators - project directors, local advisors, PAC
chairpersons,, parent coordinators, and principals of Follow

through schools in all sites

.
Parents - a sample of PAC and non-PAC Follo4 Through parents

lob

5. This questionnaire will be self-administered. Each response

will be completed anonomously and returned to a central collec-

tion location in a blank, sealed envelope. The project director

in each community will return all responses to the EDC Follow

Through evaluation research team no later than May 30, 1975.

6. This survey will not identify any one community. We are

interested in across site and across group analysis of the
responses of the four groups surveyed.
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7. This survey will give us, for the first time, an overall picture

of all ten EDC Follow Through communities. The report of this

survey will be disseminated to the U.S. Office of Education in

partial fulfillment of our 1974-75 evaluation obligations as a

Follow Through sponsor and to contribute to the current informa-

tion base of those who make policy decisions about the Follow

Through program.

Remze addkezz any commeraz on queztionz about this to the EVC Follow
Tit/Lough evaluation Aezeatch zta64 NO LATER THAN APRIL 30, 1975, We

wiAt'then be able to cOhz.idek you& zuggeztionz az we comptete 6inat
pnepanation o6 the Sunvey (Neztiornaike lionno and dinEctionz bon

imptementation.


